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COLLEGE CALENDAR, 1947-48
FALL QUARTER
September 25 Thursday

September 26 Friday
September 27 Saturday
September 29 Monday
September 30 Tuesday
Friday
October 3
Monday
October 20

November
November
November
December
January
January
January
January
January

5
6
7
12
23

March 19

:..

March 22
March 23
March 24
March 29
April 8
April 9
May 6
May 30
June 3
June 4

6
10
27
19

Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Friday

Freshman Orientation beginning at
10:00 A. M. (All freshmen are expected
to be present for the entire orientation
program)
Orientation program continues and
Freshman registration
Registration of upper classmen, 8:00
A. M. to 12:00 M.
Class work begins
Last day to register for full load
Last day to register for credit
Students who drop courses after this
date will automatically receive marks
of "E" in the courses dropped
E. K. E. A. holiday begins at 12:00 M.
Class work resumed at 8:00 A. M.
Thanksgiving holiday-one day only
Quarter closes at 4:00 P. M.

WINTER QUARTER
Monday
Registration of all students
Class work begins
Tuesday
Wednesday Last day to register for full load
Last day to register for credit
Monday
Friday
Students who drop courses after this
date will automatically receive marks
of "E" in the courses dropped
Friday
Quarter closes at 4:00 P . M.
SPRING QUARTER
Monday
Registration of all students
Tuesday
Class work begins
Wednesday Last day to register for full loa'd
Monday
Last day to register for credit
Thursday
Scholarship Day
Friday
Students who drop courses after this
date will automatically receive marks
of "E" in the courses dropped
Thursday
Citizenship Day
Sunday
Baccalaureate sermon
Thursday
Commencement exercises
Friday
Quarter closes at 4:00 P. M.
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SUMMER QUARTER

June 9
June 10
June 11
June 14
July 5
July 16
July 19
July 20
July 21
July 22
August 24
August 25

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Monday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Registration for first term
Class work begins
Last day to register for full load
Last day to register for credit
Holiday (one day only)
First term closes at 4:00 P. M.
Registration for second term
Classes begin
Last day to register for full load
Last day t o register for credit
Commencement exercises
Quarter closes at 4:00 P. M.
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'l'HE FACULTY
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B.S., Berea College, 1919
M.S., Cornell University, 1924
LL.D., Berea College, 1944
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
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A.B., Transylvania College, 1920
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1933
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Acting H ead of
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Morehead State Teachers College since 1938
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1909
Lan guages,
A.M., University of Nebraska, 1913
Head of
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Morehead State Teachers College since 1932

EMMA
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M.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1934
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M.Ed., University of Pittsburgh, 1936
Head of
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1938
Department

Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
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DON P. CLAYPOOL, B.S.................................................lnstructor in
B.S., Tulane University, 1946
Chemistry
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
NAOMI CLAYPOOL, A.B., A.M .......................................Assistant Professor
A.B. , University of Kentucky, 1930
of Art, Head of
A.M., Teachers College, Columbia University, Department
1932
Morehead State Teachers College since 1925
LAKE COOPER, A.B ...........................................................Graduate
A.B., Morehead State Teachers College, 1945 Assistant in
Morehead State Teachers College s ince 1946 Mathematics
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A.B., Kentucky Wesleyan College, 1929
Education,
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•
1932
Teacher in
Morehead State Teachers College since 1930
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Supervising
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Teacher in
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A.B., University of Western Ontario, 1933
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A.M., Duke Unive rs ity, 1935
D epartment
M.A., University of Toronto, 1939
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Ph.D., University of Ottawa, 1945
LL.D., B ethany College, 1946
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F .L.C.Th., London College of Theology, 1946
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
SAM WITHERS ETTELSON, A.B., A.M ........................... Assistant Professor
A.B., Allbright College, 1928
of English
A.M., New York University, 1933
Morehead State Teachers College s ince 1947
THELMA EVANS, A.B., A.M .............................................Assistant Professor
A.B., University of Kentucky, 1930
of Education,
A.M., University of K entucky, 1940.
Supervising
Morehead State Teachers College since 1943 Teacher, First
Grade

Lmus A. FAIR, A.B., A.M ............................................. Assistant Professor
A.B., Arkansas State Teachers College, 1925
of Mathematics
A.M., George Peabody College, 1930
and Physics
Morehead State Teachers College since 1932

•
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*JAMES DAVID FALLS, A.B., B.S., A.M., Ph.D ...........Associate
A.B., Ogden College, 1920
Professor of
B.S., George Peabody College, 1922
Education,
A.M., George Peabody College, 1923
D irector of
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Extension
Morehead State Teachers College since 1934
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A.B., University of Kentucky, 1921
of Economics
A.M., University of Kentucky, 1932
Morehead State Teachers College since 1930
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A.M., Columbia University, 1934
Teacher, Fourth
Morehead State Teachers College since 1936 Grade
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Morehead State Teachers College since 1943
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Morehead State Teachers College since 1931
MILDRED GILES, A.B ....................................................... lnstructor in
A.B., Morehead State Teachers College, 1944
Education,
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946 Supervising
T eacher, Fifth
Grade
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B.S., Buffalo State College, 1940
Home
A.M., Columbia University, 1946
Economics
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
OCTAVIA GRAVES, A.B., A.M ........................................... Associate
A.B., Morehead State Teachers College, 1938 Professor of
A.M., George Peabody College, 1939
Education
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
HENRY CLAY HAGGAN, B.S., M.S ................................... Professor of
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1918
Agriculture,
M.S., University of Kentucky, 1934
Head of
Moreheatl State. Teachers College since 1923 Department
• Leave of absence 1946-47-state Department of Education,
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NoAH C. HELLER, A.B., B.S., A.M., M.Ed................... Associate '
A.B., Central Missouri State Teachers College, Professor
1931
of Chemistry
B.S., Central Missouri State Teachers College,
1931 • ..
A.M., University of Missouri, 1933
M.Ed., University of Missouri, 1938
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
MARGARET WARREN HOWARD, A.B., A.M ..................... lnstructor in
A.B. , University of Kentucky, 1936
H ealth and
A.M., University of Kentucky, 1941
Physical
Morehead State Teachers College since 1944 Education
KEITH HUFFMAN, A.B., A.M ....................................... .lnstructor in
A.B., Morehead State Teachers College, 1943 Music
A.M. , University of Iowa, 1947
Morehead State Teachers College since 1947
INEZ FAITH HUMPHREY, A.B., A.M...: .........................Associate
A:B. , Eureka College, 1910
Professor oj
A.M., University of Chicago, 1927
English
Morehead State Teachers College since 1923
WARD B. JACKSON, A .B ., A.M ....................................... lnstructor in
A'.B., Uni versi ty of Kentucky, 1928
Education,
A.M., University o! Kentucky, 1932
Dean of Men
Morehead State Teachers College since 1935
~ RIENZI WILSO~

J ENNINGS, B.S., A.M ......................... Associate
B.S., University of Iowa, 1927
Professor of
A.M. , Univers ity of Kentucky, 1928
Commerce,
Morehead State Teachers College since 1938 Head of
Department

ELLIS TUCK JOHNSON, A.B., A.M................................. Assistant Professor
A.B., University of Kentucky, 1932
of Health and
A.M., University of Kentucky, 1937
Physical
Morehead State Teachers College since 1936
Education,
Head of
Department,
Head Coach

ROBERT G. LAUGHLIN, A.B., A.M .................................lnstructor in
A.B., Morehead State Teachers College, 1937 H ealth and
A.M. , Univers ity of Kentucky, 1941
Physical
Morehead State Teachers College since 1935
Education,
A~$ist~nt Coach

• Leave of absence 1946-47.
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JEs sE T. MAYS, A .B., A.M............................................. Assistant Professor
A.B., Union College, 1931
of IndustriaL
A.M ., George Peabody College, 1933
Arts, Head of
Morehead State Teachers College since 1933
D epartment,
Assistant
Dean of Men

*JUANITA MINISH, A.B., A.M ....................................... Instructbr in ·
A.B., T r ansylvania College, 1919
Education,
A.M., George Peabody College, 1930
Supervising
Morehead State Teacher s College since 1930
Teacher in
Foreign
Language

AMY IRENE MOORE, B.S., A.M ...................................... lnstructor in
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College, 1917
Education,
A.M., University of Chicago, 1925
SupervisingMorehead State Teachers College since 1932 T eacher in
Mathematics

EDNA NEAL, A.B., A.M ...................................................Instructor in
A.B., University of Kentucky, 1929
Education,
A.M., Teachers College, Columbia University, Supervising
1933
T eacher,
Morehead State Teachers College since 1929 Second Grade
HAZEL NOLLAU, B.S., M.S ............................................. l n structor in
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1934
Education,
M.S., University of Kentucky, 1935
Supervising
Morehead State Teachers College since 1943 Teacher in
·

Science

PAUL C. OVERSTREET, A.B., M.S ...................................lnstructor in
A.B., Asbur~ College, 1913
Mathematics
M.S., University of I owa, 1925
and Physics
Morehead State Teach ers College since 1946
STANLEY RADJUNAS, A.B ............................ -.................. lnstructor in
A.B., Morehead State Teachers College, 1940
Health and
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
Physicat
Education,
A ssistant Coach

ELIZABETH ROOME, .B .S., A .M ......................................... Assistant Professor
B.S., Columbia University, 1924
of Education,
A.M., University of North Carolina, 1930
Supervising
Morehead State Teachers College since 1931
Teacher,
Third Grade
• Leave of absence f irst quarter 1946-47.
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RUTH RUCKER, B.S., A.M .............................................. .lnstructor in
B.S., University of Missouri, 1929
Commerce
A.M., University of Missouri, 1930
Morehead Slate Teachers College since 1943
HucH M. SHAFER, B.S., A.M., Ph.D ............................. Professor of
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Education,
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Head of
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MILDRED SwEET, A.B. , A.M........................................... lnstructor
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A.M., Eastman School of Music, 1932
Morehead State Teachers College since 1940
JoHN THOMAN, B.S .................................................. - ..... lnstructor
B.S., University of Kentucky, 1942
in Music

Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
REBECCA THOMPSON, B.S., A.M ................................... Assistant Professor
B.S., George Peabody College, 1925
of Education,
A.M., George Peabody College, 1929
Supervising
Morehead State Teachers College since 1929 Teacher,
Sixth Grade

CHILES VANANTWERP, A.B., A.M .................................Assistant Professor
A.B., University of Michigan, 1922
of Education,
A .M., University of Michigan, 1934
Director of
Morehead State Teachers College since 1940 Training School
RODNEY WELLS, A.B., A.M............................................. Assistant Professor
A.B., Drake University, 1913
of History and
A.M., Drake University, 1918
Government
Morehead State Teachers College since 1946
MARY EuGENIA WHARTON, A.B., A.M., Ph.D ...............Assistant Professor
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A.M., University of Michigan, 1936
Acting Head of
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Morehead State Teachers College since 1945
ELLA 0. WILKES, B.S., M.S ...........................................Associate
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Professor of
M.S., University of Chicago, 1931
G eography
Morehead State T eachers College since 1932
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A.B., A.M........................ lnstructor in
A.B., Centre College, 1931
Education,
A.M., Teachers College, Columbia University, Supervising
1935
Teacher in
Morehead State Teachers College since 1932 Social Science

GEORGE THOMP::iON YOUNG,

D. YOUNG, A.B., A.M ....................................... Assistant Protess01
A.B., University of Kentucky, 1925
of Art
A.M., Columbia University, 1932
Morehead State Teachers College since 1936

THOMAS

\

•
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COMMI'l'TEES
EXECUTIVE
BAIRD, HOGAN, LAPPL"l, MILTON, (2 faculty representatives)
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
LAPPIN, DOERING, FAIR, SHAFER, THOMPSON, WHARTON, WILKES,
GEORGE YOUNG, THOMAS YOUNG
LIBRARY
FOWLER, CHAPMAN, CLAYPOOL, DOERING, GRAVES, THOMPSON, WHARTON
SOCIAL
GRAVES, HOWARD, JACKSON, MAYS, RADJUNAS, SMITH, THOMAN,
THOMAS YOUNG
GRADUATE INSTRUCTION
LAPPIN, BILLHARTZ, CAREY, DOERING, SHAFER, WHARTON
ATHLETIC
FAIR, ANDERSON, FOWLER, HOGAN, JACKSON, JOHNSON, MAYS, RICE
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
HAGGAN, JENNINGS, MOORE, RICE, THOMAS YOUNG
SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENTS
GEORGE, BANKS, ETTLESON, NEAL, WILKES
CURRICULUM
LAPPIN, BILLHARTZ, CAREY, DOERING, GEORGE, HAGGAN, SHAFER,
VANANTWERP
CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS
BANKS, BRAUN, HAGGAN, HUMPHREY, ROOME
TRAIL BLAZER
BRADLEY, CLAYPOOL, ETTLESON
GUIDANCE
LAPPIN, ANDERSON, MILTON, SHAFER, WILKES
STUDENT LOAN
GEORGE, FAIR, JACKSON, MINISH, RUCKER
PUBLIC RELATIONS
BANKS, BRADLEY, EVANS, MAYS
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GENERAL INFORMATION
mSTORY

The Morehead State Normal School was established in
1922 when the General Assembly of Kentucky passed an act
providing for the opening of two normal schools, one in Eastern Kentucky and the other in Western Kentucky. These
schools were to be created for the purpose of training elementary teachers. Morehead was selected as the site for one
of these institutions. Since that time, the name of the school
has been changed twice. In 1926, it became Morehead State
Normal School and Teachers College and in 1930, the present
name of Morehead State Teachers College was adopted.
The first president of the institution was Professor Frank
C. Button, who for twenty-five years had been president of
Morehead Normal School, a pDivate institution upon whose site
the State Normal School was built. On September 24, 1923,
the school op~ned with a faculty of nine members and a student body of less than one hundred. Before the end of the first
year, the faculty consisted of thirteen members and the student body had increased to two hundred fifty.
LOCATION

The Morehead State Teachers College is located in Morehead, Rowan County, midway between Lexington and Ashland. It is reached by the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad,
United States Highway 60, better known as the Midland Trail,
and State Highway 32. It is the most accessible Kentucky institution of higher learning for the people of the Big Sandy
and Licking River Valleys, and the Ohio Valley section from
Ashland to Cincinnati. It is within easy reach of the people of
both the Cumberland and the Kentucky River valleys.
The campus of approximately seventy-five acres bas a
background of mountains and extends toward the southeast
into the athletic field. The lawns ar~ terraced and face on a
boulevard which traverses the entire length of the campus.
This setting is of unsurpassed natural beauty. The healthful
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climate and the unusually cool summer nights are additional
attractions. The campus, as well as the surrounding country,
offers much of interest to students, particularly those studying
the natural sciences.
BUILDINGS

The splendid buildings of the college, situated on the ed ge
of the mountain slope overlooking the valley of Triplett Creek,
present an imposing panorama of architectural beauty. They
are of Tudor -Gothic design, the library being the best example
of the type, and all conform in general style. The Administrat ion Building occupies the central position in the group. Allie
Young Hall, Johnson-Camden Library, Fields Hall, the auditorium-gymnasium, Senff Natatorium, the Science Hall , and
the Pre ident's home form an arc to the west of the campus,
while Thompson Hall, Breckinridgc Training School, Men 's
Hall and the stadium complete the arc toward the east. All of
these buildings are of reinforced concrete, red brick and stone,
and are fireproof.
THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

This structure, the first of the group to be completed, was
ready for occupancy in 1926. In it are located the administrative offices, some r ecitation rooms, a well-equipped onllege
bookstor e and a college post office for the convenience of the
faculty and students.
DOR!\DTORIES

Allie Young Hall and F ields Hall are dormitories for
women, each with a housing capacity of about one hundred
fifty students. These halls are provided with attractive reception parlors and r ecreation r ooms. Student bedrooms are
double rooms, comfortable and adequate for the needs of
students.
Thompson Hall and l\fen 's Hall will each accommodate
approximately one hundred sixty-five men. Both dormitories
are modern throughout and are well equipped and furnish ed.
THE CAFETERIA

'fhe cafeteria is located on the gr ound f loor of Allie Young
Hall. It is a. feature of the college of which every one may
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feel justly proud. Resident students arc required to take their
meals here. The kitchen is equipped with the most modern eltctrical cooking apparatus, is thoroughly sanitary, and is open
for inspection at any time.
THE PRESIDENT'S HOME

The President 's home is a dignified brick residence, completed in 1930, and stands on a terraced lawn at the sou thwest
corner of the campus, facing the boulevard. The house is fully
equipped and is beautifully furnished in keeping with the importance and dignity of such a building. ·
THE AUDITORIUM-GYMNASmM

The auditorium and g~Jnnasium are enclosed in one building. The gymnasium has a large playing floor and bleachers
accommodating nine hundred, with standard locker and shower
equipment in the basement. The auditorium, main floor and
balcony, has a seating capacity of 1,500 and pr ovides from all
points an unobstructed view of the orchestra pit and stage.
THE JOHNSON CAMDEN LmRARY

The Johnson Camden Library, finished in 1930, is a beau tiful white stone building situated between Allie Youn g and
Fields Hall. The library has a read ing room and research
facilities for 1,500 students, and a book-housing capacity of
100,000 volumes. At present there are approximately 34,000
catalogued books, a complete magazine section, and a large
collection of bulletins, pamphlets, and public documents.
THE BRECKINRIDGE TRAINING SCHOOL

The Breckinridge Training School was completed in 1931.
It is built and equipped for school 'vork from the kindergarten
through senior high school. The first floor is giYen over to the
manual arts laboratories and the boys' and girls' locker rooms.
The director's office, the auditorium and the lower grade rooms
occupy the main fl oor ; th ~ juniot and senior high school bornerooms, the second; the home economics aJtd science laboratories,
the library, and t he gymnasium, the third floor. The arrangement and furnishings of the building are such that student
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teachers may learn what is desirable in modern school equipment and building plans.
THE JAYNE MEMORIAL STADIUM

The Jayne Memorial Stadium, a concrete structure with a
seating capacity of 2,500, was er ected on the athletic field at
the east end of the campus in the fall of 1930. The space beneath th e stadium has been utilized for dressing quarters for
home and visiting teams.
· THE SENFF NATATORIUM

Located west of the Auditorium-Gymnasium is the Senff
Natatorium. · The natatorium is constructed of r ed brick and
the stone pediment bears this inscription: " This swimming
pool is dedicated t o the ideal of a clean and vigorous youth."
The interior of the building contains a beautiful ninety-foot
by thirty-foot tile swimming pool, a spectators' gallery the
length of the pool on one side, and dressing and shower rooms
for the faculty and students on t he other side. The pool has
underwater lights, and its depth varies fl'om three feet to nine
feet. The glass roof is adjustable, thus giving all the advantages of an outdoor pool in summer, while the closed glass intensifies the heat in winter. The water is completely purified
and is tested r egularly by the State Board of Health.
SCIENCE HALL

Science Hall was completed during the first summer term
of 1937. It is a four-story brick structure which houses the
following departments: industrial arts, agriculture, geography,
mathematics and physics, biology, chemistry, and home economies. These departments are thoroughly equipped with the
latest and most modern apparatus.
POWER PLANT

The power. plant, completed in 1937 by a P.W.A. grant,
furnishes water, power and heat for the college. It assures
M:orehP.ad one of the best water systems in the state.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS
PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION

All correspondence concerning admissions should be
addres ed to the Director of Admissions, Morehead State
Tea chers College, Mor ehead, Kentucky.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
ADMISSION TO THE FRESHMAN CLASS:

Without Examination. Graduates of high schools accredited by the Kentucky Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and by the State Department of Education are
admitted without examination, provided they have earned
credit for 15 units of high school work acceptable to Morehead. No specific courses are required for entrance, but not
more than four units in one subj ect field will be accepted. If
credit in foreign language is offered for entrance, at least one
unit in the language must have been earned.
By Examination. Students who have earned 15 units of
high school credit acceptable for college entrance may enter
Morehead provided they pass an entrance examination satisfactorily.
Any student may take an entrance examination on l5
units of high school work selected by him from subjects listed
for Kentucky High Schools by the State Department of Education.
Special Note. All students desiring admission as freshmen
must have their credits certified by their high school principal
or superintendent. 'l'hese transcripts should be mailed directly
to the Registrar of this college by the person certifying to them
and should be on file at the time of registration.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING:

Students entering Morehead from other colleges must
present a statement of honorable dismissal from the college
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attended previously and must satisfy the entrance requirements here. The college does not accept tra nsferred credit
carrying a mark of ''D.'' Official transcripts of college and
high school credits should be on file in the Registrar's Office
before the time of r egistration.
ADMISSION AS A SPECIAL STUDENT:

Students 21 years of age or over, who have not met the
entrance requirements of the college, may be admitted as
special students and are permitted to carry courses for which
they are prepared. Special students are not considered as
candidates for any degree or certificate until they have fulfilled college entrance requirements as well as all other requirements for the degree or certificate in question.
ADMISSION AS AN AUDITOR:

By payment of the required fees, admission may be secured to a class or classes as an auditor. An individual desiring
such admission mus t apply to the Dean of the College. No
credit will be given for this work, nor will the student be permitted to take an examination for cr edit.
ADMISSION TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL:

Regulations governing admission to the graduate school
are explainE'll in d etail on pa~P 58 of this cat alog.
ADMISSION OF VETE~ANS :

The veteran who bas served at least three months in the
armed services may be admitted to Morehead in one of the fol lowing ways:
1. The veteran who is a graduate of an accredited high
school and presents at least fifteen acceptable high school
units, may be admitted as a regular student without examination.
2. A veteran who is not a graduate of an accredited high
school but who presents fifteen acceptable units, may
enter provided he passes the entrance examinations satisfactorily.
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3. A Yeteran who docs not meet, lhc entrauce requiremeuts
may be admit led as a specia l sludent although he is not
twenty-one years of age. Befo1·c a veteran who is a speeial
student can become a canddiate for a degree he must have
his status changed to that of a regular student. This may
be don e in one of two ways:
a.

By satisfying the r equirements for admission to the
freshman class.

b. By completing two years of work in this college with
an average standing of at least 1.5 on all work
attempted.
CREDIT GRANTED TO VETERANS FOR SERVICE

Twelve quarter hours of credit will be granted to those
veterans who present evidence of having completed basic training courses in the armed forces.
Credit will be granted for work taken in the Army Specialized Training and the Navy V-12 programs on the same
basis as any other work taken in accredited colleges or universities. Transcripts of this work must be on file in the
Registr ar's Office at t he time of entrance, but such credits will
not be entered on the student's record until he has completed
a quarter in residence in this institution.
Credit for specialized training taken in other than accredited institutions will be allowed on the basis of proficiency
examinations, information compiled by the American Council
on Education, and the services of the Armed Forces Institute.
Application for credit for this work should be made directly to
Morehead on the USAFI Form 47 (Revised) . The amount of
credit earned in any of the AST, or any other special training
programs, to count on major or minor requirements will be determined by the dean of the college, together with the bead
of the major department.
WHEN TO ENTER

The school year is composed of four quarters, each being
approximately twelve weeks in length. It is desirable, of
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course, that students enter at the beginning of the fall quarter,
since the year 's work is organized t o start at that time. By
attending during all quarters, it is possible for capable and
ambitious students to complete the four year s of college work
in three years. It is important that all prospective students
should note the latest date at which they may enter if t hey
are to carry a full load and receive f nll cr edit.
WHAT TO BRING

Students expecting to room in the dormitor ies should bring
the following articles: laundry bag, a pair of blankets, a comfort, window curtains; and necessary toHet articles, including
towels. The school provides p illow cases, sheets and bedspr eads and has them laundered. Stu\lents who plan to room
in private homes should ascertain before coming to school the
articles they will be required to furnish.
RESERVING ROOMS IN DORMITORIES

All boarding students are expected to r oom in the dormitories. Anyone desiring a room should write to the Director
of Admissions and enclose $3.00 to secure a reservation. vVhen
the student enrolls this reservation fee is retained by the
coll ege as a deposit fee. If all obligations to the college have
been fulfilled when the student leaves at the close of any. term
or quarter this deposit fee is r eftmded. If a student does not
enroll after making a room reservation, the reservation f ee is
retained by the college.
Permanent room assignments will not be made until the
student has made satisfactory arrangements with the Business
Office.
All assignments to dormitori es are made by the Director
of Admissions.
It is advisable for prospective students to r eserve rooms
at the earliest possible date.
DORMITORY LIFE

Students living in the dormitories are expected to care
for their rooms, and to keep them clean, orderly, and ready

{
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for daily inspection. The college endeavors to make it possible
for students to live in a wholesome atmosph ere under good
living conditions. The same conduct is expected from each
sttldent as would be expected of him or her in a refined
private home.
The college r eserves the right to inspect all rooms at an.r
time and for any purpose and students availing themselves of
these rooms accept this condition.
RULES CONCERNING STUDENTS RESIDING
IN PRIVATE HOMES

The college maintains a list of approved private homes
where students may room. Young women are expected to room
on the campus unl ess they a re granted permission by the
Director of Admissions on recommendation of the Dean of
·w omen to room elsewhere.
All students not living in their own homes, whether rooming in the dormitories or in private homes or rooming houses,
are subject to the regulations, control, and supervision of the
school.
Every woman student not residing in the dormitories is
required to register her address with the Dean of Women on
the day of registration.
Students living off-campus will make their own financial
arrangements in regard to living expenses. The college does
not attempt to collect rents or to act in any way as a collection agency.

..

ROOMS FOR MARRffiD COUPLES

The college maintains a limited number of rooms for married couples and, in addition, a number of apartments are
available on the campus for the use of veterans and their
families.
There are also places in the community where light housekeeping can be done. These may usually be rented furnished
or unfurnished. Prospective stud ents desiring such rooming
facilities off the campus are ad vised t o communicate with the
Director of Admissions in advance of their arrival, so that the
best possible arrangements can be made.

·.
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BOARDING FACILITmS

Board is provided in the college cafeteria. Cafeteria
coupon books, good for $5.00 in board, are on sale at the
Business Office at all times and may be purchased as needed.
Board will average approximately $6.00 per week.
Men and women students occupying rooms on the campus
are required to take their meals at the college cafeteria. They
are required to pay for four cafeteria coupon books in advance
at the beginning of each quarter, and two coupon books at the
beginning of each summer term. Each dormitory student must
purchase a minimum of six coupon books during a quarter. All
of these must be purchased not later than two weeks before
the close of the quarter.
Light housekeeping is not permitted in dormitory rooms.
Any student violating this rule will be asked to leave his or her
room and, in case of such release of a room, no room rent will
be refunded.
FAILURE IN OTHER COLLEGES

Students who have been denied the privilege of re-entering, or have been dismissed from other colleges, will not be
permitted to enter the Morehead State Teachers College until
such time as they would be permitted to re~enter the institution
from which they were dismi sed. Exceptions to this r egulation may be made provided the in~titution concerned recommends acceptance of the student.
LATE ENTRANCE

Students entering after the regular enrollment date will
be placed on a reduced schedule. A late enrollment fee of $1.00
per day, not to exceed a total of $5.00, will be charged all students who do not register on the day set aside for the purpose.
Students will not be permitted to register at the regular registration period and then enter school at a later date.
CHANGE IN SCHEDULE

Every student upon entrance must prepare a schedule of
courses approved by a faculty adviser. This program cannot
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be changed, except by permission of the Dean and the instructors concerned.
Courses not recorded in the Registrar's Office will not
carry credit.
A fee of $1.00 will be charged for each change in the
schedule made at t.be student's request after the date provided in the school calendar.
STUDENT LOAD

The minimum amount of work that a regular student may
.carry each quarter is 12 quarter hours, and the normal amount
is 16 quarter hours. Permission to carry more than 18 quarter
hours requires the consent of the Executive Committee. A
freshman will not be permitted to carry more than 17 quarter
hours during his first quarter in residence.
THE MARKING SYSTEM

The grade of work done by students will be marked by
letters as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
I.

The highest mark attainable.
A mark above average.
The average mark.
The lowest passing mark.
Failure. Course must be repeated in residence.
Incomplete course.

(A course in which an "I" is received must be completed within the first thirty days of the next quarter in residence, if credit is
granted. Otherwise the mark automatically becomes an "E".)
THE NUMBERING OF COURSES

100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500

Freshman courses
Sophomore courses
Junior courses
Senior courses
Graduate courses

A minimum of 65 quarter hours of work offered for a degree
must be in courses numbered 300 or above.
SCHOLARSHIP POINTS

The mark of "A" carries 3 points; "B," 2 points; "C," 1
point ; " D," no points. The- number of quality points must
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equal the number of quantity points, or quarter hours, that are
required for graduation or certification. An average of "C,"
or a standing of 1, must be maintained for graduation and for
certification.
SCHOLASTIC PROBATION

Any student making a standing of five-tenths or lower on
a quarter's work is placed on probation for the next quarter
in residence, and his parents will be notified of his unsatisfactory work. The student will be dropped from school if he does
not bring his standing up to at least seven-tenths during his
next two quarters in residence.
ABSENCES

When a student enrolls he is expected to attend all regular
exercises of the college. Class absences seriously binder
scholarship and the college authorities request the cooperation
of parents in reducing absences to a minimum. Parents are,
therefore, urged io refrain from asking permission for students
to be absent preceding or following a holiday or to take frequent trips ov er the week-end ..
A student who is absent from the last class meeting preceding, or the first class meeting following any vacation or
holiday, will be penalized one-half hour of general credit for
each class absence unless he presents a satisfactory excuse,
before the absence is incurred whenever it is possible to do so.
In any event, arrangement~; for such excuses must be made
within three days after the student retm·ns to class. (Arrangements for these absences muRt be made in the Dean's office.)
Other absences during a term are generally left to the
instructors of the classes in which they occur. Students are
expected to explain to their instructors the cause of these
absences and to make up all omitted work to the satisfaction
of their instructors. Cases of ext ended or repeated absences
will be referred to the Dean and will be dealt with by him.
Credit will not be granted in any course and an "E" will
be recorded if a student's total absences in the course, from
all causes, exceeds 20 per cent of the ntUDber of class meetings
in any quarter or term.
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DISCIPLINE

When students enroll in the Morehead State 'reachers College, it is with the definite understanding that they agree to
abide by the r egulations of the institution. The officers of
administration, in cooperation with the faculty, will make
whatever regulations that are deemed necessary from time to
time.
WITHDRAWALS

Students withdrawing from school during any quarter
or term must arrange for their withdrawal with the Directot•
of Admis ions and the Dean of the College. No refunds will
be made unless the withdt·awal is made through the proper
channels.
EXPENSES

The incidental fee for students r esiding in Kentucky is
$22.50 for each quarter. The incidental f ee for students residing outside of Kentucky is $35.00 per quarter. This incidental
fee is payable at t he tim e of registration .
TERMS OF PAYMENT:

All fees, r oom rent, and board are payable in advance at
the time of r egistration. Remi ttance should be made by check
drawn to Morehead State Teachers College.
The college bas a special payment plan for those who are
unable to pay the entire expenses for the quarter at the time
of registration. 'l' his plan enables the student to pay his fees
in installments, the first payment being made at the time of
registration. Information concerning this sp ecial arrangement
may be obtained by writing the Comptroller, but permission
to use t his plan will be granted only when absolutely necessary.
Students will not be permitted to attend classes until their
registration cards have first been approved by t he Business
Office, and such. approval will be given only after satisfactory
financial arrangcmeuts have been made.
DEPOSIT FEE:

A general deposit fee of $3.00 is r equired of all students
to cover any possible damage to school property, or to pay for
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books taken from the library and not returned. After deducting charges for such damages when a student withdraws at
the close of any quarter or term, the remainder of this depo it
is returned. Such damages to school property as can be traced
to an individual are charged to him .
Breakage in all laboratory courses must be paid for by the
student.
MEDICAL FEE:

Each dormitory student is char ged a medical fcc of $1.00
a quarter which is payable ~t the time of r egistration. 'l'he
payment of this fee entitles a stud ent to the services of the
school nurse and to the services of a physician for minor ailments.
LAUNDRY FEE:

Each dormitqry student is charged a laundry fee of $1.50
a quarter which is payable at the time of registration. This
fee cover s th e rental charge on sheets, pillowcases, and bedspreads furnished by the College and provides laundry service
for them.
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION FEE:

A fee of $1.00 is char ged for taking the annual physical
examination at a time other than that regularly scheduled. If
the examination is taken at the assigned t~me, no fee is charged.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE:

To cover the cost of attending all athletic contests in
Morehead- sponsored by the college, special entertainments
scheduled during the quarter, and a subscription to the Trail
Blazer, a fee of $3.00 a quarter is charged to all students on
r egistration day. The payment of this fee entitles a student
to free participation in the activjties indicated.
LABORATORY FEE:

No special course fees arc charged at Morehead bnt a
general laboratory fee of $3.00 per quarter is coll ec ted from
a ll students. 'l'his fpe i. payahl e at the time of t·egi. tration .
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FEE:

Payment of the Laboratory F ee entitles students to the
usc of the sw imming pool.
Faculty members and employers of the college have the
privil ege of using the pool by paying a fee of $1.00 per
quarter. Families of faculty members and employees ar~
included in this classification.
Pupils enrolled in th e Breckinridge Training School also
have the privilege of using the swimming pool by paying this
f ee.
GRADUATION F.EE:

The graduation fee is $7.50. This amoun t covers the cost
to the stl;ldent of the diploma, cap and gown rental, and certain
college expenses incidental to graduation.
YEARBOOK FEE:

In compliance with a request made by students in former
years, a fee of $3.00 is charged for the Raconteur, the college
yearbook. This fee is collected at the time of registration from
all students enrolling for the Winter Quarter and from all
additional students enrolling for the Spring Quarter .
FEE FOR LATE REGISTRATION:

Students who enroll after the day of registration are required to pay an additional fee of $1.00 for each day they are
late, the total not to exceed $5.00.
FEE FOR CHANGE OF SCHEDULE:

A fee of $1.00 will be charged for each voluntary change
which a student makes in his schedule after it has been prepared and approved at the t ime of registration. Therefore,
students are advised to give careful study to the program of
classes and the r equir ements to be met before having their
class schedules approved. If a change in schedule is requested
by the Registrar or Dean, the student will not be expected to
pay this fee.
NECESSARY EXPENSES A'l' MOREHEAD FOR ONE
QUARTER:
Incidental fee ...................................................................... $22.50
Deposit fee ............................................................................ 3.00
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Room rent ............................................................................ 30.00
Board @ $6.00 per week approximately .................... 72.00
College post office box rent ............................................
.50
Estimated cost of books .................................................... 10.00
Laboratory fee .................................................................... 3.00
Student activity fee............................................................ 3.00
Medical fee ............................................................................ 1.00
Laundry fee ································-······································
1.50
Total .............................................................................. $146.50

THE FOLLOWING EXPENSES ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
FOR THE QUARTER:
Incidental fee ......................................................... :............ $22.50
Deposit fee ............................................................................ 3.00
Room rent in the dormitories.......................................... 30.00
Board in the college cafeteria, 4 tickets ........................ 20.00
College p ost office box rent ............................................
.50
Laboratory fee .................................................................... 3.00
Student activity fee........... ................................................ 3.00
Medical fee .......................................................................... 1.00
Laundry fee ........................................................................
1.50
Total ................................................................................ $84.50
PART-TIME FEES:

'l'he Incidental F ee fOl' students enrolled for l ess than 12
quarter hours of work is $2.00 p er quarter hour.
FEES FOR GRADUATE INSTRUCTION:

The Incidental Fee f or graduate students is $2.00 per
quarter hour.
CREDIT:

No degree, diploma, or transcript of credits will be furnished a student until all financial obligations to the college
have been paid.
All previously incurred expenses at the college must be
paid in full brfore a student may re-enter at the beginning of
any quarter.
REFUNDS:

Refunds of f ees will be made as follows:
.A stud ent withdrawing during the first week of school will
br t·efuncled 7f>'l r of hi fees. ·
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A student withdrawing within the first three weeks of
school will be refunded 50% of his fees.
No refund of fees will be made after the first three weeks.
These same regulations will govern refunds on out-of-state
t uition.
OPPORTUNITY FOR STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

The college has made it possible for a limited number of
students to earn a part of their expenses, such as board or
room rent, or both, by doing various kiucls of work. The work
opportunities available are in the cafeteria, dormitories, offices,
and various bu ildings. Other students may find employmen t
of various types in Morehead. Students desiring employment
should apply for information to the President's Office.
Since the entering student cannot always find immedia t e
employment, it is recommended that no new student r egister
unless he has sufficient funds to cover the expenses of the f irst
quarter. Only a few students are able to be entirely self-supporting, since it is not advisable for a student to spend more
than 25 hours per week on outside work if he is carrying an
<weragc college program.
Students desiring employment should note the following
regulations :
1. The following classes of students are eligible to be appoint ed for employment: a. Students whose character and previous record give promise of successful college work; b. Individuals who a re in need of financial assistance.
2. Employment is contingent upon the student's sa tisfactory performance of all his college d uties, cheerf ul con formity to all college regulations, maintenance of proper
standards of conduct, and the economical use of both time and
money.
3. Students who are given employment by the college are
expected to carry a normal schedule o.f work unless specif ically
rxc·nsed by action of the faculty.
4. Employmen t may be terminated at any time if the
worker is not performing his assigned tasks satisfact orily.
5. All students employed by the college must maintain
an average mark of" 0" or better.
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6. Students employed by the institution are expected to
perform their duties regularly and will not be allowed substitutes on week.ends.
WEEK-END CLASSES

The college follows the practice of scheduling a limited
number of classes on Saturday in order to accommodate inservice teachers. 'l'hese courses give residence credit. No ins&vice teacher is permitted to earn more than 6 hours of credit
in this type of work during any quarter or more than 18 hours
during a school year.
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INFORMATION OF PAR'l'ICULAR IN'l' EREST
TO FRESHMEN
What has been the history of the college t
'l'he Morehead State Teachers College was established in
1922 and has operated continuously since September 1923. For
a more complete statement see page 15 of this catalog.

l.

2.

What types of training are offered at Morehead f
The college offers several types of training. These area. A two-year course for elementary teachers.
b. A four-year course for elementary teachers.
c. A four-year course for high school t eachers with opportunities for major study in agriculture, commerce, economics and sociology, English, modern languages, history,
political science, biology, chemistry, geography, mathe·
matics, physics, art, music, home economics, industrial
arts, and physical education.
d. A four-year course of general academic training with the
same opportunities for major study as those listed above.
This course does not prepare for teaching.
e . A four-year course qualifying Smith-Hughes teachers of
vocational home economics.
f . Graduate work leading to the degree of Master of Arts in
Education.
g. One and two-year courses for stenographers and secretaries.
h. A four-year course in commerce.
i. Preliminary training for professional study in medicine,
dentistry, law, pharmacy, engineering, nursing, etc. (For
more complete statements, see the pertinent information in
this catalog. Consult the index for exact pace references.)

3.

What is the standing of the Morehead faculty 1
Members of the teaching staff are selected on the basis of
thei1· ability to do effectively the particular work to which they
are assigned. This college believes that its major task is to be
accomplished in the classroom, but that this classroom activity,
to be effective, must be made as functional as possible. The
faculty at Morehead is highly trained and is engaged conM . S.T.C.-ll
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stantly in the effort to improve its efficiency. The academic
training of th e members of the faculty may be determined by
r eferring to the material on pp. 6- 13 of thi catalog.
4.

Is there an opportuni ty at Morehead for a deserving student to work and thus defray a part of tl1e cost of his
education 1
Yes. A large portion of the clerical and routine work on
the campus is done by students. Anyone interested in this
work should make application through the President's Office.
Fo1· a more complet e statement see p. 31 of this catalog.
· 5.

·what ar'e the r equirements for admis ion at Morehead 1
Our admission requirements are similar to those of any
standard four-year college. A complete statement of these
requirements may be found on p. 19 of this catalog.
6.

How should a .·tudent apply for admission at Morebeacl1
Anyon e wishing to be admitted l o the coll ege should write
to the Director of Admis ions, :Morehead State Teachers College, Morehead , Kentucky, and enclose the R eservation Fee
of $3.00. The Director of Admissions will then send to t he
student all necessary forms and instructions for completing
the application.
7.

'Vhat are the requirements for graduation at Mor ehead?
To graduate at Morehead you must earn a minimum of
192 quarter hours of college credit, at least 65 hours of which
must be earned in junior and senior courses. Not more than
one-fourth of this total can be earned by extension. A minimum scholarship average of "C " must be maintained on all
residence courses offered for a degree.
If you are interested in the four-year program for elementary teachers you should read carefully the material on
p. 49 of this catalog; if you are interested in the program
for high school t eachers read pp. 50- 56; and if you are interested in a degree without a teaching certificate read pp. 51
and 53. Students who are interested in pre-professional
courses should read the appropriate sections of this catalog.
These may be located by referring to the index.
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8.

What should a fr eshman do on registration day 1
W e have attempted at Morehead to make the process of
registration as simple as p ossible and at the same time secure
the basis for adequate r ecords and proper cour se assignments.
However , certain steps are essential and t he entering freshman
should do the following things in the order indicateda. Go to the Registrar's Office and secure your classification, ·
enrollment cards, room assignment, chapel seat and post
office box num bers, and library card.
b. Consult one of th e Freshman Advisers concerning your
class schedule. These advisers will be found in a room indicated on your mimeographed Directions for Registration.
c. Fill out all enrollment forms under the direction of the
Freshman Adviser.
d. Go t o the teacher of each of your classes and secure his
approval of your enrollment in his course.
e. After all courses h ave been approved by the instructors
concerned, go to the Dean's office for the final approval of
your schedule.
f. Go to the Business Office and p ay your fees.
Note: You should read carefully the Special Directions for Freshmen and note the schedule of activities arranged for you.
You are expected to be present at all of these meetings.

9.

·w hat does it cost to attend school at Morehead 1
The incidental fee for Kentucky students is $22.50 per
quarter and for out-of-state students this fee is $35.00. An
itemized list of t he usual expenses of students is estimated on
p. 29 of this catalog.
10. What types of living accommodations are available to

students attending Morehead T
The college plant includes four dormitories, two for men
and two for women. Each of these r esidence halls is equipped
in such a way that students are comfortably and safely housed.
These buildings are fire-proof in construction and entirely
modern in every respect.
Tn adlliti011, a limit ed number of furnished apartments are
available for t he use of married veterans. Veterans with children are given prl!ference in the use of these apartments.
The college also operates its own cafetel'ia. Wholesome,
well-cooked food may be secured at a minimum cost.
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12. Does Morehead furnish guidance facilities for its students f
Yes. Each freshman is assigned to a faculty adviser at
the time of enrollment. This adviser aids the student in his
choice of courses and activities. The adviser is also available
at all times for help in connection with personal problems that
may arise. On the basis of this acquaintance, the attempt is
made to guide the student into a life acthrity that is suitable.
13. What opportunities are offered at Morehead for participation in extra-curricular activities T
Extra-curricular activities are encouraged at Morehead.
The college is a member of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association and sponsors varsity teams in the major
sports. The success of these teams in r ecent years speaks for
itself. The musical organizations are also active and very fine
musical groups have been developed. In addition, dramatics,
debate, and journalistic activities are sponsored. Other organizations emphasizing particular subject-matter interests are
promoted as well as various clubs having social activities as
their goal. For a complete list of these student organizations
see pp. 41-44 of this catalog.
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AUXILIARY AGENCIES
HEALTH SERVICE

The college maintains a hospital Oll tl1e fir. t floor of Fields
Hall under the constant supervision of a resident nurse. A part
of the $1.00 medical fee charged each student at registration is
for the upkeep of the hospital and for this small fee any and
all students may receive medical adYice at stated times, and on
other occasions by appointment. Minor ailments receive immediate attention, and such minor operations are performed
as practitioners usually perform, but no major operations are
performed in the coll ege ho. pi tal. Student.<> "·ho liYe off the
campus are entitled to the services of t he nurse, but they must
be remond to the college ho. pital before they receive such
services.
STUDENT LOAN FUND

A Student Loan Fund has been established in Morehead
State Teachers College, and the money is advanced each quarter by the Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. The sponsors for these
two organizations will receive all applications for loans and
will pass on them. The fund may be supplemented at any time
by gifts from different individuals and organizations. Upperclass students and those having high scholastic records will be
given preference in granting loans. 'rhis fund makes it possible for a worthy student to borrow a small sum at a low
rate of interest on a personal note.
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICE

A bureau of educational service bas been organized under
the management of a competent director. The purpose of this
bureau is to supplement other forms of field service and to provide a medium for the placement of teachers. It is the d esire
of the college to r ender all legitimate and reasonable service
in securing employment for all alumni and other qualified students who may desir e to teach. SupeTintendents and boards of
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educati on are r equc. ted to report Yacancies to the director,
and thereby permit the Morehead Stale Teachers College to
cooperate with them in helping them secure the services of
teat hers.
LYCEUM AND SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENTS

A portion of the activity fee, paid by each student at
registration, is nscd by the coll ege to provide a series of public
lectur es, musicale.· aud other forms o.f entertainment, to which
all students are admitted either free ( upon presen tation of
their student acth·ity ticket. ) ot· at special r educed prices.
'J'he e entertainments are so scheduled as to give the school
community an opportunity of hearing talent of high order
each quarter.
SPEC~L

LECTURES

During the college year pecial speakers and lecturers ar e
inYiled to come to the college. In the past a number of promi-nent Kentuckians and eminent speakers from various sections
of our country have brought inspirin g messages of vital concern to the student body.
RELIGIOUS ENVIRONMENT

Siuce the Morehead State Teachers Coll ege is a state institution, it' i. , of cou r~;e , non-denom inational.
Ther e are six churches in Morehead, r epr esenting the foll ow in~ denomination : Baptist, Catholic, Christian, Episcopal,
~fcth odist, and Church of God. 'fhese churches give the students a hea rty welcome to all their services. While the studeD;tS
are not required t o attend, they arc encouraged to affiliate
themselves with the church of their choice and to find a church
home. All denominations are repr esented in the college faculty,
who f or the most part have their membersh ips in the Morehead
chnrches.
CONVOCATION EXERCISES

Convocation exer cises ar e held from 11 :00 to 11 :50 on
Thursday of each week. Special meetings may be called at the
same period on other days of the week, as occasion may de- •
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mand. These programs are an integr al part of the institutional
life. The programs-religious, social , and educational in nature
- are conducted by d ifferent members of the faculty, and by
invited guests and speakers.
The purpose of these progr·ams is to cr eate ideals, disseminate information, establish professional attitudes, develop
cult ure, and promote a better school morale. All students are
required to attend.
·:·
On e-tenth of one qualit,y point is deducted from the student's scholastic standin g fo r each nnexcu ed absence from
the Thursday convocation.
ATHLETICS

•

'l'he college promotes clean and whol esome athletics. '!'hose
students who are inter ested are encouraged to play football
·and bask etball and to take part in track. 'fhose who are not
fitted for such strenuous exercise are encouraged to participate
' in minor games. Interclass athletics and intramural programs
are promoted by the college.
Morehead State Teachers Coll ege is a member of the
Southern Inter coll egiate Athletic Association.
COl\1MENCEMENTS

The college has two commencement exercises each year,
one at the close of the spring qnarter in June and the other at
the close of the summer qual'Ler in August.
All . tuden ls who ar e candidates for tl1e college degr·ee are
required to participate in the commencement exercises unless
excused by the President.
Only students who have satis fied all requirements fo r
graduation at the time of commencemen t will be permitted t o
participate in the graduatin g exer cises. Those students who
have satisfied th e requirements fo r graduation by the end of
· t he fall, winter, or spring qua r ters will participate in the commencement exercises in 'June and will be regarded as members of that class, and those studen ts who have satisfied the
requirements fo r graduation by t he end of the summer quarter
will participate in the commencement exercises in August.
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TRAIL BLAZER

The Trail Blazer, official newspaper of the Morehead
State Teachers College, is published weekly by the student
body and appears on the campus Saturday morning. The Trail
Blazer is a member of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
, Association and has gained state-wide r ecognition in contests
sponsored by the association. Students who have had journalistic experience or who are interested in the newspaper field
are encouraged to try for staff positions.
QUILL AND QUAIR

The Quill and Quair, the college literary magazine, is
published three times each year by the Quill and Quair Club .
Such nationally known authors as Jesse Stuart and J. T. C.
(Cotton) Noe, poet laureate of Kentucky, have honored the
magazine with their contributions. Contributions of original
short stories, essays, poems, and other types of creative writing
are solicited from members of the student body and from
alumni and former students. High school students in the area
are invited to contribute to the February issue.
RACONTEUR

The Raconteur, the college year book, is published annually by the senior class. This book, containing as it does a
history of the college year in pictures, is a valued possession
of all Morehead students.
GUIDANCE SERVICE

Under the supervision of a faculty committee, Morehead
attempts to provide its students with guidance service that is
designed to aid them in reaching intelligent decisions concerning such problems as-choice of a suitable life activity, selection and successful completion of a program of study, adjustment to campus life, and personal problems of daily living.
Regular members of the teaching staff act as student advisers
and a close 1·elationship is maintained between adviser and
advisE-e.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The Quill and Quair Club is composed of students majoring in English and others who have some ability to do creative
writing. The purpose is to develop a deeper appreciation for
good literature and to encourage students who have more than
average ability in writing. The club sponsors the publication
of a literary magazine, The Quill and Quair.
The College Players is the dramatic club on the campus.
The players do not have officers or dues. Those persons who
are selected to take parts in the plays automatically become
College Players. Selections are made on try-outs, past experience in dramatics, and other recognized methods. Students
\Vho have parts in the productions must have the general college requirement of an average standing of one.
Beta Chi Zeta is composed of students in biology and chemistry. Meetings are held bi-monthly at which programs of
general interest are given. Additional projects pertaining to
biology and chemistry are carried on by various groups within
the organization.
Beaux Arts Club is a group of art-minded students who
organized in the fall of 1935 to stimulate an interest in the fine
arts and crafts and also to foster a congenial atmosphere for
engaging in art activities. All applicants must submit some art
work or give an art appreciation talk. These are judged by
the membership committee. Some of the activities of this organization are the sponsoring of: (1 ) a trip to the Cincinnati
museum and other places of art interest each term ; (2) art
competitions; (3) art demonstrations; (4) art plays; and
(5) making of favors and programs for activities on the
campus.
Musical Organizations. The various ensembles organized
under the supervision of the Music Department proVide social
and cultural advantages of g~eat value to students." Th'e
Orchestra, Band and Chorus a~e · open to all · wlio: ·cari
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qualify as amateur players or singers. Further particulars
about these organizations will b ~ found in the course of study.
The College Choir is a limited group of singers whose personnel is chosen each quarte1: by competitive tryouts to fill
any vacancies in its ra nks. The organization has a noteworthy
record.
·
Th e 'r esceudo Club is composed of students who are
inter ested in music and musical activities. Its purpose is to
foster app t·eciati ou of mu. ic by means of interesting. programs,
participation in small ensemble groups, and assisting in attaining hetler comnnmity progl'ams.
The Campus Club is an or ganization whose membership
is open to men students upon invitation. Members are selected
from those students who have demonstrated ability as leaders
on the campus. A scholastic stanuing of one is prerequisite
for pledging.
The Ag-riculture Club is eomposed of men who are inter e'ted in the sbt<ly of ag .. icultlll'e and who are also concerned with doin g sometl1in g that will make them capable
of beco min g bc1trr cit izens. During the past two years this
club has been very actiYe and its members have cont ribu ted
their -speci al abi liti es to the general welfare of the college.
)!uch of the lancl){Cilping found on the campus at the present
time has been r1on e by this or ganization.
Future Teachers of America. A national charter was
granted to th e 'Morehead Chapter of this organization in 1940.
" The F .'l'.A. groups are pract ice schools voluntarily established by the students themselves as training grounds for professional and civic action. Their purpose is to give every
prospective teacher the power that comes from experience in .
working with others on significant professional and civic
projects looking toward active participation in the great state
and national education associations that give leadership to
the causes of education iu America." In 1942 the Morehead
Chapter was placed on th e F .'L'.A. Victory Honor Roll.
The Industrial Arts Club is made up of students who are
majorin~ or· minoring in industrial arts and who wish to
broaden their knowledge of the field by particip~ting in re-
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lated activities. Stnd ents who are qualified for membership
are elected by existing members. An average class standing
10f "C" is a prerequisite to election .
. ·Kappa Delta Pi. Epsilon Theta Chapter of Kappa Delta
_Pi was inst11lled at Morehead in May, 1942. This national
honorary fraternity is open to outstanding students in. their
jnnior, senior, and graduate years. 'rhe organization is pri_nu1rily. interested in the promotion of .·cience, fidelity to
·lmmanity, servic·e and scholltrship. Membersh ip constitut'es a
'inark of distinction in the teach ing profession. Alumni Association. The purpose of the Alumni Asso·ciation.is to stimulate mutual interest between the college ·and
former students. Payment of the annual membership dues
also secures a year's subscription to the Trail Blazer. Every
graduate should become a member of the association. Meetings are held during the Home-coming celebration in the Fall
and during the graduation festivities at the clo e of the Spring
. Quarter.
The Mu Phi Club is an organization composed of those
students who are interested in mathematics and physics.
' Meetings are held twice each month, at which time discussions
of topics of general interest are given.. One of the most enjoy· able features of the club is the social honr which f6llows each
meeting. Occasionally the club takes trips to points of scien, tific ·interest.'
·
·
.Kappa Mu was organized in 1938. Membership is composed of majors and minors in commerce who maintain a
.·scholastic standing of better than "C," with a superior standing in commerce. The purpose of the club is to develop interest
· in commercial activities and at the same time to promote a
· better understanding between students and faculty through
at\ interesting and instructive social program. Meetings are
bi-monthly.
The Home Economics Club is open to students of home
economics. The purpose of the club is '' to give opportunity
for members to develop active leadership and responsibility,
to bring students in closer touch with the home e(}onomics

.
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organizations of the state and nation, and to create and stimulate interest and education in home E>conomics."
The Woman 's Athletic Association is an organization open
to all women students interested in participating in any form
of physical activity. Tournaments for the various sports are
held during the proper season. The ent ir e group holds mee~
ings at the call of the council.
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W .C.A. Early in the history of the college, branches of the Young Men's Christian Association and
the Young 'Women's Christian Association were organized.
These or ganizations try to keep alive the religious spirit of
the young people on the campus. Under the auspices of the
Y.W.C.A., vesper services are held from time to time. Members of the faculty and invited guests often take part in these
services. While the primary intention of these organizations
is to foster the religious life of the students, they often furnish
a very wholesome form of social life in the way of informal
entertainments. New students are invited to become members
of these organizations, and especially are they invited to call
upon the members for assistance and advice in their efforts to
align themselves with the college life. The college authorities
heartily recommend these organizations and lend their support
to further t he spiritual life of the students.
The Veteran's Club is composed of Veterans of World
War II and its regular meetings are held on the second Monday of each month during the school year. The purpose of the
cl ub is to disseminate all necessary and proper information
pertaining to the benefits and rights of the honorably discharged veterans and to promote their welfar e on the campus.
The MSTC (Mystic) Club was organized in the memory of
Coach Len Miller. This organization supervises the elections
of cheerleaders and is in charge of all pep rallies on the
campus. It fosters keen interest and participation in all sporta.

•
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CURRICULA

The curricular offerings at Morehead are varied. Students
may pursue courses leading to the:
1. Provisional Elementary Certificate
2. Standard Elementary Certificate and the degree
3. Provisional High School Certificate and the degree
4. Provisional Certificate in Administration and Supervision
and the degree
5. Bachelor's degree without a certificate
6. Bachelor's degree and the certificate in Vocational Home
Economics
7. Bachelor's degree in Business Administration
8. Degree of Master of Ar ts in Education

The college awards two undergraduate degrees, the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Science. Each degree may be
taken with or without a cer tificate. The student should notice
that the r equirements for the degrees differ according to the
type of degree and the type of certificate. The chief distinction between the Bachelor of Arts degree and the Bachelor of
Science degree is the 90 quarter hour r equirement in science
for the latter. '1'1ier e are also differences between the Bachelor
of Arts degree with the Elementary Certificate and the same
degree with the High School Certificate. There are accordingly
eight distinct courses of study leading to the 'degree. The
student should choose early in his college career which course
he prefers to take.
GENERAL REQUIREMEN'rS FOR THE BACHELOR'S
DEGREE
The candidate for the degree must meet the foll owing
general requirements:
l. A minimum of 192 quarter h ours of prescribed and elec-

tive college credit.
2. An average standing of 1 or higher, on all residence work
completed in this college.
3. At least three-fourths of the credit in residence in some
standard college and at least one year in residence and
one quarter immediately preceding graduation in this institution. (One year in residence is interp reted as being
three quarters, during which a minimum of 48 hours of
credit will have been earned.)
4. Not less than 65 quarter hours of work offe red for the degree must be selected from courses numbered 300 or above.
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MAJORS AND MINORS
Not later than the beginning of the sophomore year, the
applicants for degrees must file with the Registrar their · selec·
tions of majors and minors. (This does not include those who
are applying for the Bachelor of Arts degree with the Standard
Elementary Certificate.) 'l'he heads of the departments in the
major and minor fields must approve the course to be taken
before the blank is filed. Two majors of 36 quarter hours each,
or one major of 36 quarter homs and two minors of 24 quarter
hours each, may be selected. •
A students may choose his majort or minort from any one
of the subjects listed below:
Agriculture
Art
Biology
Chemistry
Commerce
English
French
Geogra_phy
History

,.

History and Government
Home Economics
Industrial Arts
Ma thematics
Music
Physical Education
Physics
Sociology
Sociology and Economics

• In Bnglls h a major r equi res 1t minim um o( 46 quarter hours and a
m inor 30 qua rter hours. (Sec p . 109.)
t Note that Edu ca tion cannot be coun ted as a major or minor field.
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AREAS OF CONCENTRATION
'fo meet the needs of high school teachers who will teach
entirely in a general subject area, Areas of Concentration may
be selected in lieu of majors and minors. A person who concentrates in an area is not -required to offer minors in any
other field, but any single subject in which he has as much as
18 quarter honrs outside his area of concentration may be
added to the fa ce of his certificate.
Provision for Areas of Concentration was made by the
state authorities with three ideas in mind: first, more and more
secondary teachers arc teaching in one department or field of
work; second, greater oportunity is afforded for integrated
preparation; and third, with the greater emphasis on graduate
preparation for secondary teachers, extensive knowledge in
some general field becomes exceedingly important as an adequate background.
Areas of Concentration may be taken in the areas of
Social Science
Science

.

Home Economics
Commerce
Agriculture

Music
Art
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REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES AND OERTIFIOATES
THE BACllELOR OF AR'l'S DEGREE
I.

The Bachelor of Arts Degree and the Standard Elementary
Certificate
Qu. Hrs.
a. Education ................................................................................ 38
1. General or Educational Psychology ..................
4
2. Fundamentals of Elementary Education ..........
6
3. Supervised Student Teaching .............................. 8
4. The Psychology of Childhood ..............................
4
5. Reading in the Elementary School ....................
4
6. Elective in Elementary Education ....................
4
7. Elective in Education ..............................................
8
b. English .................................................................................... 22
1. Composition ..............................................................
9
2. Literature ..................................................................
9
4
3. Children's Literature ..............................................
c. Science ....................... .... ...... .......... ................... .. ................ .... 16
(These courses must be selected from the fields
of Biology, Chemistry, Physics, or Geology.)
d. Social Science ...................................................................... 20
1. American History and Government
or
History of Civilization ............................................ 8
2. Introductory Sociology
or
Rural Sociology ........................................................ 4
3. Elective in Social Science ...................................... 8
e. Teaching of Arithmetic ......................................................

4

f. Art ............................................................................................

1. Public School Art ....................................................

6
6

g. Music ......................................................................................
1. Rudiments of Music ................................................
2. Music for the Primary G1·ade Teach er ..............
3. Music for the Intermediate Grade Teacher ......

6
2
2
2

h . Personal Hygiene and Public Safety ..:.........................
i. Physical Education ..........................................................
(These credits must be earned in activity courses.)

3
3

.!.
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j. Geography ..............................................................................

8

1. Principles of Geography ........................................
2. Elective in Geography ............................................

4

k . Elective ..................................................................................
1. See General Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree, p. 46.

4
69

D. The Bachelor of Arts Degree and the Provisional High School
Certificate
Qu. Hrs.
a. Education .............................................................................. 27
1. General or Educational Psychology ....................
4
2. Second~ry Education .............................................. 8
3. Supervised Student Teaching (The last four
hours of this teaching must be in the secondary
school) .......................................................................... 8
4. Elective in Education .............................................. 7

b. English .................................................................................... 18
1. Composition................................................................ 9
2. Literature .................................................................. 9
c. One academic maj or of not less than 36 quarter
hours and two academic minors of not less than 24
hours each; or two academic majors of not less than
36 hours each; or an area of concentration of not
less than 72 hours ................................................................ 72-84
d. A minimum of 40 quarter hours to be selected from
at least 3, and not more than 4, of the following
fields ........................................................................................ 40
(These selections must be made from fields other
than those in which the student's majors, minors, or
area of concentration are chosen.)
1. Fine Arts ....................................................................
8-24
Art
Music
2. Foreign Language .................................................... 8-24
3. Mathematics .............................................................. 8-24
(Credit in Teacher's Arithmetic, Business
Arithmetic, or Shop Mathematics may not be
used to satisfy this requirement.)
4. Health, Physical Education, and Safety ............ 8-24
5. Vocational Fields ...................................................... 8-24
Agriculture
Commerce
Home Economics
Industrial Arts
Library Science
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6. Science ........................................................................
Biology
Chemistry
Geology
Physics

8-24

7. Social Science
Economics
Geography
History
Political Science
Sociology

8-24

e. Health ···················-································································· 3
f. Physical Education ..............................................................
3
(These credits must be earned in activity courses.)
g. Electives ................................................................................ 17- 29
h. See General Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree, p. 46.
Ill. The Bachelor of Arts Degree and the Provisional CertUlcate in
Administration and Supervision
Candidates for this degree must meet the requirements tor
either the A.B. degree and the Standard Elementary Certificate or the A.B. degree and the Provisional High School Certificate and include in the program of studies the following
professional courses:
Qu. Hrs.
a. Administra tion and Supervision .................................... 12
1. Public School Administration and Supervision 4
2. Elementary School Administration and Supervision ............................................................................ 4
3. High School Administration and Supervision.... 4
b. Elementary Education ........................................................ 8
c. Secondary Education .......................................................... 8
IV. The Bachelor of Arts Degree (Without a certUlcate)
Qu. Hrs.
One Foreign Language ...................................................... 16
English ·························-························································· 18
Science (Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics) ...... 16
Mathematics (Credit in Teacher's Arithmetic,
Business Arithmetic, or Shop Mathematics may not
be used to satisfy this requirement) .............................. 10
e. Social Science ........................................................................ 16
f. Health and Safety ................................................................
3
g. Physical Education .............................................................. 3
(These credits must be earned in activity courses.)
a.
b.
c.
d.

\
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h. Two academic majors of not less than 36 quarter
hou rs each or one academic major of not less than
36 hours and two academic minors of not less than
24 hours each ........................................................................ 72-84
i. Electives ................................................................................ 26-38
j . See General Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree, p. 46.

THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
I.

The Bachelor of Science Degree and the Provisional Web
School Certificate
Qu. Hrs.
a. Education ................................................................................ 27
1. General or Educational Psychology ....................
4
2. Secondary Education .............................................. 8
3. ~upervised Student Teaching (The last four
hours of this teaching must be in the secondary school ............................................................ 8
4. Elective in Education .............................................. 7
b. English .................................................................................... 18
1. Composition .............................................................. 9
2. Litera ture .................................................................. 9
c. Two academic majors of not less than 36 quarter
hours each; or one academic major of not less than
36 hours and two acad emic minors of not less than
24 hours each; or an area of concentration of not
less than 72 hours ................................................................ 72-84
d. A minimum of 40 quarter hours to be selected from
at least three, and not more than four, of the following fields .......................................................................... 40
(These selections must be made from fields other
than those in which t he student's majors, minors, or
area of concen tration ar e chosen.)
1. Fine Arts (Includes Art and Music) ..................
2. Foreign Language ....................................................

3. Mathematics ..............................................................
(Credit in Teacher's Arithmetic, Business
Arithmetic, or Shop Mathematics may not be
used to satisfy this requirement.)
4. Health, Physical Education, a nd Safety ............
5. Vocational Fields (Includes Agriculture, Commerce, Home Economics, Ind ustrial Arts,
Library Scien ce) ......................................................

8-24
8- 24
8- 24

8-24

8-24
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6. Science (Includes Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and Physics) ................................................
7. Social Science (Incl udes Economics, Geography, History, Po 1 i t i c a 1 Science, and
Sociology) ..................................................................

e. Health and Safety ................................................................
f. Physical Education ..............................................................
(These credits must be earned in activity courses.)
g. Electives ................................................................................
h . See General Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree, p. 46.
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8-24
8-24
3
3

17-29

Special Note: To qualify for the Bachelor of Science Degree
the student must e arn credit for a minimum of 90 quarter hours
in Science.

11.

The Bachelor of Science Degree and the Provisional Certlftcate
in Administration and Supervision
Candidates for this degree mu st meet the requirements for the
B .S. degree and the Provisional High School Certificate and
include in the program of studies the following professional
courses:
Qu. Hrs.
a. Administration and Supervision .................................... 12
1. Public School Administ ration and Supervision 4
2. Elementary School Administration and Supervision .......................................................................... 4
3. High School Administration and Supervision.... 4
b. Elementar y Education ........................................................ 8
c. Secondary Education .......................................................... 8

10. The Bachelor of Science Degree (Without a Certificate)
Qu. 'Hrs.
a. One Foreign Language ...................................................... 16
b . English .................................................................................... 18
c. Mathem atics .......................................................................... 10
(Credit in Teacher's Arithmetic, Business Arithmetic, or Shop Mathematics, may not be used to
satisfy this requirement.)
d. Social Science ........................................................................ 16
e. Health and Safety ......... -..................................................... 3
f. Physical Education .............................................................. 3
(These credits must be earned in activity courses.)
g. Two academic majors of n ot less than 36 q uar ter
hours each or one academic major of not less than
36 hours and t wo academic minors of not less than
24 hours each ........................................................................ 72-84

•
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h . Electives ................................................................................ 42- 54
i. See General Requirements for the B achelor's Degree, p. 46.
Special Note : To qual ify for the Bachelor of Science degree
the student must earn a minimum of 90 quarter hours in Science.
IV. The Bachelor of Science Degree in Vocational Hom e Economics
Qu. Hrs.

a. Education .............................................................................. 24
1. General or Educa tional Psychology ....................
2. The Psychology of Childhood ..............................
3. The P sychology of Adolescence ........................
4. Prin ciples of S econdary Education
or
Tests and Measureme nts in the Secondary
School ..........................................................................
5. Directed Teaching in Vocational Home
Econ omics ..................................................................
b. English ................................................................................. ,..
1. Composition ................................................................
2. Literature ..................................................................
3. Public Speaking

w

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

-

Journalism ..................................................................
Science ....................................................................................
1. General Biology ........................................................
2. Household Physics ..................................................
3. General Chemistry ..................................................
4. Organic Chemistry ..................................................
5. Human Physiology .......................................... v···-..
6. Bacteriology ....................:.........................................
Art ............................................................................................
1. Art Appreciation ......................................................
2. Color and Design ......................................................
Social Science ........................................................................
1. America n History ....................................................
2. Sociology ....................................................................
3. Economics ..................................................................
Physical Education ..............................................................
(These credits must be ea rned in activity courses.)
Home Economics ..................................................................
1. Orientation in Home Economics ......................;___
2. Home Nursing and Health of the Family ..........
3. Elementary Nutrition and Food Pla nning ........
4. Clothing Design and Sel ection- ..............................

4

4
4

4

8
21
9
9

3
36
5
4
12
4
5
6
7
4
3
12
4
4
4
3

76
2
3
3
3
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Food P lanning and Meal Preparation ................
Problems in Clothing Construct ion ....................
Advanced Mea l Preparation and Table Service
Textiles ........................................................................
Family Clothing Problems ....................................
Consumer P roblems ................................................
Nutrition ....................................................................
Intermediate Clothing Construction ........ -........
Housing ................................................................. -.
The Young Child and His Family ........................
A dvanced Nutrition ..................................................
Tailoring ....................................................................
Inte dor Decoration ..................................................
Home Management Methods ................................
Social and Economic Problems of the Family....
Home Management House ....................................
Methods of Teaching Vocational Home
Economics ..................................................................

4
4
4
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
5

h. Elect ive ....................................................................................
i. See General Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree, p. 46.

12

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

V.
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4

Bach elor of Science Degree in Business Administration
Qu. Hrs.
a. English .................................................................................... 22
English Composition, English Literature and
Public Speaking
b. Science .................................................................................... 16
Biology, Chemistry, Geology or Physics
c. One Foreign La nguage ...................................................... 16
French, German or Spanish
d. Mathematics .......................................................................... 14
College Algebra, Ma thematics of Finance and
Statistics
c. Social Science ........................................................................ 16
General Economics, Government of the United
States and P rinciples of Geography
f . Health and Physical Education ........................................
6
g. Major Req uirements
Com. 211 Beginning Typewriting .............................. 3
Com. 221 Business English .......................................... 3
Geog. 211 Economic Geogr aph y ................................ 4
Ec. 302 Labor Problems .............................................. 4
Ec. 304 Marketing .................................................:........ 4
Ec. 349 Economic History of the U. S. .................... 4
Com. 360 Business Organization ................................ 4
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Com. 36'1 Introduction to Business Administration 4
Com. 381-3 Principles of Accounting ...................... 12
Ec. 442 Money and Banking ........................................ 4
Ec. 443 Investme nts ...................................................... 4
Com. 450 Salesmanship ................................................ 4
Com. 461-2 Business Law ............................................ 8
Com. 464 Office Management ...................................... 4
Elective (300 or 400 courses in
Economics or Commerce) .................................. II
h. Elective .................................................................................. 30
i. See General Requirem ents for the Bachelor's Degree, p . 46.

THE PROVISIONAL ELEMENTARY CERTIFICATE
The first certificate to be issued on college credit is the
Provisional Elementary Certificate. To receive this teaching
credential, the student must have completed two years of college work (ninety-six quarter hours ) with a standing of one
or better. At least three-fourths of the credit offered for this
certificate mu. t have been earned in r esidence. The following
required courses must be included in the student's program
of studiesa. Education ................................................................................ 22
1. Educational or Ge neral Psychology ....................
4
6
2. Fundamentals of Elementary Education ............
3. Reading in the Elementary School ...................... 4
4. Supervised Student Teaching ..............................
4
5. Elective in Education ..............................................
4
b. English .................................................................................... 19
1. Composition ..............................................................
9
2. Literature ..................................................................
6
3. Children's Literature ............................................ ..
4
c. Social Science ....................................................................... . 12
1. American History and Government
or
History of Civilization ............................................ 8
2. Rural Sociology ........................................................ 4
d . Pr inciples of Geography .................................................... 4
e. Teaching of Arithmetic ...................................................... 4
f . Science ....................................................................................
8
1. Nature Study ............................................................
4
2. Elective in Science (Biology, Chem istry,
Geology, P hysics) .................................................... 4
g. Music ........................................................................................ 4
1. Rudiments of Music ................................................
2
2. Music for the Primary Grade Teacher .............. 2
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h. Art ............................................................................................
1. Public School Art ....................................................

j . Physical Education .............. :...............................................

4
4
3
3

(These credits must be earned in activity courses)
k . Elective ..................................................................................

13

i.

Personal Hygiene and Public Safety ............................

ATTENDANCE OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE
The Attendance Officers Certificate, valid for three years,
shall be issued to a person who has met the requirements of
law and who, in addition thereto, has completed (a ) a twoyear curriculum for the training of t eachers, which curriculum
shall include four quarter hours of credit in pupil accounting;
or (b) a two-year standard college curriculum which shall
include 18 quarter hours in education courses with four quarter
hours in pupil personnel. This certificate may be reissued
every three years upon three years ' experience as an attendance officer, or 24 quarter hours of standard college credit .

•

' I
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GRADUATE STUDY
The graduate program is under the general direction of
the Committee on Graduate Instruction. This committee is appointed by the president of the college, on the advice of the
dean, and is composed of one faculty member from each
.department offering approved courses for graduate credit.
The director of graduate instruction is the dean .of the
college, who also serves as chairman of the Committee on
Graduate Instruction.
The Committee on Graduate Instruction prescribes the
qualifications of all teachers who offer graduate work and
approves all courses which may be ta~en for graduate credit.
The graduate degree granted by the Morehead State
Teachers Coll ege is the professional degree, Master of Arts in
Education.

I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR MASTER'S DEGREE
Admission t o Graduate Work
1. Graduates of accredited four-year colleges are admitted to
graduate work on application to the Director of Graduate
Instruction. This application must be accompanied by a
transcript of undergraduate credit.
2. Graduates of non-accredited colleges must meet the conditions for graduation in Morehead State Teachers College
before their applicatjons for graduate work will be approved.
3. If the student's undergraduate preparation is inadequate,
this deficiency must be made up by taking designated
courses which will not be counted for graduate credit.
4. The student's graduate program must be pursued under
the direction of a committee of three members. This committee is composed of one member appointed by th e head
of the department of education, one member appointed by
the head of the department in which the student is minoring, and the Director of Graduate Instruction, who acts as
secretary of the committee.
5. The applicant must arrange a program of graduate work
under the direction of his graduate committee, and h e
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shall not be admitted to complete graduate standing until
this program has been approved by his committee.

n.

Admission to Candidacy
1. To be admitted to candidacy for the graduate degree, the
studen t must have the equ ivalent of an undergraduat e
minor in education, including credit in student teaching;
must secure the approval of his complete g raduate program, including his thesis p roblem, from his Graduate
Committee; and have the final approval of the Committee
on Graduate Instruction.
2. The student may apply for admission to candidacy not
earlier than the twelfth week of residence as a grad uate
student and must apply not later than the eighteenth week
before the degree is granted.
3. Admission to graduate courses does not necessarily mean
admission to candidacy for the Master's degree.

llJ. General Requirem ents for the 1\fastet-'s Degree
1. A master's degree may be earn ed in either of two waysa. If the student elects to write a thesis, the degree may
be secured by completing a minimum of 36 weeks of residence and a minimum or 45 quarter hours of work, 36 of
which must be in regular courses.
b. If the student so desires he may elect to do additional
course work in lieu of writing a thesis. In this event the
minimum requirements for the degree are 54 quarter hours
of credit and 48 weeks of residence.
Students who expect to continue their t raining beyond the
master's degree are strongly advised to writ e a thesis.
2. The stude nt is required to have an average standing of 2.0
on all work offered for the d egree, and no credit is allowed
for a mark below C.
3. A graduate major requires a minimum of 18 quarter hours
of cou rse work in addition to a thesis in the field.
4. Graduate students may take upper division courses, but a t
least 50 per cent of all course work must be in courses open
to graduate students only.
5. The following will not be accepted for graduate credit:
(1) work done by the candidate as an undergraduate; (2)
work done in undergraduate courses as a special student;
(3) credit earned in courses in the lower division ; (4) correspondence or extension credit.
6. In evaluating residence for part-time students, one quarter hour of class work entitles the student to one week
of residence.
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7. Students holding what would ordinarily be considered as

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

full-time positions are not permitted to receive graduate
credit for more than 6 quarter hours of work during any
quarter.
Not more than 9 quarter hou rs credit earned in on-campus
week-end classes or night classes, is accepted in satisfaction
of the course requirements for the degree.
No graduate student is permitted to earn more than 16
quarter hours of credit in an y quarter or more than 8 hours
in any summer term.
Transferred credits may not be used to reduce either the
residence requirements or the minimum number of quarter
hours required. This regulation does not prevent the Committee on Graduate Instruction !rom recommending that a
regularly enrolled graduate student complete not to exceed
9 quarter hours of \~ork in another institution.
In all cases the requirements for the degree must be completed within five years from the date of beginning graduate work.
Before the master's degree is granted, the candidate must
be qualified to receive a teaching certificate based on a
four-year undergraduate curriculum. (The certificate referred to may either be a K entucky certificate or a teaching credential valid in another state.)

IV. Thesis Requirements.
1. If a thesis is written not more than 9 quarter hours credit
is granted for its completion, h alf of which is for seminar
in educational research and thesis writing for which the
student enrolls each term that he is in residence and half
to be credit for the accepted thesis.
2. The candidate must include the thesis in his schedule and
must pay the regular fee for each hour of credit received.
3. The thesis problem must be approved before the student is
admitted to candidacy for the Master's degree.
4. The finished thesis must be presented to the student's
Graduate Committee at least 30 days before the date of his
examination.
5. If the thesis is accepted, two typewritten copies bound in
prescribed form must be tlled with the Director of Graduate Instruction not later than 15 days before the date of
the final examination.
V.

Examination
The candidate must present himself, at a date and time to
be announced, for oral and/ or written examinations on his
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graduate work, includ ing the thesis. This examination is
conducted by the student's Graduate Committee and the
Committee on Graduate Instruction. Other members of the
faculty may be invited by the Committee on Graduate In,;struction to participate in the examination .

SUGGESTED PROGR.AMS OF STUDY
In order that students with certain special interests may
sel ect their courses wisely and. at the same time, be certain
that they are meeting all requfrements, several curricula are
outlined in detail by quarters. This does not mean that the
curricula as outlined must be followed exactly at all times.
Ho,vever, students · should consult the suggested program in
the fi eld in which they are interested and follow the suggestions as closely as possibl e. Changes from 1hr ~uggr!; ted program should be made only after a conference with the dean
of the college.
SUGGESTED FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM FOR PRE-MEDICAL AND
PRE-DENTAL STUDENTS
(Students who complete this program successfully will be
granted the Bachelor of Science degree.)
FIRST YEAR
Qu.
Firat Quarter
Hre.
Englieh 101 -·-- .. _ 3
B iology 10 1
5
Chemistry 111
.• 4
Mathematics 151 - 5
Phyllcal Education .. 1

Qu.
Second Quarte r
Hrs.
E nglis h 10 2 _ ··-· 3
B iolog y 2 11
... 4
Chemist!")' 112 - - 4
Mathe m a tics 141 _ 6
Physical Education- 1

17

18

Qu.
Third Quarter
Hr11.
English 10 3 - - - B
Biology 21 2 ..••- .... 4
Chemistry 113 ......- 4
Social Sclencet - - 4
Ph ysical Education _ 1
1S

SECOND YEAR
Qu.
Quarter
ltrs.
English •
·-- .. ·- 3
German 101 _ .. _ 4
B ioiOifY 332 5
Cbeml•tnr 221 --- 4
Jl'!r~t

Qu.
Second Quarte r
Hrs.
Ensliah •
- .. - - 3
German 102 - - - - 4
Biology 317 __ ·- 6
Chemist!")' U2 - - 4

17

16

T h ird Qu s.rter
Ji~i.
E nglish • ----·--·- 3
German 103 - - - 4
Biology 336
... - .. 4
Chemistry 223 __ 4

16

THffiO YEAR

Qu.
First Quarter
lire.
German 201 ----·· 4
PhyiiCII 131 ··- .... 4
Cbemletry 381 _ _ 4
Social Sclence t
.. 4

16

Qu.
Second Quarter
Hrs.
German 202
.. 4
• 4
Phys ics 1 32
• 4
Chemis t r y 33 2
4
Social Scle ncet --

16

Qu.
Third Quarter
Hre.
German 203 -~- 4
Ph ysics 133
.... ·- 4
Chemis try 333 ·---· 4
Social Sclencet - - 4
18

• See p . 109 of th is catalog for the g e neral requiremen ts Jn English .
t Elect e lsht hou rs In arl vanced Ame rica n histor y and e ight hour~ In
sociology.
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Qu.
F lret Qua r t er
Hrs.
Biology 434 .
_ 6
C heml strl' 442
_ 4
Biology 471 ------ 1
Electh·e
. 4

F OURTH YEAR
Qu.
Second Quarter
Hrs.
6
Biology 438 ···Psychology 16 3 ·-- 4
C hemis try 443 --· 4
B iology 471
1

15

16

Qu.
Third Quarter
Hre.
_
. 4
B iolog y 304
English 181 .. _ - 3
Chemistry 451 . __ 4
Biology 471 __
_ 1
Elective _ - · - - _ 4
18

SUGGESTED FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM IN VOCATIONAL HOME
ECONOMICS
(Students who complete this program successfully will be
granted the degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics and
will be eligible to teach in vocational home economics departments
in high schools of the state.)
F I RST YEAR
Firs t Quarte r
English 101
Education 154
Home EconomiC8
101 . -·-·-·· ....
Home E conomics
103 - - - - -··Physical Education_
Elect h ·e
- - · ___

Qu.
Hrs.
3
4

z
3
1

4

17
Q u.
Hrs.

First Quarter
Englis h
(Literature)
Chemistry 111
Home Economics
231 - .• ·History U1

3
4

16

Qu.
Second Quarte r
Hrs.
E nglis h 102 .. · - - 3
Art 161 ·-·-······- 2
R io log y 101 ·- ····-- 6
Home E conomics
130
- - · ·----- 3
H ome Economics
140 -· ---- ····3
Physical Education 1
17

SECOND YEAR
Qu.
Second Quarte r
Hrs.
English
( Literature ) ----- 3
Chemis try 112 --- _ 4
H om e E conomlce
240 .. -----·---- 3
Physics 111
4
E ncllsh 181
8
1T

THIRD YEAR
Qu.
Qu.
P'lrst Quarte r
Hrs. Second Quarter
H rs.
Education 350 __ 4
Education 45 4 _ _ 4
Biolog y 332 ____ 5
Chemistry 331 -· _ 4
H om e Economlce
H ome E con omics
301 ---·--·· .•. 4
333 - · · · - - - · Home E conomics
H ome Economics
361 - - - - - - 4
355 ·- - - - u
17

First Qua rte r
Home E conomiC8
H1

Home :Eccinoniii:s

Qu.
Hrs.

-·--

441

Home E con.o miCi·-··
451
Soclolog y··z-oi···· -·18

FOU RTH YEAR
Qu.
Second Quarte r
Hrs.
H ome Economics
452
3
H ome EconomicS··-·
453
Home E conomics
470
4
E lective
6

16

Qu.
Thlrd Quarter
Hrs.
Englis h 103 ·-·--- 3
Art 29 1 ·---·-···--·-- I
Home E conomics
131 --····----- 4
Home Economics
141 - - -- - - 4
Phy sical Education 1

u
Qu.
Third Quarter
ltn.
English Z26 · - Chemist r y 113 _
4
Home E conomics
241 -----·-- .•. _ I
E conomics 201 ...... 4
Art 162 --·-2

'

u

Qu.
Tblrd Quarter
lln.
E d ucation 470
or 471 - - - · - - - 4
Biology 317 ·····-· -· S
Home E conomics
341 - 4

u
Qu.
Th.lrd Quarter
Hr•.
H om e E conomics
464
H ome :E.c onomTC.S___ 5
475
El ective- - · - - · - 84

17
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SUGGESTED TWO-YEAR PROGRAM FOR PRE-NURSING
STUDENTS
FIRST YEAR
Qu.
First Quarter
Hrs.
English 101 - · - - 3
Biology 101 ..
5
Chemistry 111 - - · 4
Psychology 153 __ 4
Physical Education 1

Qu.
Second Quarter
Hrs.
English 102 - - ···- 3
Biology 211
...• 4
Chemistry 112 -··-- 4
Mathematics 151 _ 6
Physical Education _ 1

17

17

Third Quart er
~~• .
English 103 --··--·· 3
Biology 212
--··- 4
Chemistry 113 __ 4
Sociolog y 180 •. __ 4
Phyalcal Education_ 1
16

SECOND YEAR
Firat Quarter
Biology 332 . .
Chemistry 221 - ·Physics 131
History 241 _ __ _

Qu.
Hrs.
5

4
4
4

Qu.
Second Quarter
Hra.
Biology 317 -··- G
Chemistry 331 --·- 4
Physics 132 - -.-- 4
History !!42 _ _ _ 4

17

18

Qu ..
Third Quarter
1:ln
Biology 330
····- 4
Chemistry 332 _ _
4
Physics US - - · - 4
English 181 ---···-- 4
16

SUGGESTED TWO-YEAR PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS
(Students who complete this program successfully will be
eligible to receive the Provisional Elementary Certificate.)
FIRST YEAR
Qu.
Hrs.
- 3

First Quarter
English 101 . _
Education 154
History 241 _
Library Science 180
Health and Sat ety
203 - -·-·· ·-· .
Physical E ducation _

..

4

1

Qu.
Second Quarter
Hrs. Third Quarter
English 103 ... __
English 102 ----· 3
Education 22G _ _
Education !20 _ _ 6
Geography tOO · - Art 121 ... ---··- 2
Biology 203 ... __
Political Science 141 4
Physical E ducation .
P hysical Education.,. 1

~~a.
a
4
4
4
1

2

1

16

16

11

SECOND YEAR
Qu.
Hra.

First Quarter
En(JIIsh
L iterature)
3
(
Education 350
Educa.tlon 121
Art 1U
z
Health and Satety
104 - ----· -·--- .. 3

..

16

Qu.
Second Quarter
Hrs.
Engllsh
(Literature) .
3
Education 325 ·-· (
or
Home Economics
102
3
Music 100- ---··- 2
Science (Elective) (
Agricult ure
4

·18-or
-17

Qu.
Third Quarter
ara.
English 226 •
- 4
Home
102 Economics
__ ___ a
or
Education 325 _
4
Music 121
_ ·- t
Physical Educa. i!O I
Sociology 1 80 ·---· 4
16 or 17

.
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DEPARTME. T OF AGRICULTURE
Mr. Haggan
REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
Agriculture 111, 180, 215, 237, 334, 415 .................................. 24
Three additional courses in agriculture above 300 ............ 12

For a Major:

Mini1num ......................................................................................

36

For a Minor:

Agriculture 111 , 180', 215, 237 ....................................................
Two additional courses in agriculture above 300 ................

16

8

Minimum ...................................................................................... 24
Note:-Students who desire to prepare for the t eaching of vocational agriculture under the Smith-Hughes Act should consult the
h ead of the department before making out a schedule. All work in
agriculture applying on a major and m in or also applies on the
Smith-Hu;~hes and county agent work.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Agriculture 101. General Agriculture. Four hours.
Purpose: To give the student a good basic course in
general agriculture for the purpose of teaching it in the
seventh and eighth grades.
Topics: A brief study of the following will be made: small
grains; forage crops; horticulture; soils; farm animals; farm
management. Special emphasis will be laid on adapting these
topics to the needs of eastern Kentucky and on the methods of
practical application.
Agriculture 111. Soils. Four hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the best methods
of soil management and conservation.
Topics: Study is made of soil-forming rocks, soil-forming processes; chemical, physical, and biological functions of
soils; fertilizers; soil sul'veys; and maintenance of soil fertility.
Agriculture 180. Agronomy. Four hours.
Purpose: To study the principal grain and forage crops
of the United States and the best practices of culture.

.·
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Topics: General farm crops; principal varieties of crops
and those best adapted to Kentucky conditions; botanical
relations ; jmlging and grading of grains.
Agriculture 215. Horticulture. Four hours.
Purpose : To study the development and the management
o£ the home and commercial orchard.
Topics: Selection of site, locat ion, etc. ; commercial varieties of fruits; fruits adapted to eastern Kentucky; methods of
planting the or chard ; fertilization; culture ; spraying; harvesting; marketing of fruit.

'

.

Agriculture 218. Home Agriculture. Three hours.
Purpose: To give the student an understanding of the
best practices in agriculture around the home.
Topics: How to make and maintain a lawn; selection of
shade trees, their care and repair ; care of home fruit trees,
grape vines, and small fruits; caring for the backyard poultry
flocks; feeding and care of baby chicks and methods of preventing losses; landscaping the home; selection of flowers and
their proper location.
Agriculture 237.
Poultry Husbandry. Four hours.
Purpose : To present the importance to the farm of both
home and commercial flocks and to give the best practices in
flock management.
Topics: How to begin the flock; proper housing ; incubation; brooding; feeding; man agement ; culling; breeding ;
marketing; etc.
Agriculture 301. Farm Management. Four hours.
Purpose: To study the basic principles underlying farm
business methods applied in various farm enterprises and to
study the management of successfully operated farms as compared with those poorly managed.
Topics : Characteristics of good farmers; profits; costs of
living; types of farmi11g; maintaining soil fertility; livestock
problems; farm labor ; farm leases; farm equipment; farm layouts; farm inventories; cost accounts, etc.
Agriculture 315. Small Fruits. Four hours.
Purpose: To make a detailed study of small fruits.

'
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Topics: The planting, care, and management of commercial planting of grapes, strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, currants, and other small fruits, with special emphasis
upon those adapted to eastern Kentucky.
Agriculture 333. Marketing Classes and Breeds of Livestock. Four hours.
Purpose: To familiarize students with the present market
requirements and with the origin and development of the more
important breeds of farm animals.
Topics: Origin and development of various breeds of
livestock; packing house by-products; market classes of cattle,
sheep, swine, horses, etc. ; the importance of these items to the
farm; and management under varied conditions.
Agriculture 334. Dairying. Four hours.
Prerequisite : A course in General Agriculture.
Purpose: To familiarize students with the present market
in dairy management and the problems of the industry. Emphasis will be laid on the problems of Kentucky.
Topics: Study of the different breeds of dairy cattle and
their adaptation to certain conditions; feeding; proper housing; proper pasture and feeds to use; milk production; pasteurization; sterilization; etc.
Agriculture 335. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management.
Four hours.
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the more intricate problems connected with the dairy industry.
Topics : Study of the dairy breeds; judging dairy cattle;
breeding; feeding; calf-raising; pedigrees; advanced registry;
dairy association; dairy farm equipment; milk production, etc.
Agriculture 415. Feeds and Feeding. Four hours.
Prerequisite: A course in General Agriculture.
Purpose: To give the student a better understanding of
the proper use of feeds for livestock on the farm.
Topics: A study is made of the digestive systems of the
various kinds of livestock; the nutritive value and palatability
of various f eeds; their .effect in feeding; calculating nutritive
rations; compounding rations for different breeds of livestock
and their divisions.
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DEPARTMENT OF COl\IMERCE AND BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Mr. Jennmgs
Mr. Anderson

Miss Rucker
Mr. Alford

REQUIREMENTS:
For a Major without a teacher's certificate:

Commerce 381, 382, 383, and 461 ..........................................
Electives in Commerce ............................................................
Minimum ............................................................................

Qu.Hrs.
16
20
36

For a Minor without a teacher's certificate:

Commerce 381, 382, and 383 ....................................................
Electives in Commerce ............................................................

12
12

Minimum ··'·········································································

24

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
This curriculum is planned to meet the needs of the student who
wishes to secure training for business. It is designed to provide
analysis of the basic principles of business in order that the student
will be prepared for more than a mere clerical position upon completion of his college training. Its purpose is to prepare students
for junior executive positions; to train them to assume the responsibilities of business ownership and management; and to act in the
capacity of business specialists.
COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

English
Qu. Hrs.
English Composition, Literature and
Public Speaking .................................................................... 22
Science
Biology, Chemistry, Geology or Physics ............................ 18
One Foreign Language
French, German or Spanish .................................................. 16
Mathematics
College Algebra, Mathematics' of Finance and
Statistics ......... ....................... ...................... ............................ 14

...

,
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Social Science
General Economics, Government of t he United
States and Principles of Geograph y ..................................
Health and Physical Educa tion ·······························:·:··················
Electives .......................................................................................... :...

16
6

30

Qu. Hrs.
3
Beginning Typewriting ..................................
'Business English ..............................................
3
4
Economic Geography ......................................
4
302 Labor Problems ..........................: .................... .
4
Marketing ............................................................
304
4
Econom ic His tory o.f the U. S . ....................... .
349
4
Business Organization ................................... .
360
4
Introduction to Business Admin. ............... .
361
12 38 1-3 Principles of Accounting ................................
Money and Banking .......................................... ·
4
442
4
Investments ........................................................
443
450
Salesmanship ....................................................,.
4
461- 2 Business Law ....................................................
8
464
Office Management ..........................................
4
Elective (300 or 400 courses in Economics
or C01nmerce) ................................................
6

MAJOR R EQUIREMENTS

Com .
Com.
Geog.
Ec.
Ec.
Ec.
Com.
Com.
Com.
Ec.
Ec.
Com.
Com.
Com.

211
221
211

Total. ..,................................ 192
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE WITH MAJOR OR MINOR
IN COMMERCE

Fbr a Major in Commerce with teacher's certificat es:
Commerce 211, 231, 232, 233, 335 or 336, 362, 381,
382, 449, 461, and 375 or 475 ......................................... ,....
39
For a Minor in Commerce with teacher's certificate:
Com merce 101, 211, 381, 382, 383, 461, and 475..................
27
or
Electives f rom 211, 212, 213, 221, 231, 232, 233, 331, 332,
333, 335, and 375 ................................................................ 27
If the s tudent wishes to con centrate his college work in a
single area, he may complet e the following curriculum in commerce
in order to satisfy the college requirements for graduation. No
oth er major or minor w ill be req uired, provided this program is
followed, and t he s tudent will receive the Provisional H igh School
Certificate valid in commerce upon graduation.
AREA MAJOR FOR COMMERCIAL TEACHERS
12 h rs. in Accounting chosen from: 380, 381, 382, and 383
8 hrs. in Materials and Me th ods chos.e n from 375, 475, and 478
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24 hrs. in Secretarial Subjects chosen from : 211, 212, 213, 231, 232,
233, 331, 332, 333, 335, and 337
28 hrs. in General Business chosen from: 101, 161, 221, 336, 360, 361,
362, 449, 450, 451, 462, 463, and 464
72 hrs. Minimum
In selecting courses to fulfill the general and professional
requi rements for graduation the area major in comm e rce must
include in his program sixteen hours work in economics and geography which will include at least one "Principles" course in each
field.
While it is not the purpose of the College to offer a business
course which compares with short courses offered in schools other
than four-year colleges, a number of students are enrolled w ho
have as their purpose the study of certain subjects until such skill
and knowledge are gained that they can qualify for an office
position.
For those students we have provided a one and two-year curriculum in which special emphasis is given to typewriting, shorthand, business English, business arithmetic, accounting, office
machines, and general secretarial procedure and practice. This
work is all on the college level and credit on the degree is given
on COf:!lplction of all courses.
ONE-YEAR SECRETAIUAL COURSE
1st Quarter
English ComJ)osition
Beginning '!'ypewrltlng
Beginning Shorthand
Business Arithmetic
Physical Education

2n<l Quarter
E nglish ComJ>osi tion
In termediate 'l'yuew r iting
Intermediat e Shorthand
Office Machines
Physical Education

3nl Quarter
Business English
Advanced Typewriting
Advanced Shorthand
Secretarial Accounting
Physical Ed ucation

TWO-YEAR SECRETARIAL AND GENERAL BUSINESS COURSE
1st Quarter
English Composition
Beginning Typewriting
•Beginning S horthand
Business Arithmetic
Physical Education

• sec. Pro. and Pra ctice
Principles of Economics
Personal Finance
Principles of Accounting

FIRST YEAR
2nd Quarter
English Composition
Intermediate Typewritin~:"

•Intermeillate Shorthand
Office Machines
Physical Education
SECOND YEAR
•sec. Pro. a nd P ractice
Principles of Economics
Introduction to Business
Administration
Principles ot Accounting

3rd Quarter
Business Englis h
• Advanced Typewriting
• Advanced Shortha nd
Secretarial Accounting
Physical J<Jducation

• Applied Shorthand
Office Machines
Business Organization
Principles ot Accountln~:

• Students Interested In preparing tor general clerical, accountil).J, or
sales work may s ubstitute courses In Advanced Accounting, Cost Accounting,
Income Tax Accounting, Business Law, Salesmanship, Retail MerchandJslog,
Office Management, Investments, Money and Banking, Public Finance and
Marketing for the Shorthand, Secretarial Procedure and Practice, and Advanced Typewriting courses.
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Commerce 101. Business Arithmetic. Four hours.
Three hours of r ecitat ion and two hours of problem solving
per week. Credit on this course will not be accepted on the
mathematics requirement for a degree.
Purpose : To give commerce students a knowledge of the
fundamental arithmetic ideas connected with business.
· Topics : Percentage; discounts; charts and graphs; payments; collection; accounts ; inventories; wages and payrolls;.
freight and express; postage; insurance and taxes.
Commerce 161. Personal Finance. Four hours.
Purpose: To give a background for the intelligent management of personal income; to teach the use of the budget;
accounting for personal revenue and expense; and the use of
banking services.
Topics: Budgets; personal accounts and record keeping;
taxes and the preparat ion of tax returns; bank accounts;
establishing reserves ; borrowing money; types of investments.
Commeroe 211. Beginning Typewriting. Three hours.
Purpose·: To teach the proper operating techniques in
touch typewriting, and the care of the machine ; and to develop
speed and accuracy in the use of the machine.
Topics: The keyboard ; operating parts of the machine;
centering; tabul ations; arrangement of statistical material;
typewriting for personal use; simple business letters.
Commerce 212. Intermediate Typewriting. Three hours.
Purpose: To develop speed and accuracy and to perfect
operating techniques on the machine.
Topics. Special forms of business letters; arrangement
of reports; legal forms; manuscripts ; business forms; tab ulations; analysis of errors; and development of speed and
accuracy.
Commerce 213. Advanced Typewriting. Three hours.
Purpose: 'ro develop vocational skill in typing of business papers, letters and reports.
Topics: Review of business letters; arrangements of reports, manuscripts and literary matter; tabulations; invoices,
bills and statements; legal documents ; envelopes; form letters,
stencils and master sheets for duplication; development of
speed and accuracy to vocational standards.
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Commerce 221. Business English. Three hours.
Prerequisites: English 101, 102, Commer ce 211 and 212
or equivalent.
Purpose: 'l'o emphasize the importance of correct, courteous and persuasive English in all business dealings, and to
help the student develop skill in effective business corr espondence.
Topics: Importance of good English in general, and of
intelligence in business correspondence; various types of business letters and how to write them; and the elements, characteristics, and types of reports.
Commerce 231. Beginning Shorthand. Three hours.
Pqrpose: To introduce the use of shorthand and to give
the background needed f or the later development of speed
and accuracy in the taking of dictation; to develop a fluid and
legible style of writing and ease in reading shorthand notes.
Topics: The Gregg System of shorthand as outlined in
the fun ctional manuals; alphabet, brief forms, phrases and
abbreviations; begim1ing dictation and pre-transcription training.
Commerce 232. Intermediate Shorthand. Three hours.
Purpose: To develop speed in taking dictation.
Topics: Specia l forms; abbreviations; joined and disjoined prefixes and suffixes; phrasing; daily dictation and
speed practioe designed to give the student a writing speed
of from 80 to 100 words per minute.
Commerce 233. Advanced Shorthand. Five hours.
Purpose: To furth er develop speed in taking dictation
and to develop transcription skill needed in transcribing shortband notes.
'l'opics: Review of shorthand principles, phrasing, abbreviations and special forms; high frequency word drill;
vocabulary bui lding; dail y speed practice uesigned to increase
writin g sp~ed to better than 100 words per minute; development of tran cription skills for production of mailable transcri pts.
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Commerce 331. Secretarial Procedure and Practice. Four
hours.
omm ercc 211, 212, 231, 232, and 233 or
Pt·erequ is ite :
eq u i '"''It'll t.
Pmposc: 'l'o intt•grate t yping an d shor t hand skills and
iu t n·a ~>e pmfi<·ir ncy in each; to d eYelop a kn owledge of the
•l utic'i and q ua li ti es r equired of t h r secr etar y t hr oug h th e use
of j o h pro.i N·f s.

Topi1·:-.: Rr •tu ir·rmcnts for employmen t; duties of the
secr·ct ;) r·y; :-.l'l' lll'ing employm ent; organi zation of offi ce wor k ;
offic' projr1· 1"i iu han d li n~ of ma il, use of p hone and t elegraph,
reception of offi ee enllers, select ion of offi ce supplies, use of
o ffi ee r efrn• ncc hooks, finan cial r ecord s w hich t he secr etar y
m ust use, pt'l' JH.Ira t ion of bus iness fo rms, office machines and
fil ing ; dai ly dictati on a nd f urth er transcription work need ed
to iucr case bo th sh orthand and t ra nscripti on sp eed to employm ent s t a ndards.

Commerce 332 . Secretarial Procedure and Practice. Four
hours.
'l'his c1mn;c is a continu ation of ommerce 331.
Commerce 333.
Prer equis ites :

Applied Shorthand.

Two hours.

Comm er ce 211, 212, 231, 232 a nd 233.

P urpose : 'l 'o g i n~ the advan ced secr etarial student an
o ppor tu uity to tes t his kill in a ctu al offi ce wor k.
Topics : Sp ecial secr etarial as ignmeu ts; th e st uden t will
do his lahora tory wor k in th e Ya1·ions offices on the campus.
..\.ft er confer·eHce:. wi th t he office beau ~, t he instructor will
a sign r emed ial work for cia~ 1.0 tha t upon the completion of
t he course f he s tud ent i!:> qu alified f or emp loyment.
Commerce 335. Secretarial Office Ma chines. Three hours. Prerequis ites : ( 'omm e1·cc 211 and 212, or .eq uivalent.
P urpose: 'l'o g ive a n u nd ersta ndin g of t he u sc of office
machi nes an d to d C\' (•I op vocation al skill in th eir operation.
'l'o pic:.: Di ctation m:H:Iiines : d icta t ing, transcr i bing, and
. baYing tw its; duplicaLi11g w achines : Multig L·aph , Mimeograp h,
Ditto or H eckt ograph , a nd th e :Mimeo cope; a d dres ing m al! hine ; a nd fil ing sy. tern. and t heir application .

.
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Commerce 336. Clerical Office Machines. Three houn.
Purpose: To give an understanding of the use and to
develop vocational skill in the operation of office machines.
Topics: The 10-key adding listing machine; the fullkeyboard adding listing machine; the key-driven calculator ;
the crank-driven calculator; and the bookkeeping machine.
Commerce 337A, 337B, 337C, 337D, 337E, 337F, Office
Machines. Two hours.
Prerequisite to Commerce 337A and 337B: Commerce 335.
Prerequisite to Commerce 337C and 337D: Commerce 336.
Prerequisite to Commerce 337E; Commerce 380 or 381, or
equivalent.
Purpose : To provide the requisite practice necessary
for employment as a machine operator. Provision is made in
this course for the development of a high degree of skill on one
particular machine as the student secures at least 50 clock
hours of instruction and practice on the machine selected.
Topics : 337A
337B
337C
337D
337E
337F

'l'he Dictaphone
Duplicating Machines
Crank Driven Calculators
Key Driven Calculator.
Bookkeeping Machine
\ 'Hri-'1',,·pc1·

Commerce 360. Business Organization. Four hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the different
types of business organization- their growth, importance, advantages and di::;advantages and their effect on society.
Topics: Single proprietorship, partnerships, corporations ;
the combination movement; pools; trusts; mergers; holding
companies; regulation and control of combinations.
Commerce 361. Introduction To Business Administration.
Four hours.
Purpose: To introduce the stud ent to the field of business
and to acquaint him with the problems of organization, production, marketing, finance and management.
Topics: Accounting records and their use; use of statistics in business; organization; production methods, problems
and costs; r isks and their contr ol ; labor relations and labor

'
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problems; marketing methods and problems; financing problems; business taxes and industrial and econ omic planning.
Commerce 362. Consumer Education. Four hours.
Purpose: To give the student a general understanding of
the economic problems of the consumer so that he may be
more intelligent in the use of his income.
Topics: Management of wealth and income; insurance;
renting vs. owning your home; installment purchasing; buying and selling relations; advertising; agencies for the protection of the consumer; practical studies in buying.
Commerce 375.
Materia.ls and Methods in Secretarial
Subjects. Four hours.
Prer equisites: Commerce 211, 212 or equivalent, 231,
232, 233, and 331.
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the techniques
and devices based on research and approved practice for the
teaching of short hand, t ypewriting and secretarial practice.
Topics: Different methods of presentation; evaluation of
texts; d etermination of standards; supplementary readings
and collat eral material available for the teachers; testing.
Commerce 380. Secretarial Accounting. Four hours.
Prerequisite : Commer ce 101. ·
Purpose : To study the types of accounting reports and
r ecords for the small business and the professions, together
with the business practice involved in those cases where the
secr etary ordinarily keeps the records.
Topics : Business forms, household accounts; accounts of
small shops; preparation of income tax reports ; accounting
for the small professions ; church, school, and club accounts
and reports.
Commerce 381. Principles of Accounting. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Commerce 101.
Purpose: To develop an understanding of the fundamental principles of accounting as applied to the sole propri~torship.

Topics: Meaning and purpose of accounting; the balance
sh.eet; the statement of profit and loss; books of original entry;
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spec.ial journals; adjusting and c.losing entries; eontrolling
acc.ounts; and business practices and procedures.
Commerce 382. Principles of Accounting. Four hours.
Purpose : To study the principles of accounting as applied to the partnership and corporate forms of business
organizations.
Topics: Partnership acc.ounting problems; voucher systems; nature and characteristics of the corporation; c.orporate
accounts and records; corporate earnings and surplus; and
corporation securities.
Commerce 383. Principles of Accounting. Four hours.
Purpose: To develop further an understanding of the
principles of ac.counting as applied to the corporate form of
business organization.
Topics: Ac.counting for manufacturing firms; cost acc.ounting procedures; departmental and branch accounting;
consolidated statements; budgets; and analysis of financ.ial
statements.
Commerce 449. Seminar in Commerce. Two hours.
Required course for all commerce majors in their senior
year. This course is designed to give the students an opportunity to become familiar with the literature in the field of
business educ.ation; to study special problems in connec.tion
with the commerce curric.ulum and the objectives of business
education c.ourses in the Junior and Senior High School.
Salesmanship. Four hours.
Commerce 450.
Purpose: To develop an understanding of the fundamental principles of selling and an apprec.iation of the techniques and art of selling, together with the ability to evaluate
these both as customer and salesman.
Topics: The salesman's personality; the actual selling
process; presentation of the sale; creation of demand; sales
campaigns; selecting and training salesmen. In addition, each
student prepares and executes at least one sales talk before
the class during the term.
Commerce 451. Retail Merchandising. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Commerce 450.
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Purpose : 'l'o give an understanding of the problems of
the retail merchant together wit.h the principles of management which arc common to all types of retail stores.
Topics: Selecting a business location; internal layout;
departmentalization ; merchandise control; store policies; retail selling problems; training and management of personneL
Commerce 461. Business Law. Four hours.
P urpose : To acquaint the student with the legal principles that govern the conduct of business and to train him
in applying them to business situations.
Topics: The development of commercial law; procedure;
the judicial system; torts and crimes applicable to business
practice; contracts; agency; employer and employe r elations;
negotiable instruments; bailments; sales ; partnerships; corporations; personal and real property.
Commerce 462. Business Law. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of Commerce 461.
Commerce 463. Corporation Finance. Four hours.
Purpose : To acquaint the students with the problems of
finance, administration, and reorganization of business.
Topics: F orms of business organizations; corporation
management; financing business by means of stock; financing
through borrowed capital ; management of surplus ; working
capital requirements; investment of funds; business failures
and reorganizations.
Commerce 464. Office Management. Four hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with modern methods
used in office organization and management.
Topics : Function of the office; office systems; correspondence ; office filing; office communications; mailing department; supervising office activities; supplies and their control; machines and appliances; office planning and layout ;
office p ersonnel ; office manuals; office reports; and budgetary
~ontrol.
·
Commerce 475. Materials and Methods in Bookkeeping
a.nd General Business. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Commerce 381 and 382.

I

'
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Purpose: To acquaint the student with the different
methods of presenting and developing these subjects in the
high school.
Topics: Different methods of presentation; evaluation of
texts; testing; determination of standards; supplementary
reading and collateral material available to the teacher.
Commerce 478. Materials and Methods in Distributive
Education. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Commerce 450 and 451.
Purpose: To acquaint the prospective business teacher
with the nature of distributive education and the need for it.
Topics: The George-Dean Act; objectives, organization,
supervision, and administration of distributive education programs; dis tributive occupations; courses of study and curricula
in distributive education; requirements of distributive education personnel; source materials and teaching procedures and
practices in distributive education; distributive education and
its relation to business education.
Commerce 480. Cost Accounting. Three hours.
Purpose: To show the value of aud procedures used in
accounting for business costs and the importance of detailed
financial statements.
Topics : Need and value of cost accounting; · classificat ions; process and specific order; per petual inventories ; accounting for materials; material stor age; consumption and
valuation; labor costs; manufacturing expense; distribution
of manufacturing expense; cost of sales; closing entries; analytical and comparative statements; charts; estimating cost
systems; standard costs; auditing; legal phases of cost accounting.
Commerce 481. Advanced Accounting. Four hours.
Prerequisites•: Commerce 381 and 382.
Purpose: 'l'o give practice in solving accounting problems
of a more advn need nntm·e tlwn th ost> encountered in Commerce 383.
Topics: Installment sales accounting; consignments; accounting for branches and agencies; consa"lidatcd statements ;
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e tate accounti ng; par-tner hip Hquidations; corporation accounting problems.
Commerce 482. Advanced Accounting. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of Commerce 481.
Commerce 483. Income Ta.x Accounting. Three hours.
Purpose: To give the student an understanding of the
principles of Federal and State income tax and social security
laws and methods of preparing and filing returns.
Topics: Tax legislation-Federal and state; returns for
individuals, estates, partnerships and corporations; cash and
accrual methods of reporting; exempt income; allowable deductions; capital gains and losses; estate and gift taxes; social
security taxes ; accounting and administrative procedure on
corporation returns.
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DEPARTMENT OF E CONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
Mr. Carey

Mr. Fincel

REQUIREMENTS:

For a Major in Econ omics an d Sociology:
Qu. Hrs.
Economics 201, 202, 349 ·····-············-......................................
12
12
S ociology 180, 201 , 205 ............................................................
Advanced credit in Econ om ics or Sociology ......................
12
Economics 471 or Sociology 471 ..............................................3 or 4
Total ....................................39 or 40
For a Minor in Econom ics and Sociology:
Economics 201, 202 ................................................... -.............
Sociology 180, 201 ....................................................................
Advanced. credit in Economics or Sociology ....................

8
8
8

Total ....................................

24

Sociology 180, 201 , 205, 302, 305, 403, 471 ........................
Additional ad vanced credit in Sociology ............................

28
12

Total ....................................
For a M inor i n Sociology:
Sociology 180, 201, 205, 302 ..................................................
Advanced credit in Sociology ..............................................

40
16
8

Total ....................................

24

For a Maj or in Sociology :

AREA MAJOR FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
T otal requirements in history, political science, sociology,
economics and geography ........................................................ · 72
History (minimum 28 hours )

History 241, 242, 331, 332 ........................................................
American History in 300's and 400's ....................................
Elective in advanced history courses ....................................

16
8
4

Total....................................

28

Political Science (minimum 8 hours)

Political Science 241 ............................................................... .
One adv anced cour se in 300's or 400's ................................. .

4
4

Total....................................

8

.

\
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Sociology (minimum 8 hours)
Sociology 201 ···············-············································-··············
One advanced course in 300's or 400's ..............................

4
4

Total....................................

8

Economics (minimu m 8 hours)
Economics 201 ····················································-·······················
One advanced course in 300's and 400's ..............................

4
4

Total....................................

8

Geography 100 ..........................................................................
One course from the following: 241, 247, 331, 383 ............

4
4

Geography (minimum B hours)

..

Total. ...................................

8

The remaining 12 h ours arc electives an d may be chosen
fr om an y of the social sciences ..............................................

12

Grand Total....................

72

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Economics 180. Agricultural Economics. Four hours.
Purpose: To give students a practical knowledge of such
subjects as rural credits and the means of securing the possession of land ; land, labor, and capital; the evolution of farm
machinery; tenancy, share rent, cash r ent; cooperative societies; such farm organizations as the grange, farmers' unions,
farm bureaus, and f ederal farm loan banks.
Topics: The factors of economic production and t heir
properties; the guiding prin ciples in the organization of the
farm; the value of farm lands ; and tenancy and land ownership in the United States.
Economics 200. General Economics. Four hours.
The fundamen tal facts and principles of the economic
\vorld. Given as a condensation of Economics 201 and 202. Complete in one quarter. This is the course that should be taken by
those students who desire only four hours of credit in General
Economics.
E conomics 201. General Economics. Four hours.
Purpose: To teach the principal theories of our economic
life, and to familiarize the student with the terminology of the
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subject in order that he may more fully appreciate the current
literature in this field.
Topics : Economic organization; the laws of price, money,
banking, and exchange; problems of business organization ; the
distr ibut ion of wealth and income; the economics of government; the problems of labor.
Economics 202. General Economics. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of Economics 201.
Economics 302. Labor Problems. Four hours.
Purpose : To giYe the underlying causes of industrial
strife; to develop in the student an open mind toward both
capital and labor; and to pre ent the rights of t he public in t his
industrial problem.
Topics: Or ganized labor; lo.bor legislation; the capitalistic
regime; economic inequality; standards of living; industrial
conflicts; state control and r egulation. ,
E conomics 304. Marketing. Four hours.
Prerequi ite: E conomics 201.
Pur pose: To familiari ze the student with the laws of
marketing and the organizations by means of which people
sell and buy. He mu t know also something of the importance
of banking policies and business poli cies in general as t hey
bear upon the markets of the world.
Topics: Raw materials and prod ucts ; organi zed exchange;
analysis of mark et; market price; manufact ured products;
warehouses; cooperatiYe societies; distribution organizations.
Economics 339. E conomic History of Europe. Four hours.
Purpose: 'ro indicate the origins, and to explain t he effects
of the more importan t economic changes and achievements in
Europe and their r elation to economic conditions in the United
tatcs.
Topics : Medieval and early modern backgrounds; agriculture, industry, and trade from t he Napoleonic Wars to the
First World War ; '"labor legislation and organization to 1914 ;
the First World War and its aftermath; economic exper iments in Europe prior to the Second World War.

'
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Economics 349. Economic History of the United States.
Four hours.
Purpose: To give the student an appreciation of economic
influences upon the development of our political, industrial,
and social institutions.
Topics: The early colonial commerce; the development
of transportation facilities-shipbuilding, turnpikes, canals,
river transportation, railroads; credit and international commerce; the effect of warfare upon economics; modern economic
theories.
Economics 441. Public Finance. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Economics 201.
Purpose: To give an understanding of the sources, the
collection, and the expenditure of the finances of the federal,
the state, and the local units of government.
Topics: P ublic expenditures; public revenues; taxation;
public credit; the financial administration of government.
Economics 442. Money and Banking. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Economics 201.
Purpose : To give a history of the monetary system of the
United States, and to compare our banking system with those
of the leading European nations, ther eby giving an intelligent
understanding of the banking system of the United States.
Topics: Credit and banking; nature of credit-personal
credits, bank credit; bank reserves; bank notes; state banks ;
the national banking system; the federal reserve system-member banks, gold reserve; money market.
Economics 443. Investments. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Economics 201.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the general fundamentals in the analysis of securities, bonds, mortgages, etc.;
to show him the differences between corporation securities,
real estate securities, and government or civil loans; and to
enable him to distinguish between investment securities with
little risk and speculative securities.
Topics : Co•·poration bonds; bonds secured by land or real
estate; civil obligations; interest ; the influence of market upon
price of stocks and bonds.
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Economics 483. Development of Economic Thought. Four
hours.
Purpose: 'l'o trace the rise of modern capitalism and the
development of thought concerning the system of free enteJ·prise.
Topics: Economic contributions of the ancient Hebrews,
Greek , and Roman ; the early scholastics; mercantilists;
physiocrats; Adam Smith; Ricat·do; the sociali t ; and recent
economic thought.
Economics 471. Seminar. One hour per quarter.
Prereqwsites: 'fwenty-four hours in economic and junior
standing.
Purpose: 'l'o analyze and present existing and future economic problems with empba is on the relationships to public
policy.
Topics: Selected topics of current interest such as Jabot·,
taxation, land and land policies, r ent interest, and the flow of
capital fund .
SOCIOLOGY

Sociology 180. Rura.l Sociology. Four hours.
Purpose: To study the social structure and organization,
interaction processes, social institutions, problems, and force
of cultmal patterns on the individual, in rural life, with special
stre s on Kentucky patterns.
Topics: Organization and pattern of rnral society; effects
of rut'al conditioning on the individual; isolation, mobility,
and migration as factors in the rural proces ; rural social
change and social control; the farm family; the rural school ;
church and government in rural life; problem of farm youth;
rural health and sanitation; economic aspects of rural areas;
the role of government agencies; cooperative movements; rural
pathology; welfare movements.
Sociology 201. Introductory Sociology. Four hours.
Purpose: To give a knowledge of how individuals and
social groups interact, and how and why different social groups
manifest varying types of bebaviol' patterns developed through
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proces es of habit formation and s tandardi zation. 'L'o classify
social gt·oups by standard crite1·ia and to show methods of
social control and the procebses by which competing, conflicting, and alien gro ups become integrated into the greater
~ociety.

Topics: Man the animal· her edity Yersus envit·onmenl;
culture, classification of . ocial group. ; ocial institutions:
social change; social control ; . ocia I pt·ocesses; social pathology.
Sociology 205.

Social Institutions.

Four hours.

Purpose: 'l'o cxam.i ne theories of origins, the probabl(•
trend of prehistoric and historic de,·elopment, and the function of man's major social institution . T o analyze the structure of th e e ins titutions and the social and cultural proces se:~
by which they developed. , 'tress i. placed on the social institutions of th e modern western world.
Topics: Factors and re. ource. upon which man'. ocial
institution arc f ounded; cultural h<'ritag-e of the we ·tern
world; marriage and the fami ly; economic institutions; education; recreation ; science; religion; governml'nt; institutional
processes; future of western culture.
Sociology 301.

Child Welfare.

Four hours.

Purpo:e : To impres upon th e future citizen his duty to
t he helple. s r hild ; to teach the eco nomic importance as well
u. ethica l obl igation in th e con. en •ation of ch ild life; to urge
th e n ecessity for whole. ome food, prOJWl' play~rounds, ancl
sanitary conditions for our hoy and gil'ls, and to stt·e s tlw
impo•·tanrp of prop<' l' t>duca tional a<h'anta~es in th e preYention of rlel in r11•enc.'· in ou r dependen t and nnderprivile~ed
children.
Topi<'s : C'onsel'\'a tion of child 1i fe; health and physique :
u·ainin"' and <'ducal ion: t·hild Jahor; juYenile delinquen <'y ;
problem of <l!>pendl'nt children: t lw r hild welfare movement.
Sociology 302.

Population Problems.

Four hours.

Purpose: 'l'o provide insights into population trends within the United State ba ed on the socio-cultural approach. To
inYestigate social and cultural forces operating in reproductive behavior, in mortality, in sex, age, and ra ce composition.
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m population distribution, and in international and internal
migration.
Topic:.: Population theorie , r eproductive behaYior, differentia l birth ra te; d eterminants of length of life, sex, agr
and ral'C in population composition; socio-cuJtural factors in
distribution of population; international and internal migration ; national population policy.

Sociology 305. Introductory Anthropology. Four hours.
Pm·pose: 'l'o lllajltit·e an elementary knowledge and the
Cl>scntial fac ts of basic social grouJ)' and of the social and
cultural processes found in 1hem. Stress is laiu on the world ·s
simplest and most primitiYe tribes and peoples in order to
link up the . ocia l organization· and cultures of those peopll?s
with those of t he higher ciYilizations, past and present.
Topics : Cui tm·al horizons anu patterns of man's development; primitive htmting, domestication of animals, farming,
trade and transportation, art, social iw;titutions, social organization, goYerument and h\w, religion and magic, knowledge
and . cience, and others. :\Ionogrnphic sketches will give well
rounded conceptions of tlte aclnal modes of life of a uumbet·
of social groups iu whidt ba ic pt•ocess<• · are. een in operation.
'l'hese ~rroups a t·e: nati,·e Au:,tralians, E:,kimos, the Hopi and
other American lndian · tribes, native African negro tribe!'.,
tribe of the South Sea , and othet·s. Sm·Yivals in modem
civilizations will be traced to theit· primitive sources. Recommended a ha.<;ic to all social sciences.
Sociology 384. World Religions. Four hours.
Pnrpo. e: 'l'o bring befot·e the student the content, attendant literature, and cultural and socia l background of tlte more
"·idely known and recognized religions of the world, both pal'-t
and present.
tre. s is placed on the role of religions vs
methods of :,ocial control in their respective ocial and cultural
euvironments. A comparison of t he world's grNtL livin::r
t·eligions i given as a !>llmmat•y of the coursE'.
Topics: Reli gions of India: Vedic religions, B t·ahmanism.
Buddhism. IIinduism ; t·eligions of China: oufueianism; Taoism, Buddhistic forms; Japan, Shinto; Per ia, Zoroastriani m ;
Judai ·m, Christianity, Muhammadani m, comparative religion..
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Sociology 401. Criminology. Four hours.
Purpo e : 'l'o analyze by the socio-cultural Approach the
nature, causes, and effect on the g rr alcr . ociety, of cri minal
heha,·ior and to rxanrine the hi lory a nd the efficacy of punishment fo r crime.
Topics : Nat ure and . ignificnnce of ct·ime; histor y of criminological thought; the explanation of cr ime; per onality trait
und crime; negro and crime; juvenile delinquency; crimi nal
law; cr iminal courts; pri. on history; new movements in prison
refor m ; treatmen t of the juve nile delinquent ; crime prevention.
Sociology 402. Immigration. Four hours.
Purpose : To ·tudy immigration as a world mOYement in
all ages; to study im migration as it affC'cts the Uni ted Stat es
1-iOcially, economicall y, and religiously- its effects upon labor.
its effects upon racial que tions, and its effect. up on the
American tandarcl of living.
Topics: Free immigration; stat e regulation; federal control ; causes an d effects of immigration ; social an d economic
conditions of arriving immigrants; the effects upon p opula tion
and standards of living; assimilation ; amalgamation ; Americanization of the immigrant.
Sociology 403. The F amily. Four hours.
Purpose: 'J'o study theories of the origin of the fa mily,
its d cwlopmen t , a nd its s i~nificn n cc in many type of society.
l>ilh empha. is placed on the family of the moder n western
world.
Topics : 'l'heoric. of the rise of the family ~roup; pattern:
of familie. ; the Chinel'>e family ; Hussia n family; egt·o f amily;
lhr primitive fami ly; early American fa mily; and others. Mate
~>ele ct ion and maniage; husband and wife rela tionship; child
interacti on; n ew status of women ; famil~- di. organization:
determinant of fami ly . ize; conser vation of fami ly values ;
fut ure of the fa mily.
Sociology 405. Advanced Anthropology. Four hours.
Purpose: D e~igned to cover the phy:;h.:al, linguist ic and
cnltm·al tle,·elopment of man from his primeval beginning of
the stone ages thro ugh hi. great f undamental inventions a nu
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achi evements. Stress is placed on modern racial and linguistic
classifications; beginnings of human cnltun•; culture center
of the Old \Vorld and their influen ces on contemporary and
later civilizations; American Indian cultures and theit· signilicance; cultm·e theory; independent invention; diffusion;
co nvergence; archaeological discovery and t he social sciences.
Recommended as basic to all social sciences.
Sociology 410. Fundamental Configurations of Culture.
Four hours.
Purpo e : 'l'o view as forms, or configurations, some of
the world's great culture and civilizations which functioned
as cradles of our modern western civilizations, and to make
analytic studies of the parts of which the configurations were
compo ed. To illustrate the eal'lier foundations of modern
cultures and institutions in order to realize the genetic r elationships t ransmitted from them.
'l'opics : Cultural configurations of E gypt, Babylonia,
Assyt·ia, Palestin e, India, China, Greece, Rome. Analysis of
configuration. . Application of analyses to modern western
culture and civilizations. ·
Sociology 471. Seminar. Sociological Theory. Four hours.
Individual r esearch in sociology. One t o £om hours.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with the st ory of social
philosophy from the earlier Gr eek thinkers, through Medieval
and R enaissance t imes, to modern soc ial philosoph er s and th eir
tl1eol'ies and Yiews on ·man's human relati ons, ocial institutions and culture. 'l'o promote gr~np discussions of sociological
problems and method.
Topics : Social philo. ophies of Plato, Aristotle, Roman
thinkers, Medieval thinkers; infl uence of the Church ; David
Humc ; German philosophies; racial, geographic and economic
philosophies; the later social movements. Sociological theory,
problems and method.
Individual research problems may be arranged wi th the
staff by qualifi ed students. Credit hours f or r esearch work
will depend on the nature of the individual problem, and on
the quality and quantity of achievement by the student.
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DEPAR'l'MEN'l' OF EDUCATION
Mr. Shafer
Mr. Lappin
Miss Evans
Miss Findlay
Miss Moore
Miss Nollau

Mr. VanAntwerp
Miss Neal
Mrs. Giles
Mrs. Day
Mr. George Young

Mrs. Graves
Mr. J ackson
Miss Roome
Miss Thompson
Mr. Denney
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For the g uidance of those students who ar e working for
certifi cates on different levels and who may be in doubt as to
what courses count on the various certificates, the comses
offet·ed in the department are classified under fom· headings:
gem•J·al education, elementary ed ucat ion. secondary education,
and administrAtion and supervision.
GENERAL EDUCAT.ION

Qu. Hrs.
153 General Psychology ................... ;...................................
154 Educational Psychology ................................................
360 History of Educati on ......................................................
383 Educational Statis tics ....................................................
483 Audio-Visual Ins truction ..............................................
4 84 Philosophy of Education ..............................................
486 Adult Education ..............................................................
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
121 Teaching of Arithmeti c ................................................
220 Fundamentals of Elementary Ed ucation ................
226 Teaching Reaping in th e Elementary School ..........
320 Improvement of Instruction in the Elementary
School ................................................................................
325 S upervised Student Teaching .......~............. ...... .. .........
350 The Psychology of Childhood ......................................
423 The Elementa ry School Curriculum ..........................
425 Supervised Student Teaching ....................................
426 Overview of the E lementary School in Action ........
Workshop in E lementa ry E ducation ..........................
SECONDARY EDUCATION
356 Gu idance and Counseling ............................................
370 Principles of Secondary Educat ion ............................
374 Improvem ent of Instruction in the Secondary
School ................................................................................

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4

8
4

4
6

4
4
6

3
2- 16
4
4
4
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375
376
389
454
471
472
475
476

Supervised Student Teaching ......................................
Clinical and Developmental Reading in the
Secondary School ......................................................~...
Extra-Curricular Activities ..........................................
The Psychology of Adolescence ..............................
Tests and Measurements in the Secondary School
Fundamentals of Teaching in the Secondary
School ................................................................................
Supervised S tudent Teach ing ......................................
Overview of the Secondary School in Action ..........

493

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
Pupil Accounting ............................... ............................
Public School Administration an d Supervision ........
Elementary School Adm!nistration and
Supervision ......................................................................
High School Administration a nd Supervision ........

520
523
526
528
554
570
57 1
573
580
584
590
598

GRADUATE COURSES
Research Problems in Elementary Education
Learning in the Elementary School ..........................
Investigations in Reading ..............................................
Legal Bas is or the Public Schools ..............................
Advanced Educational Ps ychology ............................
Research Problems in Secondary Education ............
Graduate Sem inar in Education ..................................
Modern Seconda ry School Curricula ..........................
Democracy and Education ............................................
School Finance ................................................................
Re&ea rch Methods in Education ..................................
Thesis Writing ................................................................

426
451
452

GENERAL

6
4
4
4
4

4
6
3

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
1
4
4
4
2
4-5

EDUCAT~ON

Education 153. General Psychology. Four hours.
Thi com·. c is des igned primarily for the fresh man and
li> Ophomore levels.
Purpose : 'l'o furn ish to the student a general psyclJOlog-ical and funda mental foundation of elem entary psychol og-~'.
Topi cs : 'l'h e con tent treated in this conrse emphasizes the
followin g topics : psychology as a science; the various systems
of psy chology ; heredity; behavior organisms; emotional behaYior and behavio r patterns and modifications ; the neural
s~·stem ; the simpler sensor~· organs; intelligen ce and individual
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differ ences; mental growth, intelligence tests, and methods of
testing; a pplications of the various psychological theories.
Educat ion 154. Educational P sychology. Four hours.
PurpoRe: 'l'o acquaint the prol'pective elementary and
secondary teac her with the fundamentals of pupil growth and
dewlopment as they are basic to a n understanding of the
teaching and learning process.
T opics : r1·oblems of growth in relation to learning:
h ealth and t he physical bases of lear)l.ing; emotional· stres eR
and discipline; interests and in centives; the learning process ;
mental hyg iene of teaching and learning.
Education 360. History of Education. Four hours.
r rercquisitc: Eigh t hours in education and instructor 's
permission.
Purpose : To present the background of our American
educational ideals and institutions, thereby allowing the student an opportunity to see present-day educational problems
in terms of their historical origins. Also, special emphasis will
be pla ced upon the history of education in .t he United States
and Kentucky.
Topics : Education in ancient, medieval, and modern
periods; colonial American backgr ounds; early practices; the
frontier and democracy in education; earl y campaigns for the
improvement of instruction and teacher-training ; great American educators of each period.
Education 383. Educational Statistics. Four hours.
Purpose : 'l'he purpose of this course is: (1) to train students to approach educational pr oblems objectively, quantit atiYely, and scientifically; (2) to enable them t o use statistical
methods in dealing with unclassified data; (3) to acquaint
, them with t erms, processes, and procedures in e.ducational
literature that can be learned in no oth er way.
Topics: This course treats t he followin g statistical topics
in an elemeJltary way: (1) scope and limitations of educational
statistics; (2) the study and meaning of frequency distributions and tabulations ; (3) determining class inte rvals, valu es,
::;izes, mid-points, choices; (4) stndying central tendency;
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modes, medians, means, quart ilc, and standard deviations;
(5) relationships: rank-order and product-moment methods,
linear, multiple, and partial co n·elations; (6) graphs: histograms, polygons, ogi ve or percentile curves.
Education 483. Audio-Visual Instruction. Four hours.
Purpose: 'l'h e com·. e gives th e student an opportuni ty to
rx11mine, usc, aud evaluate man~· aud io-visual mat<'t·iflls.
Topics: Andio-Yisual instruction in specific subject matter areas. with selection of appropriate materials and mediums
of presentation ; eva luation of such aids as films, film strips,
slides, charts, maps, through usc and pre-views; operation of
projection and sound equipment; examination of sources of
audio-visual aids.
Education 484. Philosophy of Education. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours in education.
Purpose: The purpo e of this cour e is to giYe t he student
a unified view of the whole educative process. Such a view
is highly e sential to properly guiding and planning administrative and other pha es of educational ervice.
Topics: Individual education a. adjustment; the philosophy of education as condit ioned by the theory of mind; philosophies of learning; the place of fr eedom and authority in
education in a dr mocracy; t he sociological basis for a philosoph ~- of education ; a soc iological-philosophical inter pretation
of th e seYcn cardi nal principles of education; deter mining the
Yalue and function o.f the \'arious types of education and of
the ,·ariouc; subjects; studying ho"' society . hould support and
control education.
Education 486. Adult Education. Four hours.
Purpo e: To assi t students in giving the adult classes a
bl'tter perspective and a broader basis for living a more
emiched life.
Topics: The ways and means of teaching ad ults the
fundamentals in the tool suhjrcts; prirwiplt>s consona nt with
the idea o.f democracy are l'tres!>c<l in such !>ubjects as civics,
geography, history, and eleml'ntarT ec:onomic. ; some attl'ntion
is also givrn to the arts and crafts and to nature study.
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Education 121. Tea ching of Arithmet ic. F our hours.
Plll'pose : 'fhis course is designed to give the elcm<'n tary
teacher l wo kinds of training: (1) the proCessional point of
de"· with r espect to the methodology of the subject, and
(2) the methods aspect mu.t be predicated upon one's ability
to do the fundamental skills and kn owledge required for the
elementary school teacher. 'l'his course, in other words, i
primarily a methods cour:.e but its foundu tions mu t be laid
square!~· upon a definik amount of desirable content.
Topics: 'l'he following fields of thought will be covered:
(1 ) Some time will be given over to the computationa l and

informational side of arithmetic. (2) A thorough study of the
c ·scnt ial concepts of the subj ect will be made. (3) Frequent
ob:ervations will be required in order to evaluate the best
modern practices coucl'ming the teaching of arithmetic.
Education 220.
E igh t hours.

F undamentals of Elementary Education.

Prerequi itc: Educational or General Psychology.
cept, for workshop groups.)

(Ex-

Purpose: 'l'o aid the prospective teacher in the development of an understanding of the ftmdamcntal problems in
organization, management, and instruction in the elementary
school; and to a sist them in th<' development of a better
understanding of recent and approved methods of teaching
and upeni. ing a ll activitie in the elementary chool, excepting reading and arithmetic.
Topics : The purpo~e and origin of the elementary school;
problems of school organization, management, discipline, extracurricular and eommun ity relationships; testing and recordkeeping; the elementary curriculum, its growth and r cvisiou ;
in addition to method of teaching social . tudies, science, elementary art and mm,ic, health and recreation, and English
and dt·ama. Systematic observation of instruction in the foregoing phases of instruction will also be an integral part of
the work done in t hi · course.
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Education 226. Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School. Four hours.
Plli'pose: 'l'o aid prospecti,·e tcacllers in the acquisition
of knowledge, skills, and understandings growing out of the
best current tb inking and practice pertaining to teaching
children to read.
Topics: Motivation of r eading; mechan ics of reading;
special methods; special difficulties; differences between good
and poor reade1·s; diagnosis of specia I rlifficulties; psychological investigations of reading; arou ing reading inter ests;
relationship of reading to success in other subjects.
Education 320. Improvement of Instruction in the Elementary School. Four hours.
Purpose : To assist experienced t eachers in the improvement of th eir methods and techniques of instruction through
the study of recent and appro ,·cd practices in tbe various
areas of the element ary curriculum.
Topics: 'l'be coopcratiYe hnildiug of a school philosophy
and the accompanying objectiYc>; of educalion; the use of free
and inexpensive material and au<lio-YistH\L aid ; the pu r·pose
and use of duplicating device. ; eooperative and S<'lf-supervi ion of instruction; the selection of supplementary materials
and th e organization of curricular materials into lists of meani ngfnl learning experiences; staff relationship practices; social
interpretation; current practice. in grading and ma l'ldn g
pupils; the school's health ervice; distributing pupils within
the curriculum; and pa rticipalion in pt·o fessional organizations.
Education 325. Supervised Student Teaching. Six hours.
Prerequisites: a. 'l'he attainment of a cholastic standing
of one or "C" in all coursPs completed at lhe time student
teaching begins; b. completion of at least one-half of the minimum requirements in En glish for the curriculum pursued;
c. completion of at least one-half of the minimum r equirement s
in. education couTSes, including Fundamentals of Elementary
Education or its equivalent; d: completion of a minimum of
48 quart-er hours of required work in the two-year eleme11tary
curriculum; e. at least one quarter of residence credi t earned

,..
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in t his college; f. permission of the Committee on Teacher
'fraining.
Pm·pose: 'l'o giye the student teacher actual e.xperience
in teaching in order that familiarity with the best schoolroom
procedm·es may be developed.
Procedure: Each student teacher is assigned to a twohour block in the 'l'raining School during which time observation, participation, and supervised teaching is carried on.
The student teache a minimum of 36 fifty-minute periods.
Teaching may be done in any of the elementary grades or in
the first two years of the junior high school. One week, or
five eparate days dm·ing this course will be spent on work
in a rural school according to a cooperatively arranged
schedule.
Daily conferences are held with the critic teacl1 er and a
gronp confer ence i held once each week with the director of
t he training school. Attendance and participation in school
activities and certain faculty meetings are also r equired.
During a summer term each student is assigned a fourhour block.
Education 350. The Psychology of Childhood. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Edu cational Psychology or Gen eral Psychology.
Purpose: 'ro meet the needs of both parents and t each e·r s
in understanding and guiding th e pre-school and the elementary school child 's ment al, emotional, social, and physical
growth and uevelopmeut.
Topics : The history of child psychology; principles of
development; pre-natal deYelopmm1t; physical growth ; motor
development; sp eech development; emotional development;
social development; play activities; development of understanding; moral and religious development and forms of selfexpression; appropriate tests, their use and interpretation;
guidance in wholesome developmen t based on accurate individual records.
Education 423. The Elementary School Curriculum. Four
hours.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours in education.

. •
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Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with the background
of our present curricula; to determine what pt·inciples should
obtain in the scle<:tion, differentiation and integration of subject. materials; to stress the need for constant r evision and
re-evaluation of the content o£ the curriculum .
'l'opics : Setti ng np and defi ning the aims of education;
cousideration of the important issues in curriculum making ;
analysis of techniques involved; and the evaluation of 'Criteria
in curriculum making.
Education 425. Supervised Student Teaching. Six hours.
Prerequisites : Education 325 and its prerequisite .
Purpose: 'l'his is a continuation course to Education 325.
It is designed for students wl10 wish to earn more than six
ho urs o£ student teachin g at the elementary level. This course
shoul d be taken during the seniol' year.
Education 426. Overview of the Elementary School in
Action. Three hours.
Purpose: 'l'his <:ourse is designed to follow all other
courses in the preparation o£ elementary teachers including
, upervi ed tudent 'l'eaching, and is intended to aid prospecti\·e teachers in rounding out their understanding of the total
school instead of viewing the separate school subjects and
activities in i. olation.
'Topics: 'The elementary school curriculum through_ the
eyes of the administrator and superv isor; extra-curri culaL'
act i\·itie. ; the elementary teacher's place in profess ional
growth and r esearch projects, evaluation of the school, anti
the PTA; advanced planning; techniques of cooperating with
other teachers in the improvement of the total elementary
school program; obtaining a position and getting along in the
school community.
•Education. Workshop in Elementary Education. Twosixteen hours.
Purpose: \Vo1·kshop courses l1ave been designed primarily
to mee-t the needs. of teachers off the C!lmpus. H owever , such
cour ses may also be taught on t he campus. The coll ege has
• This workshop has no designated number. It may be used to satisfy
requirements in education towards certificates or degrees.
1\I.S.T.C.-4
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pon ored several of both types of com· es with considerable
atisfaction and succcs ·. 'I'hc conrses ha\'C not been entirely
divor ced f L·om the theory t h<!t their main functio n has been
to put the theoric of education to practical t est, using only
what proved most fr uitful to the in experienced teach er . One
of the mai n functions of such courses is to broaden the whole
euncational program, extending it beyond the border of the
school-room, r eaching out into t he community, and working
with school patrons.
'l'opic. : Con iderable handwork has been required in these
courses, su ch as the making of char·t , maps, fl ash cards,
posters, proj ects, et c. Other important items covered be id es
learning the fundamentals are: the health progr am, school
lunches, r ecreational facilit ies, P'l'A, . ources of f r ee and inexpensive material s, use of duplicating devices, etc.
SECONDARY EDUCATION

Education 356. Guidance and Counseling . Four hours.
Prerequisites: Ei ght hom·s in p:ychology.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint upper diYi ion tudent in educat ion with the philo ophy, techniqu es, and present practice
of guidance as applied to th e problems of pupil personnel anrl
counseling in the public schools.
Topics: 'I'he h istor y and developme11t of the guidance
moveme11t in cdncatiOJl , the present need for gnidm1ce, enl arging concepts of g uidance, basic assump t ions, general methods
of investigations, the use or school r ecords and repo r ts, th e use
of tests in . t udyi11g individual., pe i'!;Onality and inter est inventories, the place of the special ist, method o.f securing and
assembling facts, vocational guidan ce, the homeroom teacher
a a guidance worker, the dean of boys and the dean of girls
as guidance workers, and the present status and evaluation of
guidance.
Not e: This is an elective course in secondary educa t io11.
Education 370. Principles of Seconda ry Education. Four
hours .
Prerequisite: Eight h ours of education or junior stand-

ing.
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Purpo c : 'l'his com· e is designed to pro\'ide an introduction to the field of secondary education; to study the fundamental principles of theory and practice in secondary education; to tudy the history and development of the secondary
schools as well as their present status from the standpoint
of organization, population, enrollment, pupils, teachers, types
of teaching, and school officials ; and to indicate future trends
in secondary education.
'l'opics : ( 1) To treat the rise and development of the
·econdary school in America and other countrie ; (2) to consider the problem of articulation between elementary and
secondary . chools and between the secondary schools and
hi~her in. titutions; (3) to appraise the objectives and functions of secondar y education; (4) to attempt to evaluate the
~:;oci al principles evolved in the secondar y schools; (5) to emphasize the physical and mental traits of pupils a nd their
individual differences; (6) to determine programs of studie
by mean of :ubject-valne criteria; (7) to compare and weigh
various curriculums with respect to their aims: and (8) to
acquaint students with the terminologie · of econdary education.
Education 374. Impr ovement of Instruction in the Secondary School. Four hours.
Purpose : 'l'o assist experienced tea cher in the impro\·emcnt of their methods and techniques of instruction through
the study of recent and approved practice. in the various areas
of the econdary curriculum.
Topic : 'l'he cooperative building of a chool philo ophy
and the accompanying objective of education; the u. e of free
and int>xpensive material and audio-vi ual aids; the put·po c
and u e of duplicating devices; cooperative and sel£-superYision of instruction; the election of supplementary materials
and the organ ization of curri cular materials into lists of meaningful learning experiences; staff re~ationship practices; social
interpretation ; current practices in grading and marking
pupils; the school's health service; distributing pupils within
the curriculum; and participation in profe sional organi?.ations.
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Education 375. Supervised Student Teaching. Six hours.
Prerequisites: a. The attainment of an average standing
of one or "C" on all work complet ed at the time the student
teaching begins; b. an aYerage of better than "C," meaning
1.5, on all wor k completed in t he major field in which teaching is to be done ; c. completion of two-thirds of the minimum
requirements in the core curriculum and in the subject fi elds
in which the st udent teaching is done; d. completio n of twothird of the r equired courses in education, including Principles of econdary Education and Fundamentals of Secondary Education; e. completion of a t otal of 135 hours of work;
f. at lea t one quarter of resid ence credit earn ed in t his college; g . p ermission of the Committee on Teacher Trai ni ng.
Purpose : 'l'o give the student teacl1cr actual exp erience
in teaching at t he high school level, and to a cquaint him \\'ith
the most approved techniques and procedures in secondary
education in general and in the fi eld in which h e is t o work
in particular.
Procedure: Each tudent teacher is a .. igned to a twohour block in the Trai nina chool, durin g which time ob erYation, participation, and superYiscd teaclting i. carried on.
'! 'he tudent teaches a minimum of 36 fifty-minute p eriod .
D aily confer ences are held with the critic teacher and a group
confere'nce is held once each week with the director o[ the
training school. Attendance and par ticipation in certain school
activitie and faculty meetings areal o required. In a summer
term ea ch t udcnt is assigned to a fonr-hour block.
Education 376. Clinical and Developmental Reading in
the Secondary School. Four hours.
Purpose: T o assist high school teachers and ad mini trators in coping intelligently with the problem of reading
deficiencies so commonly found among pupils at th e high
school and junior college l evels.
T opics: P ar ticular emphasis will be placed on the need
for teaching reading in the high schools, causes for retardation
in readin g, types of difficulties, r emedial measures, materials
of instruction , and administrative problems affecting r eading .
. ome observation and analysis of actual cases and their treatment will constitu te an important part of the course. •
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Note: This course i not designed primarily for the teachers of English.
Education 389. Extra-Curricular Activit ies. Four hours.
Purpose : (a) To gh·e an acquaintance with the philosophy
underlying ext ra-curricular activities, with a knowledge of the
Yalue and obstacles in achieving the variou · goal ·, and (b ) to
give an acquaintance with the prin ciples of organizat ion and
detail · of admi uist ering the various activities.
Topic : Cardina l objectives of curricular activities; ca rdinal object ives of extra-curricular a ctivitie . The foll owing
ac ti,·ities are considered from the point. of value ; ob tacles in
the way of achieving the Yalne , principle of administration
and control, d eta il s of organizing and administering tudent
goYerument, publications, as emblics, honor socictic , athletic ,
commen cements, club activities a nd entertainments. l\1embcrs
of the class are expected to make a detailed study of an
actiYity.
Education 454. The Psychology of Adolescence. Four
hours.
Prerequi itc: . ually a cour e in general or educational
psychology will be required.
Purpose: To give the seconda ry teacher an understanding
of the special manifest ation. of men tal and physical growth
characteristic of adolescence.
Topics: Physical, emotiona l, religious, and rational disturbances of the period; the struggle to realize one's elf;
formation of personality traits: vocational guidance; characteri tics that ·hould be found in an effecti,·e econda t·y school.
Education 471. Tests and Measurements in the Second~ry
School. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Elementary psycholog-y or the equ ivalent.
Purpose: To acquaint students with the philosophy, procedure and technique of testing and mea uring in general,
with a special application to these processes in the secondary
schools. Va•·iotls secondary . chool tests will be studied with
respect to theit· use, purpose, and comparative Yalues.
'f opics : DeYelopment of sta ndarized and non-standardized
tests anrl their appraisals: interp1·rtation of scores, relation-
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ship . and ot her factorial analyses; construction and evaluation of item. in va r ious measu rin g ins trumen ts ; studying the
types. methods and re. ult.'> of testing; ana lysis of some peris tent pr o blems in th e .field of tests and measur emen ts.

Education 472. Fundamentals of Tea ching in the Secolldary Schools. Four hours.
P t·ereq nisitcs: Eight hours of education or scni ot·-standin g.

Pmposc: 'l'o fJt'OYide orientation in th e fil'ld of Leaching
at tl1 c se ·outl nry level. It should acquaint teacher with
,·a t·ious principle ·, methods, aud technique. of teaching i n the
J unior - 'cn iot· H igh chool. It shoul d finally leaYe the teach er
w ith a defi nite ph ilo. opl ty concernin g hi: teachin g. T his
com·se is a pret·equisite to S npet·vised Student 'l'eachin g and
is ther efore closely as. oc ia ted wi th observation a nd other
Pxperien<·e in th e 'l'raining , 'cl10ol, lead in g to Supervised
'tudent 'l'ra cltin g i n snbseqnrn t quart ers.
'l'opinl: Adj usted human-fa ctors in learning; the teacher
as a per. onnt'l worker: arlvanced planning, unit construction,
a nd dni J.,- le.·. on plau,; ; culminati ng a11d evaluating activities;
u ·e of ill n. tl'at ive m:1terial aml supplementary a id ; profe sional acti Yities of t he beginniug teacher ; obtaini ng a po ition;
ucce sful commu ni ty relationships ; and finally th e prod uction
of a course u nit f or actu al use in th e 'l'raini ng Scho ol.

Education 475. Supervised Student Teaching. Six hours.
P rer equisites: Education 375 and its prerequisites.
Purp ose: 'l'h is course is a con tin uation of Ed ucation 375.

Education 476. Overview of t he .Secondary School in
Action . Thr ee hours.
P u rpose : 'l'his cour ·e is de ·igned to follow all other undergraduate courses in education incl ud ing Supervised Student
Teaching; a nd is d esigned to aid prospective hi gh school
t eachers in ro nnd in g out their over -all v iew of total act ivities
m akin g up t he secondary school instead of viewing tl1e va rious
act h·ities . ep;n·ately and in isolation .
Topics : The place of the teachet· in curriculum build ing,
chedule-mak in g, chool plant plannin g and managing, school
e,·aluation, g uid ance and conn eling, extra-curricula r activi-
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t ies, and in viewing the operation of the school thro ugh the
eye of the principal and supervisor.
~ote: This is not to be confu:>cu with clas es designed
primarily for scll OOl admini,trators ot· supcr\'i or: s inre it i
int ended on ly fo r teachers.
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION

Education 426. Pupil Accounting. Four hours. (Required
conr e for the Attendance Officer's 'el'tificate.)
Purpo e: To a cquaint th e student with Ken tu ck~· attend an ce law : duties to th e . tate, county, and patron under· th e
law.
Topic : K entu ·ky chool law. ; etting-up the attendance
office ; attendance officer a. a welfa r·e workE:'t': 11t tendance
offi cer as a policeman ; recot·ds, fil es, and r E:'ports rE:'quit·NI to
be kept by the officer ; and other topies related t o th<' work
of th i important office.
Education 451. Public School Administration and Super vision. Four hours.
Pre rc<llli~i t c: Fifty hour~ of :,lant!anl 1·oll c·ge \\'O I'k, at
lea.t tw eh· · \Ill its of \\'hich mus t he in ed11c·atinn .
Purpose : 'l'o Jll'Cpart' JH'O~pr<.:ti n• ;.uprri nt emlenl !. antl
oth er chool adminis trators for their wor k, a nd t o gi\'l' tc•::u·h er s a more th or ough undet., tandiu g o[ thE' . ('hool system.
'I'opics: A stud y of lhe organization a ncl hnsirwsl. Hlllnngoement of the school :~·· tcm; th e hoanl of r ducation <11111 it
authority, and th e laws under which it operate!'.: th r ec·onomical ex penditur·e of fund. and proprr ar·t·otmtin:,r for them ;
building- . chooh;; r earrangi11l! d ist ri ct. honnclariE:'~: tl1r rstahli. hment of comwlidated ~chools wi th pro,·i-.ion for tran. por·tation; the k eeping of r ecot·ds.
Educa tion 452. Elementary School Administration and
Supervision. Four hours.
Prer equisite: Fifty hour. or standnrd college work. at
lea. t twelve of which mu t be in education.
Purpose : 'l'o investigate the methods and po. sibilitie of
administration and supervision in t h e elementar y schools; to
prepare individuals for doing this work and to prepare teachers for intelligent cooperation with t he principal by helping
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them to gain an understanding of the method and aim · of the
work.
Topics : A study of the ways in which instruction may be
improved in elementary chools; the place of standardized
tests in supervision; plan for teachers' meetings; plan for
publicit~· in the community; the possibilitil's for work by the
principal ; the instt·uction of teachers in the u. e of the course
of study.

Education 493. High School Administration and Supervision. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Fifty hours of standard college work, at
least twelve hours of which must be in education.
Ptupose : 'l'o give the high . chool principal a knowledg~
and grasp of the major problems iln-olved in the administration and supervision of his school. The adrnini. trative fun ction s of the high school teaching . taff will also receive
attention.
Topic· : 'l'he oflice; the }Jttpil; the teaching taff ; instruction ; upervision ; study; te ting and examination program ;
marking system; l>Chedule-making; extra-curricular program;
publicity ; financial pt·ogram; and similat· topic ..
GRADUATE COURSES

Education 520. Research Problems in Elementary Educa.
tion. Four hours.
Purpose: 'l'o focu. attention upon some of the more pre sing problem . in the field of elementary education and to permit. graduate student to pursue individual research on one of
these problems under the general upervi ion of some member
of the department of education.
Topics: In a problem course of tbi type, the topics may
vary from time to time and will be conditioned, in par·t, by
local educational needs. Problems of early ch ildhood growing
out of the school environment, groupin g of pupils, school
attendance, health aspects of the elementary pupil, the diagnosis and remedial techniques pertaining to special problem
cases, home-school relationships, and special problems growing
out of the elementary curriculum w ill be among the topic
currently treated in thi course.
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Education 523. Learni ng in the Elementary School. Four
hours.
Prerequisites: Education 13-! and Education 220 with inbtructor 's penni sion.
Purpose: T o study mor·e intensiYely the concept of mental growth as a dy namic proces. of in te raction between the
individual and his enYiromnent.
'l'opics: P •·obh'ms a nd psychological position · whi ch are
becoming mor·c inHuential in modem Amcr·ican t hought and
practice; construct h·e analy es of the elementary teacher ':.
problem. in the light of pi>ychological insight and know led ge;
r ecent educational re ·earch and it bearing upon educa tional
thinking and p la11ning in the elementary field.

Education 526. Investigations in Reading. Four hours.
Prerequisite: E d ucation 226.
Purpo e : (a ) 'I'he purpose of this cour e i to study the
current litf'ratme in thi field. (b) 'I'he student will present
paper · on different topic for the pu rpo e of investigation and
eYalnation. (c) .cln effort will be made to tudy the modes of
approach in making cientific tud ies and pertaining to r eading.

Education 528. Legal Basis of the Public Schools. Four
hours . .
Purpo:e : 'I'o deYelop an understanding of the legal principles invoh·ed in t he administration of the chools with special
~mpba i on the Ken tuck~· code.
Topics. 'fhe state'. responsibility for education; legal
:.afe-guard on :chool fund ; ta tu of the local school d istrict;
re ponsibilities of school boards and school official ; liability
of school eli h·icts and officer ; lega l prodsions affecting schoQl
per onuel, atte ndance. di ·cipline, text-book · and courses of
study.

Education 554. Advanced Educational Psychology. Four
hours.
Prerequisites: No one will be admitted who has not already earned four quarter hours in General or Educationa.J
Psychology with a roark of A or B. Anyone w·ith a Jowel' mark
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will be required to take another undergraduate com se to
qua lify.
Pmposc: 'l'o continue the study begun in the first course.
Topics: t:>pecial cmpba is will be placed on motor, ideationa l aud emotional learn ing. Some attention w ill be given
to modem ed ucational theories. An attempt will be made t o
link the work of the course with t lte career of the par ticular
student. ~o tha t th(' JWOblems and litrrature studied will
depend on the per,onncl of the g~·onp .

Education 570. Research Problems in Secondary Education. Four hours.
Purpose: 'l'o focus attention upon some of the more pressiug p t·obl ems itt tlt e fi eld of secondary education and to permit
g radua te students to pu t·. nc indiv idual r esear ch on one of
these prob lems nnder the snpervi:ion of one ot· more members
of the department of education.
'l'opit"': .\ . in th e ta,e of Education 320, the topics in this
cour ·e wi ll vmy somewhat fro m time to time depend in g upon
na tional deYelopments and local cond itions. Generally such
topics ;t,; grow th and tt·cn1l in adm in istrat ive and in tntctional
practice,. w ith r espect to reorganization , articulation, equipment, pet·: on net, p t·ooTam of studies, etc. ; the re-cxam ination
o~ secouda ''Y education rcla tive to t h e presen t needs of adolesce nt and t hei r later social adjustments; , tHft qnalifications and
reia tionshi t)S; t he re-cva luation and re-organization of seconda t·~· edtwal ioH; current need. relative to administrative, in. t ructional. and so('ial ]('adershi p; th e general aim of secondary education in light of new social, cultural, and economic
need . basic kn ow ledge, kill , etc., will be among the topics
con idered.

Education 571. Graduate Seminar in Education. One
hour.
Purpo. e: 'ro proviclP g1·ad na te stnrlen ts an opportunity to
work in an in formnl environme1rt w itbq)rofe. sors in th e department of ed ucation on matters of vital interest to educator ,
and to provide a clearing house ·for the review of individual
tudents ' re earch projects and theses.
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'l'opics: A r eview of current educational resear·e:b lopie: ,
yearbooks, national report , and textbooks ; current school
legislation; problems of local school finance; tt·ansportation ;
school plant plannin g and managing; and curl'iculum problems.

Education 573. Modern Secondary School Curricula. Four
hours.
Purpo. e: 'l'o investigate and attempt to evaluate the past,
pre ent, and newer curricular aims of the secoudar·y ·chool .
Topic : (1) 'l' be variou aims and objectives of the secondary chools as indicated through their cu rTrnt curr icula;
(2) basic principles of curricular development, and their significant influences; (3) primitive, a ncient, medieval a nd current curricular practices and objectives; ( 4) a .'Urvey of pr·ograms of studies, current curricula, courses of tudy, . ubject
matter, and content ; (5) the study of subj ect fi eld fo r curriculum building; ( 6) con tructive criticism of seconda r,rschool curricula; (7) e\·aluating educational objectives in the
light of modern cul'l'icular values; (8) the econdary- chool
Clll'ricula of tomorrow.

Education 580. Democracy and Education. Four hours.
Purpose : To detect and state the ideas imp lied in a democratic ociety and to apply t he. e ideas to the pr oblem. of th e
enterprise of education.
'l'opics: Philosophy as it connects the g1·owtb of democracy with the development of the experimental method in the
cience ; evolutionary ideas in the biologica l . cience!-1 and th t'
industrial reorganization ; the change. in ubje ·t matter and
method of education a indicated by the developmen ts ot:
democracy; th e new per pective in educational theory and
practice, and a n ew in terpretation of American democracy and
American life.

Education 584. School Finance.

Four hours.

Purpose: 'l'o develop ( 1) understanding of the p r oblems
involved in the financial support and administration of the
public chools; (2) skill in the technique of efficient financial
admini ' tration.
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'l'opics: ::ltute school ~:.npport; appodioument of stale
fuuds; sources of school re\"euue; the local school unit aud
finance; Federal aid for education; a ud administrati,·e control
of school funds- budgeting and accounting.

Education 590. Research Methods in Education. Two
hours.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint graduate students with me'thod.
and techniques commonly employed in the solution of educational problems.
T opics: The selection, de-limitation and statement of a
re earcb proble-m; choosing a title; using the library and tecllniques in bibliography building; methods of organization;
review of related literature; the use of quotations, paraphrasing, foot-noting, and manuscript form; and the spacing of
tables, figures, tables of content, title pages, page numbers.
the appendix, et c.
Education 598.

Thesis Writing. Four-ftve hours.
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DEPARTUENT OF ENGLISH
Mr. Doering
Mr. Banks

Miss Humphrey

Mr. Bradley
Mr. Ettleson

REQUIREMENTS:

For any degree or certificate, and general courses for majors
and minors:

Qu. Hrs.
Composition 101, 102, 103 ..........................................................
9
Two literatw·e cow·ses from 200 to 290 ..............................
6
Children's Literature-required for elementary
certificates ................................................................................ 4
Kentucky Literature and Folklore-recommended for t he
Standard Elementary and Provisional High School
Certificates ..............................................................................
3
Historical Grammar- recommended for the Provisional
High School Certificate ........................................................
3
For a Major: (In addition to freshman- sophomore courses)
Required: English 450 ............................................................
2
One course selected from 363, 435, or 453
One course selected from 335, 338, or 339
One course selected from 436, or 437
Total for a Major (with electives) ........................ 46-48
For a Minor: (In addition to freshman- sophomore courses)
Required: Englis h 303 and 460 ..............................................
6
Elective from "300" or "400" groups ....................................
6-8
Total for a Minor (with electives) ......................

30-32

English 101. English Composition. Three hours. Required
of all students entering college, except tho e excu. ed because
of . uperior performance on the placement test.
Purpose : To encourage in both speech and writing (a) habitual application of the student's knowledge of corr ectness
in language, and (b) .free, natural, in teresting self-expr ession.
Topics: A careful review of sentence structur e, with functional emphasis upon the usefulness of English language patterns as tools of communication; reading of fairly simple but
varied materials; frequent short compositions, expressing the
student's own experience in correct and interesting English.
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English 102. English Composition. Three hours. Required
of all college students.
Prerequisite : En glish 101, or exemption therefrom as
stated above.
Purpose: (a) To develop confidence and correctn E>ss in
speech; (b) to maintain the writing skills developed in E nglisb
101.
Topics: Frequent oral composition, both extempora»eous
and prepared; reading aloud; conversation and informal argument; reports, summaries; synopses; original talks; continued
practice in writing.
English 103. English Composition. Three hours. Required
of all college students.
Prerequisite: English 102.
Purpose : 'l'o develop competence in understanding and in
expressing ideas.
Topic. : Reading for comprehension; vocabulary study;
precise writing; paragraphing ; outlining; many short and a
few lo11ger compositions, reqUlrmg the student to exhibit
reasonable grasp of ideas and some skilL in developing and
communicating them.
English 226. Literature for Children. Four hours.
Prerequi. ite: English 102; or 101 with a mark of B.
Purpose: 'ro acquaint the student with tbe story-iu terest»
of children at different ages; to familiarize them with source
and backgrounds of such literature; and to give practi ce in
story-telling and in making library t ests.
Topics: The periods of story-inter e ts; literature for each
period, includiJ1g myths, legends, folklore, etc.; correlation of
literature with other school subjects; methods of presenting
literature that will give enjoyment to children and develop
appreciation. Extensive r eading of the literature and observation lessons in the '!'raining School are required.
English 244. Kentucky Literature and Folklore. Three
hours.
Prerequisite: English 103.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the important Ken-
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tucky writers and their best works; also to acquaint the student with other important writings about Kentucky.
Topics: 'ignificant no ,·els, plays, poems, etc., by Kentucky writers from Jame · Lane Allen and Madison Cawain to
Elizabeth Maddox R obert and Jesse Stuart. Kentucky ballad and folklore.
English 280. Elementa ry Principl~s of Journalism. Four
hours. This course will count as an elccti,•e toward any certificate or d egree, but not as a ub.-titute for a required literature cour e. Practical experience is afforded to students in
this class by actual wot·k on the college new paper. Students
exempted from Engli h 101 may enroll for Journalism after
completing 102 and 103 with permission of the department
bead.
Prerequisite: English 101.
Purpose : 'l'o provide training in the princi pa I typel:i of
journali. tic writing ; to giYe a background knowledge of problems, processes, and practice. in prescn t day newspaper publishing aud p t·in ting; to develop an abil ity to evaluate critically
the modern n ewspaper, which will probably provide a large
part of the individual's reading after leaving sch ool ; to give
training and experience which will enable the student to supcr,·ise a high school publication.
Topic : Newspaper organization; news gathering; structure and style in news stories; reporting speeches and interYiew , accident and crime stories, sports stories; society news,
human interest stories and feature articles; copy reading:
headline con ·truction, make-up, typography; and higl1 school
publications.
English 285. Homer and Virgil. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Engli h 103.
Purpose: To study two of the mast er. of an cient literatnrr: to inrreasr 1he s1ndr nt\ awarenrss of Orrrk !ltHl J.Jatin
influences in modern literature, language and thougl1t.
Topics: '!'he Iliad, the Oclyssq;, and the Aeneid, in English
tran lation.
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English 287. The Bible as English Literature. Three
hours.
Prerequisite ; English ] 03.
Purpose; 'l'o study selected passages as literature (not as
doctrine) ; to increase the student's awareness of Biblical
influence in modern literature, language, and thought.
Topics; Narrative selections; a representative book of
prophecy, dramatic portions from Job or the Song of Solomonj
some of the great Psafms, a few well-known parables.
English 288. Introduction to Drama. Three hours. (Formerly Introduction to Shake pcarc.)
Prerequisite; English 103.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with the f undamental
structure of the drama by intensiYe analysis of concrete
examples.
Topics; In tensive study of eigh t plays, including one
Greek, one Roman, one medieval Mystery, two Shakesp earean,
one European from the seventeenth or eighteenth cen tury, and
two modern plays. Problems in dramatic cl'iticism.
English 295. American Literature 1870-1914. Three hours.
Prerequisite; English 103.
Purpose : To increase the student 's background kuo wlcdge of American life and culture as r eflected in literature.
Topics; Poetry and prose between the dates indicated,
with empha is Ol'l selected major figures.
English 296. American Literature 1914-1946. Three hours.
Prerequisite; English 103.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with selected recent
a uthor of fairly well-established r eputation.
Topics: P oetry and pro:e f t·om about 1914 to about 19:16,
with emphasis on selected major figures.
English 297. British Literature 1900-1940. Three hours.
. Prerequisite; English l 03.
Purpose; To acquaint the student with selected recent
anthOI'S of fairly well-e tablished reputation.
Topics: P oetl'y and prose from about 1900 to 1940, with
emphasis on selected major figures.
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English 303. Creative Writing. Three hours.
Prerequisites: E nglish 101, 102, and 103.
Purpose : 'l'o develop facility in 'niting in one or more
popular for ms.
Topic : Th e method of presentation and ubject-matter
will vary according to the interests of th e clas . . Ordinarily,
su ch forms as the es ay, hort story, and poem will be tres ed.

English 336. Tennyson and Browning. Four hours.
Prerequi. ites: .Engli. h 103, a nd 6 hours ' credit in literature.·
·
Purpose : To give a fairly thorough familiarity with t he
two principal .figure in Victorian poetry.
Topics: E xtensive readin g from t he poems and investigative papers.

English 388. Chief Romantic Poets. Four hours.
Prerequi<;ites: Engli h 103, and. 6 hour · cred it in lite, ature.
Purpose : An adequate introdu ction .
Topics: Selections from the poett·y of :word. '"orth, Coleridge, Byron, S helley, and K eats.

English 339. Later Victorian Poets. Four hours.
Prerequisites : Engli h 103, and 6 hours' credit in literalure.
Put·pose: 'l'o acquaint th e stud ent with the most important
Yictorian poetry other than that covered in Engli h 336
('l'ennyson and Browning).
T opics : 'l'he poets most emp hasized are Arnold, Clough,
Fitzgerald, the Ro ettis, "Morris, and '"inburne.

English 341. Earlier American Literature. Four hours.
Prerequi ·ites: Engli:,h 103, and 6 hom·s · credit in litera

ture.
Pill'pose : To a cquai11t the student with th e ori g ins a nd
t he p r C'-C'ivil ' Yar developmf'nt of America n lC'tt('rs.
Topics: 'l'he princ ipal a ut h ot·s from coloni al tim es t o
about 1 70.

English 363. History of the Theatre and Drama. Three
hours.
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Pr·erequisites: English 103, and 6 hour ' cred it iu liter ature.
Purpose : 'I'o acquaint the student with ignificant examples of dramatic literature from Ae ch~·Jus to haw; to
fa miliarize the .student with a few development· in the theatre ;
and finally to a id the student to develop critical standards for
judging play and stage.
Topics : Important plays of r epresentative dramatists of
the Greek, Homan, Pre- ha kesper can, Elizabethan, French
classical, Restonttion, Neo-Classical, Kineteenth and 'l'wentieth
Century Drama. '1'11c d cYelopmcnt of the theatre.
English 386. Wor ld Liter ature. Four h ours. (Formerly
English 286. )
Prerequ is ite : English 103.
Pm·pose. 'I'o familiarize t he student with the li tecaturc
of oth er la uds a nd peoples, to develop a deeper understanding
of other nations through their· g reatf'st writing ·, and to enrouragc wide r ead ing throughout life.
'l'opics : 'l'he dev elopment of such types of Jiterature as
the epic, drama, orator·y, biography, letters, no,·els, sl1orl
stories, essays, a nd lyr·ic poetry, in various national l iter atures.
English 434. The Novel in England and America.
hours.

Four

P r erequ isites: En glish J03, and !J hour s' credit in literalure.
Purpose: 'L'o give the tudent through cxtensi\'C r eading
and clas discussion, ·ome idea of the dev elopment, nature,
a nd ·ignificance of the novel as a branch of literatu r·e.
Topic : 'l'he greater English no,·cli -t from Defoe to the
present.
English 435. Shakespeare. Four hours.
P t·et·eqnisite: En~! ish l Oa, an d 9 homs' credit in li teratnrr.
Purpo. e: 'l'o stndr the plays primarily a. to thought and
charaeter study, and secondari ly as to language and d t·amatic
structure.
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'l'opics: Selected plays of each type, more numerous and
more rapidly stud ied than in English 288 (Introduction to
Drama).
English 436. Seventeenth Century Literature. Three hours.
(Formerly 1\Iilton.)
Prerequisites : English 103 and 9 hours' credit in literature.
Purpose: 'l'o take account of the political and moral
trend of the per·iod as reflected in the writings of a few conspicuous authors and to afford acquai ntance with those prominent literary figur· es who mirror th e reaction to Elizabethan
modes and pattct·ns and set the stage for the reaction in
writing that follows in the next century. With all this there
will l>e an attempt to weave the works of minor write•·s into
the dual literary design composed by Milton and Dryden.
Topics: elected prose and poetry of the major writers of
the p eriod. J;itcrary, political, and religious backgrounds.
In\'estigative papC'es and critical analyses.
English 438. Neo-Classic Thought. Three hours.
Prerequisite : 'ompletion of sophomor·e requireme11ts in
English.
Purpose: To examine the literary trends in eighteenth
century England, emphasizing Pope, Addison, Johnson , Goldslllith, Burns, and the minor pre-Romantics.
Topics : The background of Classicism; the genesis and
development of Romautici m; selected readings in th e p •·o. e
and poetry of the period; investigative papers.
English 439. Victorian P rose. Four hours.
Prerequisites: English 103, and 9 homs' credit in li terature.
Purpose: '£o acquaint the student with the approacl1es of
Victorian thinkers to modern social and cultural problems.
Topics: Selections from the principal essayists with chief
emphasis on Carlyle, Newman, Ruskin, Arnold, Huxley, and
Morris. No fiction is included.
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English 450. In tegra t ing Sur vey. Two hours. Required
of senior English majors.
Prerequisites: Benior classificatiou, all(l at least 30 hours'
credit toward a major in English.
Purpose: 'l'o correlate more specialized courses, and to
give the student some se11se of the history of our culture as
reflected i~ literature.
Topics: The principal epochs in English literature from
AJ1glo-Saxon to modern times; th e main trends of American
literature since Colonial times. Problems arising in correlation.
English 453. Modern Drama. Fou r h ours. (Formerly
Engl ish 353.)
Prerequisites: English 103, and 6 hours' credit in literature.
Purpose: To show the development and tendencies in Continental, British, and American d ramatic literature from Ibsen
to the present.
Topics: Significant plays of r epresen tative recent and
contemporary dramatists of Norway, France, Italy, Germany,
Russia, Belgium, England, Ireland, and the United Sta,tes.
English 460. Historical Grammar. Three hours. (Formerly History of the Engli ·h Language.)
Prerequisites : Compl etion of sophomore r equir ements m
English. Required of Engli sh minors.
Purpose: To give the prospective teacher a command of
functional grammar.
Topics: Grammar and the development of its forms.
English 493. Compa r ative Study of the Arts. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Completion of .sophomore requirements in
English.
Purpose: 'l'o correlate music, literature, painting, and the
minor arts, an d to enhance the students ' appreciation of
beauty.
Topics: Great narratives will be studied as th ey are rnterpreted in the various arts. Some of the themes to be
examined are Prometheus, Faust, Peer GY11t, Jesse James.
Samson and Delilah, Porgy and B ess, The W est Wind, Arabian
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~ights, 8alome, etc. Actiou, form, style, uatu1·e descri11tiou,
the supernatural, realism, and social intent will be co nsidered.

English 501. Literary Criticism. Three hours.
Prerequisites: For graduate students only.
Purpose: 'fo acquain t the student witll literary theory
from Plato to the present; to enable him to fornmla te sound
judgement on his own reading.
Topics: The chief theories of tragedy, comedy, epic
poetry, and the like from ancient to modem times. Readings,
research papers, and seminar discussion.
SP EECH AND DRAMATICS

English 181. Public Speaking.
Four hours. An · elementary course.
This com·se will count as an elective toward any certificate
or degree, but not as a sub t itute for a required composition
or literary course.
Purpose: To train the student to expt·es himself clearly
and effectively while standing before an audience.
Topics: Rudimentary platform principles; posture, movement, basic gestures, audience contact; enunciation, phrasing ;
much actual practice in peaking, fil·st with famous speeches
and literary passages, later in the preparation and delivery
of original speeches.
English 182. Corrective Speech. Three hours.
Purpose : To present the student with an opportunity to
hear, analyze, correct, develop, and assist his voice in its proper
production.
Topics: Importance of the voice in social relations and
vocational speech achievements; voice and tone production;
voice recording and its analysis; voice delivery, tone flexibility ; tone resonance; tone quali ty; anatomy of the thorax,
neck, and head; space breathing, tongue coordination and
mental timing; speech pathology and its correction.
English 283. Techniques of Dramatic Production. Three
hours.
Purpose : T o give practice in th e art of producing, direct-
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ing, select,iug, acting, writing, rewriting, and consummating
the finished production.
Topics: Economics and expedien ces in play selecting; the
one ttct and thr ee act plays; set construction; techniqu-es of the
comedy and drama, and ti·agedy; special effects, lighting and
musical incidentals ; method in choosing and d irecting the
players; r ehearsal · and performances; the stage and scenery;
present day p roductions a nd thei r relation to cinema arts;
stage busine. s, types of directoria l appl'oach e , cul'l'ent event
in dramatic productions.
English 382. Debate and Argumentation. Three hours.
Pur·pose: 'l'o engender faci lity, poi e, persuasion, logic
and ethics in procedures of d isputaLion.
'l'opics: Relation of spen ket' and t he audience; discussions,
debates, and open forum ; parliamentary practice; decorums
in presentations; speeches-preparation and delivery; choice
of topic; in argumentation; th e art of acquiring spontaneity;
impromptu attack through spacing aud timing; a study of
out tanding speeche ·; the art of acquiring the emotional summit; reasoning a nd summatin g; humor as a r elief device.
English 383. Dramatics and Acting. Three hours.
Purpose : 'l'o acquaint the student with and to give him
a well rounded beginning in the theatre arts.
'l'opics: Read ings in the p lay types; the art of deceptiYe
and normal make-up ; speech vocabulary building; oral l'eadings and wor d ill umination; observat ion and imagination ;
pantomime and gesture; character portrayal; drama appreciation; plays and playct' -ye. terday and today; current events
in th e tage, cinema, and radio; the phy ica l stage and its
devices; on tlets for vocational possibilities.
English 384. Radio Workshop. Four hours.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with and to give practil!e in the methods and techniques of radio announcing, acting, writing, and its allied procedures.
Topics: Things an announcer should know; staff and freelance work; voice production and speech; mi crophone technique; timing and spacing ; radio t erminology; commercial
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eopy; special events; narration; 11ews reporting; outlets and
opportunitie fo r radio work; work of the program director ;
studio managership; trade publications.
Additional recommendations for majors and minors:
1. A s tudent preparing to teach English s hould arrange for
supervised teaching in this field (see Education 375, 475) .
2. He should choose his other fields of special study with the

aim in mind of making his prepara tion as complete as possible,
either iQ one teaching field or in that combination of fields which
seems best suited to his abilities. He should consider very carefully the importance of knowing at least one foreign language.
3. In selecting voluntary non-credit activities, h e should consider at least one which is related to his field of special interest.
Possibilities at Morehead include dramatics, newspaper journalism,
and editorial or other work for the college annual and the college
literary magazine.
4. Every English major or minor shoul d be a lover of books,
and should voluntarily spend much of his free time in the library.
Placement Test :

Upon entering college, all f reshmen are given a placement test
in English, and are assigned to sections of English 101 according to
the a bility so discovered. In determining which days a student shall
meet his Englis h class, the resu!ts of this test must take precedence
over the student's prefer ence.
Exempti on from English 101 :

Of the freshmen w ho score h ighest on the placement test, a
limited number may be exempted from English 101 and admitted
directly to 102.
Remedial W ork in English:
S hould any student, at any time in his college career before
his last term in residence, grow seriously and habitually careless or
incorrect in his use of language, any member of the faculty may
submit to the head of the department of English samples of that
student's written work. The department and the Dean of the Col~
lege will then investigate, and may require the student to repeat
English 101 without credit. The s tudent shall then spend in th is
course a t least one full quarter, and any additional terms wh ich
may be necessary t o earn a mark of "C". In extreme cases, the department may, with the Dean's approval, require in addition the
repetition or English 102 or 103, or both.
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DEPARTMENT OF MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Miss Bach

The Department of Modern Foreign Languages offers
courses in French, German, and Spanish. Its purpose is threefold: first, to serve the practical needs of students who intend
to teach these languages, to travel, to meet entrance requirements of the professional school s, or t o do graduate work;
second, to promote the cultural goal by introducing s tudents to
the rich field of foreign literatures and civilizations ; and third,
to help students understand foreign peoples, a most important
item in the for eign policy of the United States, and our relations with other nations.
In .accordance with present tendencies, understanding and
speaking of t he languages will be more emphasized than before,
but without neglecting reading ability . When once acquired,
the reading knowledge of a language can be kept alive indefinitely by giving a few hotu·s every· month to the reading
of newspapers, periodicals, and books written in the language.
FRENCH
REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
Prerequisites: French 101 and 102
Required: French 103, 201, 202, 203, or the equivalent .... 16
Elective: French 306 and courses above 400 ........................ 20

For a Major:

Total.................................... 36
for a Minor:
Prerequisites: French 101 and 102
Required: French 103, 201, 202, 203, or the equivalent .... 16
Elective: Advanced courses in 300's and 400'11 .................... 8
Total.................................... 24
GERMAN
REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
Prerequisi tes: German 101 and 102
Required: German 103, 201, 202, 203 ....................................
16
Elective: Advanced courses in 300's and 400's .................... 8

For a Minor:

TotaL.................................. 24

.
I•·
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
. FRENCH

French 101. Beginning French. Four hours.
Purpose : An introduction to elementary French.
Topics : Essentials of grammar ; drill in pronunciation;
conversation; reading; the geograpl1y of France; interesting
aspects of French life.
French 102. Beginning French. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of French 101. .
French 103. Beginning French. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of French 102.
French 201. Intermediate French. Four hours.
Purpose: The improvement of the student's ability to
understand, speak, a.n d r ead the language and to provide contacts with phases of French history, life, and cultur e. Independent effort on the part of students is encouraged.
Topics: Reading of simple to average French prose; conversation and dictation; expanded views of French civilization; articles from current periodicals; special reports.
French 202. Intermediate French.· Four hours.
This course is a continuation of French 201.
French 203. Intermediate French. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of French 202.
French 305. French Conversation and Composition. Four
hours.
Purpose: To help students, especially prospective teachers, acquire the ability of writing and speaking simple French.
French 306. Rapid Reading. Four hours.
Purpose: The development of good reading ability and
some appreciation of the literature.
Topics: Outstanding prose works of the 19th and 20th
centuries.
French 432. French Literature of the 17th Century. Four
hours.
Prerequisites: French 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203, or approval of the instructor.
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Pu1·pose: To acquaint students with French classicism.
Topic~: Influences on the literature of the period, especially those of the Italian Renaissanoc and the political and
social conditions of the century ; representative plays of Corneille, Racine, and Moliere ; extracts from Descartes, Boileau,
Pascal, Bossuet, and others.
F rench 433. F rench Literature of the 18th Century. Four
hours
Prerequisites: 'l'he same as those listed for French 432.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint students with the French literature
of the epoch.
Topics : Political, economic, and social conditions which
undermined the ideals of the preceding century; development
of rationalistic and democratic tendencies as expressed in the
writing of the period and leading up to the Revolution; selected
material from the Encyclopedists- Buffon, 1viontesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau, Beaumarchais.
French 434. French Liter ature of the 19th Century. Four
hours.
Prere<tuisites : The same as t hose listed for French 432.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint students with the literary movement · and rep resentative writings of the century. In or der to
cover· more material, some works are r ead in English translatio n. .
'l'opics: Novels, dramas, and poems by outstanding
writers.
French 435. Modern French Writers. Four hours.
Purpose: To acquaint students with r ecent French literature.
Topics: Later works of 19th century writers like France,
M:atel'link, Rostand, Rolland, Gide, Proust, Estaunie, Regnier,
et c.
SPANISH

Spanish 101. Beginning Spanish. Four hours.
Purpose: To introduce the student to the elements of
Spanish.
Topics: Essentials of grammar; drill in pronunciation,
conversation, and reading.
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Spanish 102. Beginning Spanish. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of Spanish 101.
Spanish 103. Beginning Spanish. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of Spanish 102.
Spanish 201. Intermediate Spanish. Four hours.
•
Purpose: Improvement of the student's ability to r ead,
understand, and speak easy t o average Spanish.
Topics: Modern Span ish prose; some aspects of Latin
.America.
Spanish 202. Intermediate Spa.nish. Four hours.
'l' his course is a continuation of Spanish 201.
Spanish 203. Intermediate Spanish. Four hours.
This cour. e is a continuation of Spanish 202.
GERMAN

German 101. Beginning German. Four hours.
Pm·pose: To introduce the student to t he elements of
German.
Topic : Essentials of grammar ; drill in pronunciation;
conversation ; easy r eadin g; the geography of Germany; views
of life in Germany.
German 102. Beginning German. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of German 101.
German 103. Beginning German. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of German 102.
German 201. Intermediate German. Four hours.
Plll'pose: Improvement of the student's ability to r ead, '
und erstand, and speak the language.
Topics: Reading of easy prose; conversat ion; repor ts on
articles deal ing with Germany fo und in current magazines.
German 202. Intermediate German. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of Ger man 201.
German 203. Intermediate German. Four hours.
This course is a continuation of German 202.
German 306. Rapid Reading. Four hours.
Pm·pose: Development of the student's ability to read the
language.
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Topics: Writings of the 19th and 20th centuries ; introduction to scientific German.

German 433. German Literature After 1850. Four hours.
Purpose: To acquaint students with the movements and
some of the representative works of modern German literature.
Some of the reading will be in translation in order to cover
more material.
Topics: Works and extracts from classic, romantic, and
realistic writers; recent tendencies in German literature.
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY AI\TD POLITICAL SCIENCE
Mr. Fowler

Mr. Wells

REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
History 131, 132, 241, 242, 331 , 332, 471 .. :............................. 26
American Hist'ory in 300's and 400's ...................................... 12

Major in History:

38
Minor in History:

Either History 131 and 132 or History 331 and 332 ............
American History, preferably in advanced courses ..........
Elective ............. :..........................................................................

8
12
4
24

Major in Political Science:

Political Science 241, 242, 333, 343, 446, 447, 448, 450 ........
Elective ........................................................................................

32
4
36

Minor in Political Science:

Political Science 141, 241, 242, 450 ........................................
Elective in 300's and 400's ....................................-................

16 ·
8
24

Maj or in History and Political Science :

History 131 and 132 or History 331 and ~32 ........................
American History, preferably in advanced courses ..........
Political Science 241 , 242 ..........................................................
Electives in P olitical Science in 300's or 400's ....................

8
12
8
16
44

AREA MAJOR FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
Qu. Hrs.
Total i·equirements in history, political science, sociology,
economics, and geography ........................................................ 72
History (minimum 28 hours)
History 241, 242, 331, 332 ........................................................ 16
American History in 300's and 400's ....................................
8
Elective in advanced history courses ....................................
4
Tot al. ...................................28
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Political Science (minimum 8 hours)

Political Science 24 1 ..................................................................
One advanced course in 300's or 400's ................................

4
4

Total................................

8

Sociology 201 ..............................................................................
One advanced course in 300's or 400's ................................

4
4

Total... ........................~.. ..

8

Economics 201 ............................................................................
One advanced course in 300's or 400's ..................................

4
4

Total................................

8

Geography 100 ............................................................................
One course from the following: 24 1, 247, 331, 383 .....!......

4
4

Total................................
The remaining 12 hours are electives and may be chosen
from any one or more of these fields ............................

8

Sociology (minimum 8 hours)

Economics (minimum 8 how·s)

Geography (minimum 8 hours)

12

Grand Total........................ 72
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

History 131. History of Civilization. Four hours.
Purpose: To give a view of the early development of
ciYilization.
Topics: 'l'he conquest of civilization; classical civilization
of the ancient Mediterranean world; origins of Western
European Civilization; medieval institutions and culture;
transition to modern times.
History 132. The History of Civilization . Four hours.
Prerequisite: History 131.
Purpose: 'ro continue the study of civilization to the
present day.
Topics : The expansion of Europe ; era of industrial capitalism; nationalism, democracy, and imperialism; the crisis
in western civilization.
History 241. The United States of America, 1492-1865.
Four hours .
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
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Purpose : To give a survey of social; economic, and political history durin g the period cover ed.
Topics : Discoveries; exploratioHs, colouization, rivalries
between colonizing powers; colonial commer ce and government ; economic and social development; Anglo-American relations; the American Revolution with its problems; the adoption
of the Feder al Constit ution; the development of national governm ent; politica l par ties; slavery ; and the expansion of
territory ; the compromise of 1850 ; and th e Civil War.
History 242. The United States of America, 1865 to the
Present. Four hours.
Prer equisite: Sophomore standing.
Purpose : 'ro continue th e survey of hi tory begun in
conr. e 241.
Topics : Reconstruction; political corruption ; the far
\Ve. t; tr ansporta tion ; big bu. iness; organized labor ; r eform
moYemeul s; the fr'oe silvr r cn u;ade ; th e war with Spain ; the
Panama Canal ; the Caribbean ; the First \Vol'ld \Var and th e
pt·oblems of r econstruction; Ihe Depression ; the ::\ew Deal ;
and the Se<·ond World Wal'.
History 331. Modern Europe, 1500-1830. Four hours.
Prer equisite: Eight or mor e hours of college history and
preferably junior standing.
P ur pose : 'l'o give a Yiew of the development of national
ity, r eligious r eformat ion , in dustrial progre. s, en! tnr al aclYan ccment, a nd the growth of democracy.
Topics : The developmen t of modern nations; the Reformation and r eligious wars; dynastic and economic statecraft ;
and the r evolutionary development of the modern world.
History 332. Modern European History, 1830 to the
Present. Four hours.
Pt·er equisite: Eight or mor e hours of college history and
preferably junior standing.
Purpose : 'ro show the continued development of nationality, the spr ead of national imperialism, the growth of representative government, and t o present the relevant historical
matel'ial essential to an understanding of conditions in Europe
du ring the period studied.
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'l'opics: l ndustrial Revolution; the r eforms of the nineteenth and twentirth cent urics; social factors in recent
European l1istory; the poli1 ical and cultural growth of the
various European countries; their relation to the rest of the
world; peace efforts; the First World War; subsequent trends
in European government and society; growth of nationalism;
dictatorship; a11d the Second World War.
History 338. The History of Great Britain and the British
Commonwealth of Nations. Four hours.
Prerequisite : Eight or more homs of college history and
preferably junior standing.
Purpose: 'l'o give the stud ent a better understanding of
world affait·r-; and Great Britain 's part in them. It is especially
in tendrd to help the student get a knowledge of the great part
the Bt·iti. h people have played in world civilization.
'l'opics : 'l' he building of the British political, social, and
economic systems and the expansion of the British influence to
all parts of tl1e world. Special attention will be given to the
growth of the British Empire and the development of the
Br itish Commonwealth of Nations with its many ramifications.
History 339. Economic History of Europe. Four hours.
, 'ee D epartment of E conomics and Sociology.
History 344. The History of Kentucky. Four hours.
P rerequisite: Eight quarter hours of history or junior
standing.
Purpose: 'l'o trace the development of Kentucky from
pioneer days to the present, emphasizing its relations to Amel'·
ican history.
Topics: Ear·ly settlement of Kentucky; becoming a Commonwealth ; constitutional, social, and economic development ;
Civil \Var and readjustment ; r ecent history and development.
History 345. The United States Overseas Territories.
Four hours.
Prerequisites: United States History 242 or Political
Science 241 and the consent of the instructor.
Purpose: 'l'o give t he student specific and detailed information regard in g our colonial areas; t o show how these areas
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were acquired and how they have been governed; and to study
their political and economic rt>lationships lo the United States.
Topics : Th e Era of Over~;t>as Exp~msion ; Puerto Rico; The
Virgin Islands; The Panama Canal Zone; Alaska; The Territory of Hawaii; the Commonwealth of the Philippines; "Manifest Destiny" in Or·eater America; The Pacific Area and Its
Future Importance to the Un ited States; and our Policies for
the Future.
History 346. Colonial Latin-America. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Hi tory 241 and 242, and at least j unior
standing.
Purpose: 'l'o trace the history of Latin-America from t he
era of discovery through the Wars for Independence.
'l'opics: Spain and Portugal in the fifteenth century; t he
exploration and colonization period; contracts between th e
Latin-American and the English settlements; the government,
economy, and social life in colonial Latin-America; relations
with non-Latin countries; cause of the Wars for Independence;
Miranda, San Uartin, and Bolivar.
History 347. Republican Latin America. Four hours.
Prerequisites : History 241 and 242, and at least junior
standing.
Purpose: To set forth the major developments in the history of our Latin-American neighbors from the era of the
\Vars for Independence to the present, with special emphasis
upon our relations with those countries.
'ropics: Nascent Pan-Americanism; the era of the Caudillos; the rise and fall of the Brazilian empire; the Mexican
War ; the Maximilian episode; growth of the ABC coun tries;
Blaine and Pan-Americanism ; the Spanish-American War;
Colombia and the Panama Canal; 'fhe "Big Stick" Policy; the
fall of Diaz in Mexico and the ensuing revolution ; dollar
diplomacy; Europe in Latin-America; the Good Neighbor
policy; Latin-America in World War II; politics, economics,
religion, and social conditions in Latin-America today; the
future for Lat in-America.
~f.S . T.C.-S

•.
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History 349. E conomic History of the United States.
Four hours.
See Department of Economics and Sociology.
History 360. History of the South from Colonial Days to
the Present. Four hours.
Prerequisite: History 241 and 242, and at least junior
standing.
Pru·pose: 'l'o introduce the student, presumably from the
South, to those problems-social, economic, and politicalwhich are peculiar to his r egion, plus an intensve historical inquiry as to their origin.
'l'opics: Physiographic factors and natural resources of
the South; the explorat ion and colonization of the South;
society in t he pre-revolutionary South; the South in the Revolutionary War; the South il1 the government of the nation before and after the Civil War; population, industry, agriculture
and transportation in the ante-bellum South; the strengths and
weaknesses of the outh upon the eve and during the Civil
War; the Reconstruction Era ; the racial question; the political
solidity of the South-its strengths and weaknesses; agricultur e and manufacturing in the South since the Civil War;
health and education in the South; the T. V. A. experiment and
its promise.
History 4:36. The French Revolution a.nd the Napoleonic
Era. Four hours.
Prerequisite : At least junior standing.
Purpose: To make a fairly intensive study of the beginning of the revolntionary period in mo.tfern European
history.
Topics: Conditions in France before·1789; the Revolution
from 1789 to 1799; the Napoleonic Wars; the orgamzation of
France under Napoleon; the character of the Napoleonic Empire; and the work of th e Congress of Vienna.
History 438. The F ar E ast . Four hours.
Prerequisite: Junior standing and at least twelve hours
of history or government.
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Purpose : To make an intensive study of the Far East
with emphasis placed upon centemporary international relations of that area.
Topics: History of the early Far East; the roles of England, France, and Germany in the Far East; effects of territorial agreements in the Far East; American spheres of interest
in the Far East; recent developments in the Far East; the
future Far East and its relation to the rest of the world.
History 440. American Colonial History. Four hours.
Prerequisite : History 241.
Purpose: •ro make an intensive study of the colonization
of English America.
Topics: Discovery; exploration and settlement; geog-raphic influences; the Indians; comparison and contrast to
colonization by other European peoples; the development of
American institutions; the separation from the mother country
and the formation of an independent government.
History 443. Sectional Controversies. Four hours.
Prerequisites: llistory 241 and at least junior standing.
Purpose : To make an intensive study of the sectional controversies that led to the Civil War.
Topics: Early development of sectionalism in the constitutional convention; economic development of sections;
contr oversies over the U. S. Bank; tariff ; westward expansion ;
slavery; struggles for the political balance of power ; agrarianism versus industrialism.
History 445. History of the United States 1900 to the
Present. Four hours.
Prerequisite: History 241 and 242, and at least junior
standing.
Purpose: 'ro familiarize students with the complexity of
recent and contemporaneous problems in the social, political,
and economic life of the people of the United States.
Topics : The economic revolution; the rehabilitation of
the South; the growth of the West; agrarian unrest; third
party movements; money and banking; the tariff; the rise of
capitali. m ; transportation; labor movements; feminism; immi-
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gration ; the trend of political r eform; foreign contracLs; the
part of the United States in the first World War; problems of
reconstruction after the war; industrial depressions.
History 446. American Foreign Relations. Four hours.
Prerequisites : History 241 and 242, and at least jttnior
standing.
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the major developments in our relations with other countries with special stress
upon that period from 1890 to the present.
Topics: The French alliance of 1778; the pm-chasc of
Louisiana; the War of 1812 and its effects; the Monroe Doctrine; the l\Iexican embroglio; the Maximilian episode; the
Alabama affair and the Geneva arbitrations; the period of
somnolence; America's beginnings in imperialism; Blaine and
Pan-Americanism; the Spanish-American War and its repercussions; the acquisition of the Panama Canal Zone; Roosevelt 's " Big Stick" policy; the United States enters the Orient ;
the first World War, Wilson and t he peace; America goes
isolationistic; the Good Neighbor policy; the rise of the dictators; America enters \Yorld War II; the Atlantic Charter and
other agreements.

'

History 450. World History : 1914 to the Present. Four
hours.
Prerequisite : Junior standing.
Purpose: To give the student a comprehensive idea of the
recent internal histot·y of every nati on and of its relation to
the rest of the world.
Topics: World War I; the t r eaty of peace; the attempts
to perpetuate peace among the nations, and to solve world-wide
economic and social problems; the history of internal movements within the states; the rise of dictatorships; the status
of democracy ; the Second World War with its far-r eaching
ramifications. The official adven t of the British Commonwealth of Nations•will receive special attention.
History 471.
Purpose : To
ize himself with
bibliogn1phies in

Seminar. Two hours.
give the student the opportunity to familiarthe literature of the .fi eld ; to work with
speeial fielrls, and to give the stnclPIIL a11
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introduction to research. This course is required of all history
majors during their senior y~ar.
P OLITICAL SCIENCE

Political Science 141. Problems of Citizenship. Four
hours.
Purpose: To give the student a knowledge of the fundamental problems involved in citizenship and to build a foundation for the study of American government.
Topics: The powers of the people of the United States;
ch·il li berty; public opinion ; the negr o problem; industrial
problems ; women's rights; the problem of international relation. ; war and peace; the immig1·ation problem.

.-

Political Science 24:1. Government of the United Sta.tes.
Four hours.
Prer equisite: One year of college work or the consent of
the instructor.
Purpose : To explain the forms and functions of the American political system ; the origin and purpose of our governmental institutions; how they have been developed by law or
by usage; and their present-day workings, merits, and defects.
Topics: Origins; the constitut ion and its makers; the citizen ; his rights; his political privileges ; the executive-his
powers and functions; the Cabinet; t he Senate; the House of
Repr esentatives; r egulation of commerce; the war powers ;
political parties- their origin and functions; the judicial
power; and the government of territories.
Politioa.l Science 24:2. State a.nd Local Government. Four
hours.
Prer equisite: One year of college work or the consent of
the instructor .
Purpose: To explain the place of the states in the nation
and the gr owth of state government and institutions.
Topics: 'l'h e place of the states in the nation; the state
constitution ; state legislatur e; the state executive; state administration ; state finance; stat e courts ; state parties and
politics i reconstruction of state government i the history of
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local go yernment; the American city; municipal government ;
and rura l government.
Political Science 333. Comparative Government. Four
hours.
Purpose : To give a knowledge of the governments of the
leading countr i e~> of Eur ope.
T opics : Constitu tional developmen t; political or ganization ; legislat ion ; a rlmi nist ration ; party systems; court s ; local
government; the cabinet; r ecent development and p roposed
changes.
Political Science 343. American Political Parties. Four
hours.
Prer eqnisiLe: Political Science 241.
Purpose : 'l'o give a knowledge of the development and
in fl n£>nce of political par t ies in the United States.
Topics: 'l 'he polit ical par ty as a part of the political machiner y; party organization ; party act ivities ; campaign
methods; refor m movements; public op inion and party leader·hi p: th e true fun ction of parties aud pa rty responsi bility.
Political Science 344. Kentucky Government. Three
hours.
P rer equisites : P olitical Science 241 and 242.
Purpose: 'l'o exp lain t he d evelopment of the government
0f Ken tucky with emphasis on present-day problems.
'l'opics: Consti tutional d evelopment ; governmental organization of Kentucky-ex ecutive, legislative, judicial ; local
governmen t; party development ; and present-day governmental problems.
Political Science 441. Public Finance. Four hours.
P r£>req uisitcs : P olitical Science 241 and 242, E conomics
201 aud 202.
See Depm·tmcn t of E conomics and Sociology.
Political Science 446. Constitutional Law in the United
Sta.tes Before 1875. Four hours.
Prerequisites: P olitical Science 241 and 242.
Purpo e: 'l'o gin the stuqent a knowledge of the precedents of onr vnn stitn t ion. its framing, a nd its evolu tion
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thro ugh 1875 wi th emphas is upon the part played by the
Supreme Cou rt.
Topics: Anglo-American precedents o f. the constitution ;
\'arious theorie. concerning t he f raming of th e constitution , an
a nalysis of the meth ods by which the constitution grows; Marbury vs. Madison ; states rights, null ification, and secession ;
the greatnes. of John Marshall; Jackson and the Supreme
Court ; the Civil War and the judiciary; t he rise of Big Busines ; the Granger Cases.

Political Science 447. Constitutional Law in the United
States After 1875. Four hours.
Prerequisites: P olitical . c·irrH'<' 241 and 242. and, preferably, Politic·11l r ienre 446.
Purpose: 'l'o show th e evolution of our constitution f1·om
1875 to the present, wi th m ost of the emphasis being upon the
interpretations of the nprcme C'omt in the Yarious fields during that period.
'I'opies: 'J' he s ignir1 ra ncr of th e 14th am endment ; the corporati on as a prrso n : bu. iuess affected with a public inter est;
Intersta te Commer ce and its r egulation ; ·afcguarding contracts; personal rights; due process ; equal protection of the
law. ; citizens hip and suffrage; the New Deal and the courts;
the courts in a changing world .

Political
hours.

Science

448.

Public

Administration. Four

Prerequisites: P olit ic·al . 't·irnce 2+1 and ~4:!.
Purpose: To stuily public a dministra t ion as a functional
part of the Amer ican governmen t.
Topics : Adminis trative or ganizations; tate control (){
local administration; p ersonn el p L·oblems; financial administration; administrative la w ; public relations : standards for
measuring administrative performance.

Political Science 450.
hours.

International Relations.

Four

Prerequisites: Four quarte r hours of Ameri can history,
four quarter hours of European history, and four quarter hours
of political science; or twelve hours of political science.
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Purpose: To study the international relations between t he
nations of th e world with a definite idea of understanding and
interpreting present world conditions.
Topics: Foundations of international relations; the United
States ' system; national policy; geographic position ; econon:Uc
facto:c ;_ demographic factor; str ategic factor ; instrumen ts of
policy, regional and world politics; pre-war Europe; post-war
Europe; Germany; France and Great Britain; Italy; Soviet
Russia; small er states ; problem of European peace; China and
the Asiatic r egion ; Japan; problem of peace in .Asia, t he
American region; the United States; the world powers; the
background of peace; the Covenant of the League; Locarno;
the Pact of Paris ; recent developments in the war .

(

Political Science 471. Seminar. Two hours.
Purpose: rr o give the stud ent an opportunity to fam iliarize himself with the liter ature of the field; to work with
bibliographi e. in special fields, and to introduce the student
to r esearch.
Thi course is required of all political . cieuce maj ors in
their senior year.
LIBRARY SCI ENCE

Library Science 186.
Introduction to the Use of the
Library. One hour.
Purpose : To teach the use of the card catalog and r eference books in the library so that the student may be able to
get the most from the resources of the library.
Libra.ry Science 286. Book Selection and Bibliography.
Three h<?urs.
Purpose: To teach the principles and methods of book
selection for libraries and the fun damenta l bibliographic tools
and book select ion aids.
Library Science 287. Reference Ma terials. Three hours.
P·urpose : To make students familiar with t he outstanding
reference sources necessary for research work in any field.

•
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DEPART.MEXT OF BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AND
GEOGRAPHY
Science requirements for a Provisional El ementary certificate or any of the degrees must be fulfilled from courses
offered in biology, chemistry, geology, and physics. Requirements in geography are stated as such under a separate heading.
For suggested programs for pre-medical, pre-dental and
pre-nursing students, see pp. 61 and 63 of this catalog.

BIOLOGICAL SC:ffiNCE
Miss Wharton

Mr. Barbour

Courses in biology are organized to afford students the
opportunity to gain a knowledge of plants and animals as a
part of their general culture, to prepare them to t each nature
study in the grades ·and biology in high school. and to furnish
a background for the study of certain professional courses such
as agriculture, hom e economics, dentistry, and medicine.
As soon as a student decides to ma jor in biology, he
should consult his majOL' professor for help w planning his
course so as to meet his particular needs.
REQUIREMENTS :

For a Major (certificate and degr ee) :
Qu. Hrs.
Biology 101 , 211, 212, 215, 216, 471 , 475 ..........................~..... 28
Additional courses in biology .........................................':........ 16
Minimum .........................................:................. :....................... ... 44
Maximum .................................................................................... 51
For a Major (degree without ce rtificate):

Biology 101, 211, 212, 215 216, 471 ................. -.....................
Additional courses in biology to be chosen with the advice of the department chairman according to whether
the st udent's program is pre-medical, zoologica l or
bota nical ..................................................................................
Minimum ....................................................... :··:········ .. ·················
Maximum ....................................................................................

24

20
44
51
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For a Minor:
Biology 101 . 21 1. 212, 215, 216 ................................................
Other courses in biology ..........................................................
l\1inimum ....... ... .. ...... ................................................................

21
9
30

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Biology 101. F undamentals of Biology. F ive hours.
Pr·ercquis it c: ;\one.
Pmposc : 'L'o gi \ 'C llre studen t some fundamental ideas
about life aud tlr l· ph~·.-i cal basis upou wh ich it depends; the
nutriti n •, cxcr·t'lo r.L re pi rator·y, and reproductive processes
irwoh·cd in all types of life; and the interrelationships of
n1.riou: fo nus of li\·iug or~anisms.
T opics: Prot opla,.ms, cell stru ctu re, cell division, photo;.ruthesi,.,. tlig-!'stion . r espiration , excretion , r cprodnctio11 , and
in heri ta rH·r.
'l'im r: 'l'hr·t·t> leetur·c and two laborato r~· periods p er
w eek .
Biology 2030 Nature Study . F our hours.
Ptol'I'Cquisit c: Xoueo
l'urposl': 'l'o at·<ttwint the prospective elementary teacher
\\'ith the uro rop 1·omm on plants and animals of this r egion, and
tire lllUioe C\'id!'ll ( phCll OJU ClHl 01' nature about which children
in the clenrcn tar.r gtoades a1oe likely to inquire.
'L'opics: C'omnron forms of mushrooms, mosses, ferns, and
flowering pla11t~ ; flow ers, oceds, and fruits, common forms of
fishes. amphibians, r eptile , bit·ds, and mammals ; teaching deY ices, natmc games, and li teralme for ch ildren.
'l'ime: One lcctnre-discn sion and six laboratory hours per
week.
Biology 211.
General Zoology. Four hours.
Prei·eqni:-;iho: Bio l o~rY lOl.
Pm·pose : 'l'o teach the cientific method of thinking
through a systemati c study of the habitat, tructure, function,.
r·cprodn r t.ion, and eco nomic importnn re of the major group£>
of lo\\·er animals.
- - o'l'opi<o. : 'L'hc major· groups of invertebrate an imals including t.r pc s pecim en · o[ each of the phyla.
Time: 'l'wo leeture-di cussion and four laboratory hours
per week.

•
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Biology 212. General Zoology (continued ) . Four houn.
P1·er equisitc : Biology 101.
Purpose: To teach the scientific method of thinking
through a systematic study of the habitat, structur e, function,
reproduction, and economic importance of th e major division.s
of the vertebrates.
'ropics : The major groups of the chordates, including
type animals of the subphyla of the chordates and the classes
of the vertebrates.
'rime: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 216. General Botany. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 101.
Purpose : To give the student an appreciation of the scientific approach to the solution of problems and an appreciation
of the economic and aesthetic importance of plants.
T opics: Plant behavior and growth; structure lmd physiology of roots, stems, leaves, flowers, and fruits.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 216. General Botany. Four hours.
P rerequisite: Biology 101.
Purpose : Continuation of Biology 215.
Topics: General suney of the plant kingdom; development, 1~production, and r elationships of the 'rhallophytes,
B 1-yoph~·tes, Ptf'l'iclophy tes, and Spcrmatophytes.
Time: Two lecture-discussion, and four laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 304. Genetics. Four hours.
Pt·erequisite: Biology 101.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the laws of inheritance and their application to plant and animal breeding.
Topics : History of genetics, gamete formation, segregation and recombination of factors, dominance, complimentary
factors, supplementary factors, inhibitor factors, sex link factors, sex limited factors; linkage and cross over, and biometrit
meth ods.
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Time : Two lcctnre-discnssion and two laboratory hours
p er week.

·Biology 311. Eugenics. Four hours.
Prerequisite : Biology 101.
Purpose: To teach the relationship of sociology to biology,
especially regarding the laws of marriage, and to give t he
student an understanding of the causes of the vast expenditure
on penal and charitable institutions.
Topics: Differences among men; inheritance of human
differences; natural selection; need for negative eugenics;
eugenic aspect of marriage and divorce legislation; wars; religion; race amalgamation; and euthenic maj ors.
Time: Four lecture-discussion hours per week.
Biology 313. Economic Botany. Pour hours.
Prerequisit<>s : Biology 101, and 215.
Purpose: This course is planned for the student to learn
the educational value of common facts about our economic
plants useful and harmful to man.
Topics : Industrial plants and plant products, drug plants
and drugs, food plants and food adjuncts such as spices and
other flavoring material, beverage plants ana beverages.
Time: Three lecture-discussion and two laboratory-demonstration hours per week.
Biology 316.
Dendrology. Three hours.
PTerequisites: Biology 101, and 215.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the student with the common trees
and shrubs of Eastern K entucky; to emphasize the economic
importance of trees ; to teach the use of trees and shrubs in
landscaping.
Topics : Types and arrangement of flowers, buds, leaves,
and leaf scars; identification of trees and shrubs; texture of
wood and its economic importance; and landscaping.
Time: One lecture-di cussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 817. Bacteriology. Six hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 101.

..
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Purpose. 'l'o acquainL the student with the fuuction of the
bacteria and techniques used in studying them; and to give
the pre-professional students in medicine, dentistry, home economics, and agriculture, a basis for their professional training.
'ropics: Methods of identification and classification of
bacteria; morphology and distribution of microorganisms;
cultivation, observation, methods of examination, and physiology of microorganisms; fe·rmentation and decay; and health.
Time: Three lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 318. Spring Flora.. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 101 and 215.
Purpose: To develop the ability to use manuals for the
clas ification of plants and to acquaint the student with the
' pring flowering plants of eastern Kentucky.
Topics: Types of flowers; structure and arrangement of
flow er parts; construction of keys; law of ~omenclature; and
classes, order s, and families of flowering plants.
Time: One lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours
per week.
Note: Students enrolling for Biology 318 who already
have credit for Biology 319 will be expected to do additional
collecting and classifying- this add itiona} work to be in excess
of the regular course r equirements.
Biology 319. Summer Flora. Four hours.
Prerequisites: B iology 101 and 215.
Purpose: To continue Biology 318 and to acquaint the
student with the summer flowering plants of eastern Kentucky.
Time: One lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours
per week.
Note: Students enrolling for B iology :319 who already
have cred it for Biology 318 will be expected to do add itional
collecting and classifying-this additional work to be in excess
o£ the regular course requirements . .
Biology 332. Human Physiology. Five hours.
Prerequisite: Biology 101.

H2
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Pnrpose: 'l'o acquaint the studcr.t with the function of the
healthy human body in growth, maintenance, and r eproduction; and to show variation of f nnclion in certain diseased
conditions.
Topics: Protoplasmic organization; structure; circulation and function of blood; r espiration ; excretion; digestion ;
metabolism and nutrition; endocrine system; nervous system;
special senses; and reproduction.
Time: Five lecture-discussion hours per week.
Biology 333. Ornithology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose : A course designed to give the student an appreciat ion of t he economic and aesthetic value of the common
birds of eastern Kentucky.
'l'opics: Classification and identification of birds; life histories; feeding habits; nesting habits; theories of migration;
and economic importance.
Time : One lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 334. Entomology. Four hours.
Prer equisite : Biology 101 and 211.
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the use of keys ;
n1cthods of classification ; and economic importance of the insects common to this section.
Topics : General structure of insects, life histories, common orders, and families; economic importance and common
methods of control.
Time : Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 336. Human Anatomy. Four hours.
Pt·erequisite·: Biology 101.
Purpose: To give the physical education maj ors, and th e
pre-medical, pre-dental and pre-nursing students a knowledge
of the general structure of the human body as a basis for their
professional study.
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Topics : Special emphasis is p laced on internal anatomy;
circul ation ; and muscular. skeletal, nervous and r eproductive
systems.
'l'ime : Four lecture-discussion hours per week.
Biology 413. Plant Physiology. Four hours.
Prerequisites : Biology 101 and 215.
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the absor ption
of minerals fr om the soil and their utili zation by the plant,
the manufacture of various types of foods, etc.
'l'opics: Osmosis; Plasmolysis; Photosynthesis; r espiration; tran piration ; fer tilizers; soil elements and th eir uses;
atmosph eric elements and their functions; dormancy, etc.
Time : 'l'wo lecturc-discu sion and fo ur laboratory hout·s
per week.
Biology 414. Plant Diseases. Four hours.
Prerequi ites : Biology 101, 215 and 216.
Purpose : To acquaint the student with the nature of
plant diseases and to classify and study the life cycles of some
of the more common causative orga nisms.
'l'opics : Significance of plant di:sea e ; classification of
fun g i ; di. ca. e. caused by ru. t:, smuts, fleshy f ungi, bacteria,
and viruses; physiogenic diseases; prin ciples and procedure
in the control of pla11 t disea es; resistant varieties and cultural
control.
Time : 'l'wo lecturc-discn. sion and fonr laboratory lJOlll'S
per week.
Biology 432. Physiology of Exercise. Four hours.
Prerequ isites: Biology 101 and 332.
Purpo. e : 'l'o teach the fundamental causes for observed
effects of exercise on respiration, circulation, muscle tone, etc.
'l'opics : '! 'he stru cture of m nscle fibers and muscles; physiolo::rical propct·ties of nern fibers; nature of nerYe impulser.; :
chemical changes in 11 cr ves; sources or energy for muscl e
contraclion ; waste produ<:ts ancl the it' effects: fatigne; etc.
T ime: Four lec•Lttt·e-tliscussion ltom·s per week.
_Tote: 'J' lt is comse is re(t\lit·cd of all physical education
majors. H docs not toun t as an elective for biology maj or s or
minors.
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Biology 433. F ield Vertebrate Zoology. Four hours.
Prereqnisites : Biology 101 and 212.
Purpose: To give the student a smvey of the fishes,
amphibians, r eptiles, and mammals of this section.
Topics: Methods of classifying the animals; laws of
nomenclature; use of keys; identification, habitats, and economic importance of the vertebrates of eastern Kentucky.
Time: One lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours per
week.
Biology 434. Comparative Anat omy. Six hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 101 a nd 212.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the comparative
relation hips of the various body parts of the vertebrates.
Topics: The digestive, circulatory, respiratory, excretory,
reproductive, muscular, and skeletal systems of the classes of
the vertebrates.
Time. : Three lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 438. Vertebr ate Embry ology. Six hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 101 and 212.
Purpose: To acquaint th e student with th e changes that
take p looe in the developing organisms from fertilization until
the major systems have been formed.
Topics: Gamete formation; fertilization; cleavage, gastrulation; development of the nervous, digestive, excretory , circulatory, and respiratory systems ; formation of the extraembryonic membrane.
Time : Three lecture-discussion and six laboratory hours
per week.
Biology 471. Seminar. One hour per quarter.
Prerequisites: 'l'wenty-four hours in biology and at least
junior standing.
Purpo::~c: '.l'o acquaint the student with methods of conducting ami l'Cportin g r esearcl1, checking the library for current literature on a given topic, and defending one's point of
view before groups of scientists.

-.
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Topics: Selected topics of current importance in biological
resrarcb. At least three quarter hours in this course are rel[Uired of all majors and minors.
Time: One lecture-discussion period per week.
Biology 475. Teaching of Biology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: At least twenty-four hours in biology.
Purpose: To acquaint the prospective teacher of biology
with some of the common methods used in selecting, organizing, and presenting materials in biology classes and laboratories, and in securing and preserving specimens for museums.
Topics: Objectives; teaching plans; evaluation of a pro. gram; choosing a text; trends in biology; student proj ects;
collecting and preserving materials; laboratory equipment and
substitutes ; and laboratory experiments.
Time : Four lecture-discussion hours per week.
Biology 476. Special Problems. One to three hours.
Prerequisite : At least thirty hours in biology.
Purpose: To give the student an opporttmity to do adYanced work as a continuation of an earlier conrse and to introduce the student to individual research.
Topics: 'fhc topic will be selected at the time of registration .
Time : The time will vary with the problem.
CHEMISTRY
Mr. Heller

Mr. Claypool

The courses in chemistry arc designed to give a general
cultural background to prepare the student to teach high
8chool chemistry, to take work in agriculture, home economics,
and other fields in which the fundamentals of chemistry are
needed, and to meet the needs of the student desiring to enter
snch profess ional fields as med ic:ine, cl1cmistry, dentistry, etc.
It is t·cquit·ctl that students majoring in the department
have a minimum of one year of college physics, one course in
algebra, and one in tdgonometry.

..
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R EQOIREMENTS:
For a Major:

Qu. Hrs.
A. For students who wish to qualliy as teachers of
chemistry in h igh school but who do not expect to
take graduate work in the f ield.
Ch emis try 111, 112, 113, 22 1, 222, 223, 331, 332, 333
and 471 .................................................. -............................ 39
B. F or students w h o expect to do gr aduate work in
chemistry or to qualify as professional ch emists.
Chemistry 111 , 112, 113, 221, 222, 223, 331, 332, 333,
441, and 471 ........................................................................ 43

F or a M inor:

Chemistry 111, 112, 113, 221, 222, 331 and 332....................

28

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Chemistry 111. General Chemistry. Four hours.
Prerequisite : None.
Purpose: 'l'o acquaint the ed ucated layman with the outstanding facts, theories and principles of chemistry, along
with some important applications to daily life and industry;
to prepare students for adva nced cour es in chemistry; to
fulfilt first requirements for students preparing to be nurses,
doctor , den tists, engineers, home economists, and agriculturi. ts.
Topics: 'rhc relation of chemistry to physics and derived
sciences; chemical change; building block of nature; equations;
formulas; etc.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Chemist ry 112. General Chemistry (continued) . Four
hours.
Prerequisite : Chemistry 111.
Purpose: Continuation of the above prerequisite course.
Topic : The more important non-metals-hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, su lfur, etc.
Time: Two lcctnre-discu sion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Chemistry 113. General Chemistry (continued). Four
hours.
Prerequisites : Chemistry 111 and 112.
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Purpose: Compl etion of introductory college chemistry
and integration of Hs content.
Topics : The more important metals- sodium, potassium,
calci um, magnesium, aluminum, iron, copper, etc.; the preparation and simple analysis of common materials.
'rime: Two lecture-discussion a11d four laboratory hours
per week.
Chemistry 221. Qualitative Analysis. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 111, 112, and 113.
Purpose: To r eview general chemical principles and the
writing of equations ; and to introduce the student to the
theo ry and practice, under the most commonly used technique,
of identification of metals and " acids".
Topics: Methods of analysis; selection of a method; principles involved, t ypes of procedure making use of the var iety
of solubility a nd color; the group concept and its applications;
emphasis on groups l to III, cations, and groups I to V, anions;
analysis of an unknown mixture by groups and, finally, of all
groups.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Chemistry 222. Volumetric Analysis. Four hours.
Prer equisites : Chemistry 111, 112, 113, and 221.
Purpose: To induct the student into the theory and practice of estimating accurately the percent composition of simple
chemicals, orcs and alloys. 'l'he usual methods employing
standard solutions are emphasized.
'ropics: Th e variety of methods po!=! ible ; use of measuring instrument. of precision; mE'aning and nature of accuracy
and precisions; meaning of an ''average''; judging the reliability of an average r esult; colitralion of instruments and
purification standards; practice in Acid-Base titration, in
Redoz reactions, in making standard solutions, in attacking
an analysis by a variety of methods; introduction to electric
in ·truments for pH, etc.
T ime: 'rwo lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
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Chemistry 223 Gravimetric Analysis. Four hours.
Prerc(Juisitl's: ('hemistrr 11 I, J J2, 11 3, nnd 221.
Purpose: 'l'o con Lin ue the theory aud practice of mathe~atical and laboratory treatment of substances to estimate
their exact composition. Here the emphasis is on weighing of
dry materials before and after treatment rather than by
dependence on solutions.
Topics: Cal ibration of balances and weights; use and
care of dessicators; weighing for accuracy and speed; determination of water content; selected exercises using ignition
and oven temperatures and such substance. as pure chemicals,
ores and intet·estin g available product ; acquaintance with
electrocleposi tion.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Chemistry 331. Organic Chemistry (Cllain Compounds).
Four hours.
Prerequisites : Chemistry 111, 112, and 113; also 221 or
consent of instructor.
Purpose: To meet the requirements of the educated layman in the greatest single field of applied chemistry for its
leading theories, principal facts a nd applications; to meet the
requirements for pre-nursing, pre-dental, pre-medical, and
home economics curricula; also to meet a need of agriculture
teachers.
'fopics: '!'he importance of carbon above all other elements; nature of carbon chemistry; fields of application; peculiarities of organic substances and their r eactions; classes and
series of compounds; type reactions; preparation and identification; chemistry of oils, alcohols, and carbohydrates.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Note: Chemistry 331 is the first half of the minimum
creditable courses in Organic Chemistry. It must be followed
by at least four credit-hours in Chemistry 332.
Chemistry 332. Organic Chemistry (continued) (Cyclic
Compounds). Four hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 111, 112, 113, and 331.
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Purpose: 'l'o continu e th e concepts and practices initiated in Chemistry 331.
Topics : The benzene ring; sources of simple and derived
ring compounds; preparation of benzene and aniline derivatives; proteins; coal-tar dyes; medicinals; indicators; rubber;
vitamins; hormones; alkaloids.
'rime: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Chemistry 333. Principles and Applications of Orga.nio
Chemistry. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 111, 112, 113, 331, and 332.
Purpose: To complete and extend the information and
techniques of the introductory courses in organic chemistry
(Chemistry 331 and 332) .
Topics : Emphasis on important uses of selected organic
compounds, and upon biological items such as photosynthesis,
digestion, and metabolism; r eview and extension of previously
learned facts, with empbesis on general principles.
Time: Two lecture-Jiscussion and four laboratory hours
per week.
Note: This course is required of all chemistry majors in
completion of the unit beginning with Chemistry 331.
Chemistry 340. Introductory Chemistry of Foods. Four
hours.
Prerequisites: Chemistry 111, 112, 113, and 331.
Purpose: To apply fundamentals of chemistry to the
choice and preparation of foods. The course is especially for
students of home economics and pre-nursing, but may be
taken by others.
Topics: Foods, their nature, variety and functions; misconceptions concerning and abuses of food; identification of
classes; effects of processing; digestion or spoilage; adulteration ; extractive procedures; methods of identifying and estimating content; determining mineral content; criticism of
food quackery and advertising.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and four laboratory hours
per week.

'
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Chemistry 441. Physical Chemistry. Four hours.
Prc1·cquisi tes: C'hem istry 111, 112, 113, 221, 222, 223, CollPge algebra , trigonomrtrr, and physics.
Purpose: To prepare the chemistry major to enter advanced courses and to conduct research involving more than
introductory courses in the subject; to study certain chemical
processes with mathematical precision.
Topics: 'rhe r elations of chemistry, physics and mathematics; the concepts of precision and accuracy, scientific
measurements and their Yarious averages and expressions of
reliability; quanU tative atomic theories and laws; measurement of gases, liquids, and solids under various thermodynamic circumstances; ato mi.c structure.
Time: Two lecture-discussion hours and two laboratory
hout·s per week.
Note : The course is a part of a unit taught in three segments: Chemi.:>tnr 441, 442, and 443.
Chemistry 442 : Physical Chemistry. Four hours.
Prer equisite : Chem i. try 441. Calculus is desirable.
Purpose: Continuation aud elaboration of Chemistry 441.
Topics : Physical proper ties and molecular structure of
matter; the laws of thermodynamics; laws and theories involving solutions, electrolytes; thermo-chemistry, and equilibrium
and its varieties.
'rime : Two lecture-di cussion and two laboratory hours
per week.
Chemistry 443. Physical Chemistry. Four hours.
Prerequisite : Chemistry 442. Calculus and mechanics are
desirable.
Purpose : Continua lion of Chemistry 442, integration and
fundamentals of th e whole course.
'l'opic : Chemical kinetics; electromotive force; electrolysis; electrica l st udies; conductance; ionization potentials ;
polarization ; pH determination by electrometric devices ;
photochemis try; and colloidal state.
Time: Two lecture-discussion and two laboratory hours
per week.

'·
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Chemistry 451. Physiological Chemistry. Four hours.
Prerequi ites: Chemistry 111, 112, 113, 331, 332; also 221
and 222 are highl y desirable.
P urpose : To understand and to be able to do, in the field
of chemical theory, principles and procedures concerned with
physiological processes in man and the animals.
T opics : Qualitative and quantitative analysis of food ;
production of digestion enzymes; and blood and urine constituen ts.
Time: 'l'wo lecture and four laboratory hours per week.
Chemistry 471. Seminar. One hour.
'!'his seminar is designed to give the student an opportunity to become familiar with the literatur e in chemistry, to
work with indices and bibliographies in special fields, to give
the student an in troduction to research, and to bring together
cer tai n phases of chemistry.
Thi com"e is required of all chemistry majors and minors
during their senior year.
'l'ime: One hour per week.
Chemistry 476. Special P roblems. One t o three hours.
Prere<tuisite: At lea:,t thi1'ty hours in chemistry.
Purpose: 'l'o gi\"e the student an opportunity to do adnmeed 'work a · a continuation of an earlier course and to
introduce th e student to individual r esearch.
Topi cs: '!'he topic will be selected at the time of registration.
Time: The time will vary with the problem.
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GEOGRAPIIY
M~s

Wilkes

Miss Braun

REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
Geography 100, 211, 241, 460, 475 .......................................... 20
Other geography courses ........................................................ 16
Minimum ...................................................................................... 36
Maximun1 .................................................................................... 40

FoT a Major:

F or a Minor:

Geography 100, 24 1, 475 .......................................................... 12
Other geography courses .......................................................~.. 12
Minimum .................................................................................... 24
AREA MAJ OR FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
Total requirements in history, political science,
sociology, econ omics and geography .................................... 72
Ilistory (minimum 28 h ours)
History 241, 242, 331, 332 .......................................................... 16
American History in 330's and 400's ....................................
8
Elective in advanced history courses ....................................
4
Total................................

28

P olitical Science 241 ................................................................
One advanced course in 300's or 400 's ..................................

4
4

Total................................

8

Sociology 201 ..............................................................................
One advanced course in 300's or 400's ..................................

4
4

Total................................

8

Economics 201 ............................................................................
One advanced course in 300's ot._ 400's ···············-···············

4
4

Total................................

8

Geography 100 ............................................................................
One course !rom the following: 241, 320, 33 1, 383 ............

4
4

"Total................................
The remammg 12 hours are free electives and may be
ch osen from any one or more of th ese fields ..............

8

Political Science (minimum 8 hours)

Sociology (minimum 8 hours)

Economics (minimum 8 hours)

G eography (m inimum 8 hours)

12

Grand Total................ 72

•
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Geography 100. Fundamentals of Geography. Four hours.
Purpose: 'l'o train the studen t in observation of natural
and cultura l features of his everyday world and in interpretation of human acth·ities in their r elationship to earth contl iti ons and to relevant man-made conditions, to develop a
back ground on wh ich t o base fmthe r study of geog1·ap hy.
Topics: Map reading and interpt·etation; human activities within the major climatic regio ns of the earth; man's u e
of major physiograp hic features and of selected r esoUl·ces.
Geography 211.

Economic Geography.

Four hours.

Purpose: 'l'o n\ake a world-wide surny of major economic pursuits; to develop a concept of t he commercial world ;
to interpret the position of the United States in world trade.
Topics: Selected food resources and other agricullrn·al
r eso ur·ces; fundamentals of manufacturing and application of
t hese in certain a reas; world commerce and chief trade routes.
Geography 241. North America. Five hours.
Purpose: To make a study of the major geographi<: regions of Alaska, C.:anada, and the United States.
'l'opics: Th e major geogt·aphic 1·egions of 'orth Ameri ca,
their economic development and interpretation of t his development.
Geography 280. Australia.

Three hours.

Prerequisit e: Geography 100.
Purpose: 'l'o give ins truction in the natural environment
of Australia ; to s how the relation of man's ac:t ivities to t his
natural environment.
Topics: The location of Australia, t he climatic r egions,
the physiographic r egions, the plant and animal life, and
mineral r esour ces; t he human activities of the varions regions.
Geography 320. South America. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 100 and 241.
Purpose: T o give the stu de11t a general knowledge of
climatic, topographic, cultural, and trade conditions of the
South American countries.
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Topics: A somewhat detailed study of the South American countries. Special attention will be given to the relations
of South America with the United States.
Geography 331.

Europe.

Four hours.

Prerequisites: 0Pography 100 and 241.
Purpose: To study the resources o.f Europe :mJ. th eir
development.
'l'opics: Economi c developm en ts within the principal count ries; European commerce and the part played in this by
colonie ; geographi c interpretation of current European
affairs.
Geography 344.

Kentucky.

Four hours.

Prerequisi tes: Fom l1ours of cred it in geography or exp erience in teaching.
Purpo. e: ~L'o giYC instrncti011 in the resources of K enLucky; to stimula te g<'ographic rcsl:'a1·ch in Kcntn ck y.
'l'opics : Situation of K enfuek y with r e peet to adjacent
states: its clima te, soil, vegetatio n, and population deusity ;
detail ed study of geologic and geographic r egions; field work
in :elected areas; practice in the assembling and using of
materialc;; for te ach in ~ the ~eography of the state.
Geography 351.

Middle America.

Three hours.

Prerequisites: Geography 100, 241, aud 320.
Pnrpose: 'l'o gain au und er standing of the strate gic and
economic i mportance of this area to the United States.
Topics : Geographic development of Mexico, Central
America, and th e islands of the Gul f and Caribbean.
Geography 380. Introduction to Field Geography.
hours.
Prerequisites: Geography 100, 211, 241, and 344.

Four

Purpose: 'fo develop ability to observe, select, and correlate facts that lead to a geographic understanding of the
area studied; to give practice in the assembling, charting, and
mapping of the area studied.
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Topics: Collection of data for mapping sections of rural
or urban areas; surveys of industrial establishments ; detailed
studies of specific human activities in selected localities.
Geography 383. Geography of Asia. Four hours.
Prerequisites : Geography 100 and 331.
.
Purpose : To guide the student to an understanding and
an interpretation of the geograpl1y of th e Orient.
'r opics : 'l' he major human-use regions of India, 'h ina , and
.Japan; a hrief . UtT ey of other parts of Asia.
Geography 387. Geography of Africa. Four hours.
Prerequistes : Geography 100 and 331.
Purpose : 'l'o ga in an understanding of the conditions, deYclopment, and problems of Africa.
'ropics : Economic development in Africa in relationship
to natural assets and liabil ities of the continent; consideration
of its strategic importance in world trade and in military
operations.
Geography 460. Historical Geography of the United
States. Four hours.
Prerequi ·ites : TwelYe hours cr edit in geography and
lli tory 241 and 2:1:2.
Purpose: To show the underlying geographic factors in
the development of the United States.
Topics: European backgrou~1d of early American history ;
g<>ograpb ic factors underlying exploration, settlement, expansion. and developmellt of the United States.
Geography 475. Methods and Materials in Teaching
Geography. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours cr edi t in geography.
Pnrpose : To train teachers and students of geograppy in
electi on and organization of relevant materials and their
presentation in the classroom.
Topics: Selection, organ ization, and presentation of mate r ial to be use<'l in the teaching of geography at grade levels.

'
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GEOLOGY
Miss Braun

f'ou r!H'S in J!PologJ· arc intended to give the student a
knowledge o[ the physical structure of the earth, with the
rhanges it hafi nndergonc, and the causes which have produced
these changes. Coul'ses in this field satisfy the science requiremen ts for the degree and arc particularly useful to students
of agriculture.
Geology 100. General Geology. Four hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose : To give in strncLion in the forces and processes
acting- on the surface of the land ; to give instruction in the
internal forces and processes acting on the earth.
Topics: A study of the origin a nd classification of rocks;
a study of the origin and classification of soils; a study of the
major physiographic features; a study of the atmosphere in
its relation to modification of the surface of the earth.
Time : Four lectul'e-di cus ion hours per week and special
field trips.
Geology 101. Historical Gwlogy. Four hours.
Prer equisite: Geology 100.
Purpose: 'fo giYc instruction in the origin and deYelopment of plan L and animal life on the earth in relation to the
physical changes of land, water, and air conditions that have
occnrred in th ~ yari ous ages of the earth.
Topics: A stud y of fossils, minerals, and rocks occurring
in the various tages of the earth's processes.
Time: Four lectUl'e-discussion hours per week and special
firld trips.

.,

.
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AKD PHYSI S

MATHEMATICS
Mr. Billhartz
Mr. Fair

Mr. Overstreet
Mrs. Cooper

Students who int Pnd to major in mathematics or p hysics
('flrOll in the beg-i nning- classes in these fields during
the freshman year and should consult the head of the department regarding their programs of cour es .
~hould

• tudent. majoring or minor ing in mathematics should
tal{e as many cour ses in physics as possible, althougl1 it is n ot
required that they do this. Snch coursrs broaden the mathematical Yiewpoint and equip th e ~t u clcn t, fo r po>;it.ions as
teachers of mathematics and pl1ysic. in high schools.
REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
Mathematics 141, 151, 231, 361, 362 ...................................... 25
Other courses above 300 prescribed by the department .... 12
Students expecting to do graduate work in mathematics
should take at least 16 hours in th e 400 group
Minimum ...................................................................................... 37
Suggested maximum ................................................................ 41

For a Major :

For a Minor :

Mathematics 141, 151, 231, 361 ................................................
Additional work prescribed by the department ..................
Minimum ......................................................................................

20
4
24

REQUrREMENTS FOR AN AREA MAJOR IN SCIENCE
A teaching area in science shall consist of a minimum of 72
quarter hours in the sciences, 32 of which shall be in one of the
following: biology, chemistry, or physics, and a minin1Um of 12
quarter hou rs in each of the other two of these fields (biology,
chemistry, physics); 4 quarter hours in geology; and the remai ning 12 quarter hours shall be selected from the sciences.
Students taking U1e At·ea Majot· in Science must offer math ematics as one of the fie lds in the core curriculum. They should
also offer additional hours of credit in science subjects s ufficient
to earn the B.S. degree. A mjnimum of 90 quarter hours of science
credit is required for thi s degree.
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Mathematics 000. Elementary Mathematics. No credit.
Purpose: 'l'o prepare students who have not hacl adequate
hack~round in arithmetic, algebra and geometry, for college
rourse in mathematics and science.
•ropics: • E'lected topics fr om arithmetic, high school algehrfl Rnd geometry.
Four hour s recitation per week.
Mathematics 101. Business Arithmetic.
Four hours.
' redit in this course will not be accepted on mathematics
requirement. for a degree or for a major or minor in mathematics. )
Purpose: To giYe the ~lude nt s of commerce a knowledge
or the funcla mental arithmetical ideas connected with business.
'l'opics: Add ition, subtraction , multiplication and divis ion of integers, common f ract ions and decimals; r atio and
propor tion ; percentage; brokerage; interests; d iscounts;
weights and measures; payments; insurance; taxes; partnerc:.; hip settlements: chart · and graph•.
Mathematics 111. Slide Rule. Two hours.
( red it in this com·~e will not be accepted on thr mathematics r equirement for a degree or for a major ot· minor in
mathematics.)
P ur pose : 'l'o develop proficiency in the operat ion of a
sl irle r ul e.
Topic. : M ulli plical ion, divi. ion , powers, roots, trigonometric functions, ratio, and proportion. solution or triang-les,
application!-> to chemi try and physics.
Mathematics 141. Plane Trigonomet ry. Five hours.
Prerequ isites: One unit each of high school algebra and
of plane geometry or Mathematics 000. The course may be
taken before, after, or . imultaneously with 'ollegc Al gebra.
Pur pose: (a) 'l'o dev~lop the mathematical ability of the
student, ( b) to lay a foundation for future work in mathematics, and (c) to make a study of the process of triangulation.
Topics: 'l'be trigonometric functions; the right triangle;
law of sines and cosines; trigonometric equations; fundamental id entiti e~-1 of trigon omet l'y; radian measures; inverse
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functions: logarithms; solution o£ the general triangle by
logarithms.
Mathematics 142. Spherical Trigonometry. Three hours.
Purpose: •ro develop a working knowledge of the principles of trigonometry as applied to the solution of spherical
triangles.
Topics: Napier's rules and laws o£ quadrants for right
spherical triangles; polar triangles; quadrantal triangles;
oblique spherical triangles; applications to problems in navigation; spherical coordinates.
Ma thematics 151. College Algebra. Five hours.
Prerequisites: One unit each of high school algebra and
of plane geometry or Mathematics 000. 'l' be course may be
taken before, nftcr, or . imultanconsly with Plane •rri gonometry.
Purpose: To review high school algebra, to make a critical . tudy of the algebraic process, to develop the idea of function, or the dependence of one variable upon other variables.
Topic : Review of high school algebra; a study of exponent , radicals, graphs, and properties· of quadratic equations; ratio, variation, proportion, logarithms, progressions,
permutations and combinations, probability, partial fractions,
and an introduction to determinants and series.
Mathematics 152. Mathematics of Finance. Five hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics ] 51.
Purpo. e: 'l'o give the student of com{Xlercial subjects, or
the general student desiring the course, a knowledge of the
fundamental mathematics connected with business.
Topics: The course deals with calculations on interest,
annuities, amortizations, sinking funds, bonds, depreciation,
building and loan, life insurance, and related topics.
Mathematics 153. Statistics. Four hours.
Pt:erequisite: Mathematics 152.
Purpose: To provide the student with knowledge of statistical principles and practice in elementary statistical procedures.
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Topics: 'I' a bulat ion and graphical presentation of statistical data; avrr;~g-c~: di~rer~ion ; simpl e correlation , et c.
Mathematics 231. Analytic Geometry. Five hours.
Prerequisites: Mathematics 141 and Mathematics 151.
Purpose: (a) 'l'o show the relations between geometry and
algebra, (b) to teach the construction and interpretat ion of
graphs.
Topics: Cartesian coordinates; the f undamental p roperties of curves; the curYe as a locus; the straight line; t he cir cle;
the conic sections; transformations of coordinates; tangents ;
polar coordinates; transcendental curves; parametric equations; properties of curves and surfaces in geometry of three
dimensions.
Mathematics 361. Differential Calculus. Five hours.
Prerequisite: l\1athematics 231.
Purpose : (a) To teach the concept of limits, (h) to study
the variation of a function as the independent variable
changes, (c) to derive a few of the fundamental equations of
physics and mechanics, and (d) to study the integral as a
limit of a sum.
Topics: 'l'he derivative; maxima and minima; rates;
simple integrals; introduction to the summation process;
att!aS; volume; lengths.
Mathemat ics 362. Integral Calculus. Five hours.
Prerequisite : Mathematics 361.
Purpose: This is a continuation o£ the course in Differential Calculus.
•
Topics: :Uttegration; definite integrals; areas; su rfaces;
volumes; applications to physics and mechanics; partial del'ivative ; infinite series; Taylor 's series; introduction to d ifferential equations.
Mathematics 371. History of Mathematics and Teaching
Mat hematics in Seconda ry Schools. Four hours.
This course is designed primarily for students who are
expecting to teach mathematics. Under no circumstances will
students be permitted to take this course until they have bad,
or are taking, Mathematic · 231.

·~
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Mathematics 431. College Geometry. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 231.
Purpose: 'fo study problems in advanced plane geometr37
dealing with important extensions of t he concepts of elementary geometry.
Topics : Advanced problems in construction; study of
geometric loci ; similar and homothetic figures; Ceva 's theot·em; Menelaus' theorem ; harmonic ranges and pencils; complete quadrangle and complete quadrilateral ; nine-point circle;
symmedians; coaxal circles; inversion; poles and polars; cross
ratio; involution.

1-

Mathematics 432. Synthetic Projective Geometry. Four
tours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 231.
Topics: Primitive forms; principle of duality ; perspect ive position; ha1·m.onic range ; harmonic pencils; projectively
r elated primitive forms; elementary forms; Pascal's theorem;
Brianchon 's theorem; poles; polars; diameters ; ruled surfaces;
in Yolution.
Mathematics 441. Theory of Equations. Four hours.
Prerequi. ite : Mathematics 231.
Topics : Imaginary numbers; theorems on the roots of an
equation; solution of cubic and quartic equations; Newton's
and Horner's methods of solvin g the equation o_! the nth degree; determinants; symmetric functions; elimination.
Mathematics 461. Advanced Calculus. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 362.
Purpose : To extend the concepts of differential and integral calculus.
Topics : Continuity; derivatives and differentials; series;
partial differentiation; implicit functions; line, surface, and
space integrals.
Mathematics 481. Series. Four hours.
Prerequisite : Mathematics 362.
Purpose : To give the student a working knowledge of
limits and series.
~LS.T.C. -6

.
_.
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'l'opics: Aggregates, limits and bounds, tests for conYergence, operations with series.
Mathematics 482. Differential Equations. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 362.
Topics: The theory and methods of solving ord inary differential equations with applications to mechanics and physics.
Mathematics 484. (Also Physics 484.) Theoretical Mechanics. Five hours.
Prerequisites: Mathematics 362 and Physics 131.
Topics: Elementary concepts; rectilinear and curvilinear
motion of a particle; statics of a particle of rigid bodies; particle dynamics; dynamics of rigid bodies; constrained motion;
oscillations.
Mathematics 485. Vector Analysis. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 362.
Purpose: To teach the fundamental principles of vector
analysis for the student of pnre mathematics and the student
of physics and engineering.
Topics: Addition, subtraction, and multiplication of vectors; differentiation and integration of vectors; kin ematics,
and dynamics of a particle; kinematics and dynamics of a
rigid body.
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PHYSICS
Mr. Billhartz

Mr. Overstreet

Mr. Fa1r

REQUIREMENTS:

For a Major:
Qu. Hrs.
Physics 131, 132, 133, 331, 332 ............ . . .. .......................... 24
Other courses above 300 prescribed by the department 12
Minimum ...................................................................................... 36
For a Minor:

Physics 131, 132, 133 ................................................................ 12
Additional courses prescribed by the department ............ 12
Minimum ...................................................................................... 24
For the Degree in Home Economics :

Either a special cpurse in Household Physics or Physics
131, 132, and 133 will be required.
For Preparation for M edicin e :

All strong medical schools require a minimum of 12 quarter
hours work in college physics. This requirement may be
met by courses 131, 132, and 133.
Students who intend to take a major or minor in physics should
plan their schedules so as to take Mathematics 141, 151, and 231
concurrently with Physics 131, 132, and 133. It should be noted
that Differential Calculus (Mathematics 361) is a prerequisite for
nearly all advanced courses in physics; for this reason it is desirable
that those students taking majors or minors in physics plan to take
a t least a minor in mathematics. Physics Majors should also take
Chemistry 111 , 112, and 113.
:OESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Physical Science 101. Introduction to Physical Sciences.
Four hours.
Credit for this course will be accepted as science credit on
the bachelor's drgree. It will not be accepted as science credit
on a major or 111inor in any scienre. Sl11deuts who have had
high school physics should not register in 'cieuce ]01.
Purpose: (a) To give an introduction to the ba. ic ideas
of the physical sciences, particularly the sr iences of chemistry
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and physics; (b ) to give a cultural outline of the sciences in
order that the student who is not primarily interested in them
may have his viewpoint enlarged by a good general idea of
their range and their relation to the affairs of his everyday
life; and (c) to stimulate interest in science at this school and
encourage further work in the more rigorous laboratory
courses.
Topics: Deals largely with the science of physics and
will treat such materials from chemistry as are closely related
thereto. Four hours of lecture and discussion work per week
with outside reading,
Physics 111. Household Physics. Four hours.
Topics: A study of the elementary ideas of mechanics,
molecular physics and heat; also electricity, magnetism, sound
and light with particular emphasis on the applications of these
principles to everyday life in the home.
The course is a very valuable one from a practical standpoint as well as being of considerable value from the broad
cultural understanding of the forces and la,vs of physical
science. The course is abundantly illustrated by demonstration lectures, and other devices.
Physics 131. Elementary Physics. Four hours.
Preraquisite: One unit each of high school algebra and
plane geometry or Mathematics 000.
Purpose: To introduce students to the science of physics
and to help to train them to teach physics in high schools.
Topics: A study of the elementary ideas of mechanics
and molecular physics.
Three hours of lecture-discussion and two hours of laboratory work per week.
Physics 132. Elementary Physics. Four hours.
Prerequisite : Physics 131.
Purpose: Continuation of Physics 131.
Topics: A study of the elementary ideas of electricity
and magnetism.
Three hours of lecture-discussiou and two hotll's of labol·atory work per week.

..
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Physics 133. Elementary Physics. Four hour s.
Prerequisites : Physics 131.
Purpose: Continuation of Physics 131 and Physics 132.
This course may be taken either before or after Physics 132.
Topics : A study of the elementary ideas or heat, sound
and light.
Three hours of lecture-discussion and two hours of laboratory work per week.
Physics 301. Physical Manipulations. Two hours.
Purpose : To train the future teacher in the repair of
apparatus and the construction of new apparatus for laboratory and demonstration so that be can have a better laboratory
in the high school or can be better equipped for graduate
work.
Topics: The course will consist of shop work and glass
blowing, including the construction of special pieces of apparatus which can be used in the laboratory.

I·

Physics 331. Mechanics and Heat. Six hours.
Prerequisite : Credit in or simultaneous study of Mathematics 361.
Topics: The first quarter's work in physics consists of
a study of mechanics and heat. Under mechanics are included
the fundamental theory of force, acceleration, velocity, motion,
simple machines, fri\ltion, gravitation, fluids, elasticity and the
molecular theory of matter. The topics studied under heat are
measurement of temperature, laws of expansion and quantity
of heat, the relation of work to heat, the methods of transferring heat, the change of state, and application of heat to
meterology and machines.
Four recitations and two laboratory periods per week.
Physics 332. Electricity and Magnetism. Six hours
Prerequisites : Physics 331 and Mathematics 362.
Topics: The magnetic field; electrostatics; electric circuits; electrical conduction in liquids and gasses;· thermo electricity; electromagnetism ; alternating current circuits.
Four recitations and two laboratory periods per week.

-

.
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Physics 333. Light. Four hours.
Prerequisites: Physics 331 and Mathematics 362.
Topics: Wave motion ; geometrical optics ; diffraction;
interference; polarization; optical instruments.
Four recitation s per week.
Physics 361. Fundamentals of Radio. Five hours.
Prerequisites : Physic. 132.
Topics: R eview of fw1damentals of electricity and magnetism ; characteristics of vacuum tubes; rectifi ers; amplifiers;
oscillators; gas-fi ll ed t ubes and their applications; cathodcray
tubes; l ransmi t ters; receivers.
Three hom·s lectme-recitation and four hours laboratory
per w&ek.
Physics 371. Special Problems in Physics.

One to three

houn.
Purpose: 'l'o d evelop originality and confidence in the
student and to g iYe him experience in independent laboratory
work ; also, to give the student a deeper insight into the spirit
of science. ('J'his cou rse is primarily for future teachers of
physics.)
Topics: '!'he course will consist of the working out of
special laboratory experiments, th e development of better
laboratory equiprnen t, and the solution of special mathematical problems r elated to physics.
Physics 372. Special Problems in Physics.
This cour e is a continuation of Physics 371.
Physics 441.

Introduction to Advanced Physics. Four

hours.
Prerequisite : Physics 332.
Purpose: (a ) To present to the stud ent a survey of the
field of modern advanced physics to the end that he may have
a deeper appreciation and understanding of the material
world about him, and ( b) to present a background for more
advanced studies in physics and other sciences.
Topics : Properties of matter; nature of light; nature of
heat ; nat ure of energy ; laws of radiation ; the electr on ; the
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atom; the molecule; emission and absorp tion of light; spectra;
x-rays; radio-activi ty; nuclea r physics.
Lectures, recitations, and problems.
Physics 484. (Also l\IathematicR 484. ) Theoretical Mechanics. Five hours.
•
Prerequisites: Ph~·sics 131 and Mathematic. 362.
Topics: Elementary concepts; rectilinear and cm·vi li near
motion of n. part icle; statics of a particle; statics of a rigid
body; particle dynamics; dynamics of a rig id body; constrained motion; oscillations.

.
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SpeCial Departments
ART
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
MUSIC
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•

DEPAR'rl\'IEN'l ' OF ART
Mrs. Claypool

Mr. Young

This department offers professionalized courses in art education, creative expression in technical instruction, a sympatlletic understanding of life art in appreciation, and history of
world art.
The profe. ionalized courses in art education have to do
with the stimulating of self expr ession, with direction in the
technique. of t he different types of drawing, painting, design,
modeling, crafts, and commercial art processes . .
The appreciation work deals with the art elements and
principles of de ign a · r elated to every-day life, and with the
fun ctioning of these in .fine art products.
The aim of this department is to prepare teachers in the
progres ive philosophy of art teaching and to give them a
working knowledge of ar t processes so that they may guide
and stimulate creative expression in children. It is also the
purpo e o( th e department to discover talent among the stuJent and to giYe tbe type of instruction necessary in developing this talent.
REQUIREMENTS:

Qu. Hrs.
All courses offered in t he department.................................... 72

For a Double Major:
For a Major:

101, 121, 122, 123, 161, 202 or 291, 263 or 264 or 465, 304,
311 or 314, 38 1, 412 or 415 ............... -............................... 31
Elective ................. :......................................................................- 6

Total................................ 37
For a Minor:

101, 121, 122, 161, 202 or 291, 263 or 264 or 465, 311 or 314
Elective ........................................................................................

19
6

Total................................

25

Students who are not working for a teaching certificate
will be permitted to make substitutions for .Art 121, 122, and
123 on the advice o£ the Head of the Department.
Note :- Students planning to take Public School Art 121,
122, and 123 will eliminate many difficulties by prefacing these
courses with Art 101 (Freehand Drawing).
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Art Majors will find it beneficial to include the following
subjects in their curriculum: Elementary Mechanical Drawing,
History of Civilization, Zoology, a beginning course in chemistry and physics, and foreign language.
Art 101. Freehand Drawing. Three hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: '!'his course is planned to deYelop an abiJity to
draw. It is de igned primarily for those tudents who have
had no previous drawino- experience and to promote growth
in drawing skill pos e sed by those with some previous training. The development of thi ability to draw will add the
graphic language to the individual's means of expressing himself, provide a necessary background for additional technical
courses in art, greatly increase the class1·oom effectiveness of
the prospective publi c school t.eachc1·, and add to the recreational possibilities open to the individual.
Topics: ketching, problems in various mediums, composition in drawing, quick action sketching, figure drawing, portrait sketching, and creatiYe compositions.
Art 102. Creative Art. Two hours.
Purpo c: 'l'o giYc . tndent. who are afraid of the technicalities of an art p1·og-ram the opportunity to pRint, draw, or engage in any type of art work they choose.
Topics : The only instruction given will be that asked for
by the student, and an explanation of the handling of the
medium that has been chosen. 'l'here will be no marks given
except pass or fail. 'fhis will be determined by the number of
art products made and the earnestness of the student. This
course cannot be substituted for any r equired art course.
Art 121. Public School Art or Introduction to Art. Two
hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To give experience with various media and
processes and a working understanding of the fundamental
principles of art; to stimulate creative expression in design
and give methods of stimulating this type of work in teaching;
also, to formulate a background for all art study and present
an understanding of the principles involved.
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Topics: Design, color, lettering, and creative art problems in these phases.

Art 122. Public School Art or Introduction to Art. Three
hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To provide drawing experiences that will enable
the student to express himself with that means; to stimulate
the creativeness in drawing that can be taught only if experienced; to provide some painting problems that involve the
use of color with drawing ; and to initiate an understanding
of the progressive principles of teaching art in the schools.
Topics: An intl'oductory study of the teaching of art in
the grades. An attempt' is made to familiarize the student with
the best public school art books, and to teach them how they
should be used in the classroom. Activities suitable for the
various grades are developed. One day a week is devoted to observing art activities that are in progress in the different
grades in the Training School.
Art 123. Advanced Public School Art (Materials, Methods and Activities for the Grades.) Two hours.
Prerequisites : Art 121 and 122.
Purpose: To give the student the experience of applying
the knowledge learned and skills acquired in Art 121 and 122
and of working out activities that may be interrelated with
the activity or unit plan of teaching in the grades.
Topics: The philosophy and methods of teaching art to
children in the intermediate, and upper grades; a study of
materials, media, and tools suitable for different grade and age
levels; also, an insight into methods of getting, making, and
using inexpensive and homemade materials and tools; group
creative art activities as the making of movies, puppetry, bookmaking, marionette shows, plays, peep shows, table models,
descriptive and animated maps, murals, friezes, textile decoration, etc.; individual creative art activities as block-printing,
lettering, posters, clay work, and many of the techniques used
in art work.

•
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Art 161. Art Appreciation. Two hours. Given first and
third quarters.
Purpose: To help students to solve successfully ar t problems which they encounter in daily activities; to develop abil- .
ity to see beauty and art quality wherever they may be found;
to recognize the value of art as an educational, cultural, and
social force; to encourage interest in that which is beautiful
and inspiring in the world of art; and to realize that art expresses the essential thought of the people of any age.
Topics: An introduction to the elements and fundamental
principles of the space arts; how to understand these principles at work in art objects; study of line, light and dark, form,
color, t exture and space in relation to the home, furniture, pottery, textiles, dress, graphic art, civic art, metal work, and
glassware; and illustrative material in the form of pictures,
slides, and exhibits.
Art 162. Advanced Art Appreciation. Two hours. Second and fourth quarters.
Prerequisite: Art 161.
Purpose: To give students an opportunity for appreciative study with special r ef er ence to the creative periods and
theit· r elation to the devel opment of man.
Topics: Art in the home, furniture, pottery, ceramics,
textiles, dress, graphic arts, civic art, metalwork, photography,
commercial art, flower arrangement, hairdress, stage design,
woodwork, art of the book, glass, various periods of painting,
architecture, and sculpture.
Art 202. Composition and Drawing. Three hours.
Prerequisite : Art 101.
Purpose : To develop power in fr eehand drawing and the
use of compositional principles; to improve the appreciation
of line quality, of value and tone relations in compositions;
and to give opportunity for self-expression in different mediums. To give students who have had some drawing an opportunity to do more advanced problems with new materials and to
prepare them for painting classes.
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'l'opics: ·ways of combining lines, light and dark, form,
color, texture, and spare to produce fine quality in creative
composition.
Art 263. History of Architecture and Sculpture. Four
hours.
Purpose : To help students develop a broader and deep er
capacity of appreciation and also to make a more vital interrelation between all the fine arts; to develop a high standard
of taste through a study of the arts; to acquaint students with
methods and processes of the masters; to create a power of
initiative in civic art activities; to give historic knowledge its
universal kinship with all ages and races; to provide for meritorious and refining recreation and self expression.
'l'opics: A brief historical survey of the architecture and
sculpture of all the ages. Comparative studies are made and
the influences on all art analyzed.
Art 264. History of Art (Painting). Four hours. Second quarter.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To acquaint students with the painting of the
masters; to develop appreciation of these works through association; to introduce information concerning methods,
processes, media, and influences of t he painters.
Topics: The paintings are studied in their respective
periods and schools and comparative studies of paintings of
different periods are made. The effect of history of the times,
customs, and r eligious beliefs on the subject and methods of
presentation are examined as well as the art structure.
Art 291. Color and Design. Three hours.
Purpose: To make a study of the science of color and
principles of color harmony with their application to design
and painting.
Topics: Physical, psychological, and aesthetic aspects of
color; study and application of the fundamental principles of
d esign; lectures, exhibits, and creative work.
Art 292. Elementary Costume Design. Three hours. First
and third quarters.
Prerequisites: Art 101 or 304, and 291.
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Purpose: This course i planned to develop an understanding and appreciation of good dress design, not only in the student who is particularly interested in the clothing field but
also in the individual who wishes to design clothes for her own
personal plea. ure and satisfaction. It is also designed to stimulate the conception and invention of original ideas in dress
for all types of women and children, and to give a background
of costume history and art structure that will function in creative dres de ign.
Topics: The fw1damental elements of art, principles of
de ign, and psychology in relation to dress; line, light and dark,
form, color and texture a applied to the costume; a study of
per. onality, creative effects, and adaptive de igning; history
of costume as applied to modern dress; costume sketching in
I ight and dark color.
Art 303. Composition and Drawing (Advanced) . Three
hours.
Purpo e: 'l'o provide opportunity for the application of
compositional clements learned in Art 202 in more advanced
expr ession ; t o stimulate original thinking and individual expre ion in pictorial compo ' itions; and to provide the necessary background f or painting classes.
'1;opics: Planning still life compo ·itions, both abstract
and r ealistic; arranging and rearranging compositional elements for landscapes; composing portraits and figure studies.

Art 304. Figure Drawing and Composition. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Art 101.
Purpose: To gain a knowledge of the human figure in its
!'elation to artistic expres ion ; t o learn the use of the figure
in design and illustration.
Topics: tudy of the figur e as a whole-proportion, es~rntial s of arti stic anatomy, t he figure in action, rhythm; drMving from life model, and from memory; work in a variety of
media.
Art 311. Beginning Oil Painting. Three hout·s.
Prer equisites: Art 101, 121 or 202.
Purpose: To ground the student in fundamentals of good
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painting; to develop individual expression in this medium; to
give a vital interest in creative art through power gained in
usc of the oil medium; and to acquaint the student with viewpoints of the different schools of painting.
Topics: The content includes materials and technical employment, emphasis placed on composition, pigments, pigment
range versus light range; representation of form as revealed
through light: technical study in vision and employment of
palette; seeing significantly; expr essing individual viewpoint;
imaginative composition; painting from still life, costumed
model, and nature out-of-doors.
Art 314. Beginning Water Color Paint ing. Three hours.
Pt·erequisite: Art 101.
Purpose : To develop an ability to work creatively in
water color; to promote an appreciation of the water color
painting of the past and present; to stimulate the ability to
see and enjoy -art patterns in nature and in the individual's
surroundings, as well as to repre ent one's aesthetic emotions
in thi media.
Topic. : Method!:> and material ; arrangement of the
palette; compo ing and painting ; still -life, landscape, portrait,
figure, and abstract water color painting.
Art 341. Beginning Crafts. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Art 161 ot· 291.
Purpose: To develop appreciation and interest in the different crafts of the world ; to study the harmonious relationship of the con truction and de. ign of artistic products; to
teach the correct u. c of materials; to stimulate good craftsman hip and the creation of appropriate designs; and to work
out craft problems of the teacher in art activities.
Topics: Original de igning and construction problems in
leather, metal work and jewelry, clay modeling, pottery, textilr trehniqneR, papier ma cl1e, linol eum blo<•k printing, marionlltr, pnpprt nncl mnsk-making, nnd craftwork tha t ndapts
it. elf to the native materials of th e rtll'al school; creative
manipulation of cast-off materials and training in camp crafts.
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Art 381. Beginning Commerial Art. Three hours.
(Students planning to take Art 381 will find .Art 291 and
304 very helpful.)
Purpose : This course has the twofold objective of developing both skm and appreciation. Th e primary purpose is the
development of an ability to design and execute representative types of commercial art. The secondary purpose is the
development of an appreciation, based on personal experience,
that will enable the l?tudent to judge intelligently artistic
merit in the commercial art products which surround him on
every hand.
Topics: Illustrated lectures on: color and design in commer cial art, elementary psychological principles of advertising design, commercial a rt processes and mediums, and
reproductive (photoengraving) processes. Training will be
given, through laboratory problems in : lettering, advertising,
layout, dry brush drawing, transparent and opaque wash
drawing, pen and ink drawing, lithograph crayon drawing,
cartooning, ancl poster and sign painting.
Art 394. Stage Design. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Art 101 and Art 291.
Purpose : 'l'o develop an appreciation of the art of the
theatre; to provide trai1ting and experience in stage craft that
can be utilized by teachers in coaching school dramatics and
by those who wish to engage in dramatic activities; and to
give training in stage design io students with special interests
who are taking courses in play coaching and creative dramatics
in the Department of Engli"sh.
Topics: Lectures and reading will be centered around the
following topics: art principles and their application to stage
design; terminology; types of stage settii1g ; suggestions for
making costumes; construction and painting of stage scenery
and properties; stage lighting; the marionette stage; and
make-up. Designs and models will be made in laboratory
periods to pr ovide experience in . applying the knowledge
ncquitcd dtniu g 1lte cou rse. Des ig ns fur !:ilage settings for
some of the campus dramatic productions will be prepar ed in
this class.

-·
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Art 412. Advanced Oil Painting. Three hours.
Prerequisites : Art 101, 202, 304, and 311. This cour~;e is
a co11tinuation of Art 311.
Art 413. Portrait P ainting. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Art 101 or 202, Art 161 or 264, and 311.
Purpose: To begin the development of an ability to do
creative portrait painting in oil; to develop an understanding
of some of the possibiliti es and limitations in the use of the
materials of portrait painting; lo increase the student's appreciation of the oil painting of the past and present through
personal experien ce.
Topic. : At least three portraits wilL be painted during
the quarter. '!'raining will be given in the selection and use
of paint. and other materials; in the arrangement of the
palette; in the compo ition of the portrait; and in methods
of framing the finished portrait.
Art 415. Advanced Water Color P ainting. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Art 101, 202 or 291, and 314.
Purpo e: Same as for Art 314.
Topics: Continuation of the work begun in Art 314.
Art 442. Advanced Art Crafts. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Art 161 or 291 and 341.
Purpose: To giYe students an opportunity for further
work in crafts with more advanced problems in the craft
medium . (See Art. 341. )
Art 455. Advanced Art Problems. Four hours.
Prerequisites: To be determined in each case by the head
of the department.
Purpo. c: To gi"c advanced studcuts an opportunity for
additional trainiug in technical art or for research in art history or art education that would not be pro\'ided by the regular art conr e. Etching may be included.
Topics: 'l'o be determined for each individual by the instructor in charge.

Ar t 465. History of Modern Art. F our hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the development,
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progress, and mean ing of contemporary art, and to help him
view the art of today with intelligence and an open mind.
'l'opics: A sm·vry of tlH• painting, architecture, and sculpture from the time of the roots of modern art (Classicism,
Romantici m, and Realism) up to the present day. A comparative study is made of tl1e influences of the art of previous times
on pre ent-day art. Illustrated lectures are given with slides
and pictures, structural analyzations of the art are made, and
t1le value of the fads and fa hions in art are determined.

Art 482. Advanced Commercial Art. Three hours .
•
Prerequi ite : Art 101 and 381.
Purpose: As stated for Art 381.
Topics: Training will be given in executing additional
commercial art problems involving more advanced processes
and techniques. 'l'hc use of the principles of design and the
function of pertinent principles of advertising psychology m
commercial art will be inve tigatcd more fully.
Art 493. Advanced Costume Design. Three hours.
Prerequi ites: Art 101 or 304, and 292. It is advisable that
Home Econom ics 141 and 241 be taken before this course is
attempted.
Purpose : This course is designed for students especially
interested in clothing and also for the person who is interested
in doing advanced work in costume sketching.
Topics: Color and per onal dress problems will receive
the principal emphasis in this course- color theory; textures
and patterned materials as they affect the individual ; corrective and structural designing for the figure; a closer study of
personality traits and how they may be enhanced by dress ;
and sketchu1g in color.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Laughlin

Mrs. H oward
Mr. Radjunas

All students who are graduated from Morehead State
Teachers College are r equired to take one year (three quarter
hours) of physical education.
All freshmen women are r equired to take Physical Education 100 for their first quarter. Each quarter thereafter during the freshma n year they may elect any of the fol1owing
courses :
101, 102, 103, 106, 107, 116, 117, 118, 122, 123, 134,
216, 217, 222, 231, 234, 316, 317.
All freshmen men are req uired to take Physical Education 100 for their first quarter. Each quarter thereafter during- the freshman year they may elect any of the following
cour.ses:
101, 102, 103, 106, 116, 117, 122, 124, 133, 134, 216,
217, 231, 234, 316, 317.
All students majoring or minoring in physical education
ar e r equired to pass proficiency skill tests at the close of the
sophomore year on volley ball, basketball, soccer, softball,
swimming, tum bling, and dancing. It the work is n ot sat isfactory, skill courses will be required.
At the close of the senior yea1· a comprehensive test over
the major will be given.
REQumEMENTs:

For a Maj or (Women )
Qu. H rs.
Physical Education 203, 220, 305, 315, 335, 385, 435, 436,
437, 460, 493 ........................................................................ 28
Elect one-325, 345, or 355 ......................................................
2
Elect six of the foll ow ing cour ses:
101, 102, 103, 106, 116, 117, 122, 133, 134, 216, 217,
222, 231, 234, 316, 317 ........................................................
6

TotaL .............................. 36

In addition t o the above, women majors must take Biology
103, 104, 332, 336 and 432.

~
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For a Major (men)

Physical Education 203, 220, 335, 375, 385, 395, 405, 435,
436, 437, 460, 493 ·-······························································ 30
Elect six of the following courses:
101, 102, 103, 106, 116, 117, 122, 124, 133, 134, 216,
217, 231, 234, 316, 317 ........................................................ 6

In addition to the above, men majors must take Biology
103, 104, 332, 336, and 432.
For a Minor (Women)

Physical Education 203, 220, 315, 335, 385, 435, 465 .........~..
Elect one--325, 345, or 355 ......................................................
Elect six o! the following courses:
101, 102, 106, 116, 117, 122, 133, 134, 216, 217, 222,
231, 234, 316, 317 ................................................................

17
2

TotaL ..............................

25

6

In addition to the above, women minors must take Biology
103, 104, and 332.
For a Minor (Men)

Physical Education 203, 220, 335, 375, 385, 395, 435, 465 ....
Elect six of the following courses:
101, 102, 103, 106, 116, 117, 122, 124, 134, 135, 216,
217, 231, 234, 316, 317 ························································

19

Total........................................

25

6

In addition to the above, men minors must take Biology
103, 104, and 332.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
OPEN TO BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

Physical Education 104. Personal Hygiene and Public
Safety. Three hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the fundamentals
of health so that he may participate more successfully in the
art of living.
Topics : Most common abnormal conditions of the body;
desirable health practices, safety in the home; safety on the
highway, etc.
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Physical Education 115. Bait Casting. One hour.
Purpose: To lcam the fu ndamentals of casting and to
practice these fundamentals.
Topics : Various methods of casting; study of proper
equipment and care of equipment .
Physical Education 119. Hiking and Camp Craft. One
hour.
Purpose: 'l'o visit surrounding points of interest, and to
participate in camp craft.
Topics: Firebuilding, outdoor cookery, camping in the
out-of-doors.
Physical Education 120. Group and Party Games. One
hour.
Purpose: To acquaint students with a reper toir e of games
suitable for any event they may be called upon to direct.
Topics: Mixers, singing games, r elays, tag games, quiet
games, paper and pencil games and the like. To learn something concerning the improvising of materials for these
games.
Physical Education 133. Folk Dancing. One hour.
Purpose: To give the fundamental steps used in the folk
dances of Europe and the Americas.
Topic. : National folk dances and sin ging games of all
nations.
Physical Education 134. Elementary Tap Dancing. One
hour.
Purpose: To acquire skill in tap dancing through practice
of steps and dances; and the appreciation and understanding
of music as related to dance steps.
Topics: F\mdamental tap steps; elementary tap and
character dances; original tap combinations and dances.
Physica.l Education 137. Social Dancing. One hour.
Purpose: To meet the social need of the students on the
campus.
Topics: Social dancing thr ough practice, and dance floor
courtesy.
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Physical Education 203. First Aid. Two hours.
Purpose: To prepare by lecture, demonstration, and practice the administering of first aid in emergencies which may
occur in school , on the playground, athletic field, and outings.
Topics: '!'he stopping of bleeding; treatment and bandaging of open wounds; treatment of shock; splinting; transportation of the injured; water safety; artificial r espiration; treatment for poisoning; and accident prevention.
Physical Education 204. Community Health Problems.
Two hours.
Prerequisite: Personal I!ygiene and Public Safety is desirable.
Purpose: 'l'o study the fundameutal principles of health
and sanitation and to apply these in community health and
anitation problems.
Topics: 'l'o study the various local, state, and Federal
health Ja·ws, problems rt!lating to food, milk and water supplies, communicable disease, etc.; and economic and social
a:-:pccts of con11nunity health problems.
Physical Education 220. Games for Elementary School.
Three hours.
Purpose: 'l'o learn games that may be used in the elementary grades through participation, and to study games
through observation and teaching experience.
Topics: Principles of selection; the use, origin, and classification of games; schoolroom, gymnasium, and playgz:ound
games and activities.
Physical Education 231. Natural Dancing. One hour.
Purpose: To afford an opportunty for self-expression
through rhythmic movement.
Topic: Interpretation of music through movement;
rhythmic patterns of fundamental dance steps; and creative
work.
Physical Education 234. Intermediate Tap Dancing. One
hour.
Prer equisite: Physical Education 134.
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Purpose: To increase personal tap dancing skill and to
uo creative work.
Topics: Practice in adYanced tap and character dancing ;
analysis and interpretation of tap skills and tap dancing compositions.
Physical Education 335. Materials and Methods of
Rhythms in the Elementary Sc~ool. Two hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the students with materials and
methods £or teaching the dance in the lower grades.
Topics : Singing games, simple folk dances, responses to
music, and progressive development of rhythm and rhythmic
patterns.
Physical Educational 385. Materials and Methods of Community Recreation. Two hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the students with materials and
methods of organization and administration of community
recreation.
Topics: Types and purposes of different recreational
groups, program planning, and location of material.
Physical Education 435. Practical Application of the
Dance. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Satisfactory performance of dancing skill
test and Physical Education 335.
Purpose: To give the student experience in the teaching
of the dance.
Topics: Dance materials applicable to the lower six
grades, program planning and execution.
Physical Education 436. Kinesiolog'Y and Therapeutic
Exercises. Three hours.
Prerequisites: Biology 332, 336, 432.
Purpose: To give the student adequate knowledge and
understanding of the structure and motor .functioning of the
human or ganism, and methods for correction of faulty postm·rs.
'l'opics: Articnfations of the body; muscles o.f t he body ;
physiology of movement; mechanics ; analysis of activities;
problems of t he teacher; corrective exercises.
I

•
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Physical Education 437. Kinesiology and Therapeutic
Exercises. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Physical Education 436.
Continuation of Physical Education 436.
Physical Education 460. Principles of Physical Education. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing on the physical
education major.
·
Purpose : To give a survey of the backgr ound of physical
education and the beliefs on which it is based.
·
Topics: Development of physical education and an
analysis of its aims, objectives, and principles.
Physical Education 465. Health a.nd Physical Education
in the School. Four hours.
Required only of minors.
Purpose: To make available material, and to enable the
student to understand the scope and significance of health and
physical education as a specialized or classroom teacher .
Topics: Aims and objectives ; significance in the school
program ; health service; health supervision; health instruction; standards for contest programs; lesson planning; class
organization.
Physical Education 493. Organization and Administration of Physical Education. Four hours. ·
Prerequisite: Junior or senior standing on physical education major or minor.
Purpose : To give the policies in the organization and ad·
ministration of the physical education program.
Topics: Classification of students; staff ; teaching load;
finance; the administration of the physical education plant.
SECTIONS FOR MEN AND SECTIONS FOR WOMEN
Physical Education 100. Orientation in Physical Education. One hour.
Purpose: To offer guidance to all entering freshmen students in the selection of physical activity.
Topics: Testing on skills, and participation in a number
of activities.
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Physical Education 102. Basketball. One hour.
Purpose: To acqnire the fundamental skills and practice
m game sit nations in bask('tball.
Topi('s : Rnlcs; shooting . kills; offensi,·e-individual and
team tactics; and d('fensive- indiv idnal and team tactics.
Physical Education 103. Soccer. One hour.
Purpose: To acquire the furydamental skills and practice
in game situations in soccer.
'l'opics: Rules; individual techn ique of kicking, heading,
stopping the ball, running, passing, shooting, and evading.
Physical Education 106. Softball. One hour.
Pm·posc : To acquire the fundamental skills and practice
in game situations in softball.
Topics : R 11l es, techniques in th l'owing, cat.ching, pitching,
and batting; and offensive and defcnRive tactics.
Physical Educat ion 116. Elem~ntary Tennis. One hour.
Purpose: To learn fundamental strokes and to put them
into practice in the game situation.
Topics: 'l'hc grip, stance, and other points relating to
fo rm in the forehand, backhand drives and the service; rules
and scoring.
Physical Education 117. Elementary Swimming. One
hour.
Purpose: To t t>ach a wide range of water sports, primarily
through practical experience.
Topics: Elementary side, back, and crawl strokes; diving;
stunts; and water safety tests.
Physical Education 122. Stunts and Tumbling. One
hour.
Purpose: 'l'o give the student ftmdamental skills and
practice in elementary stunts.
Topics: Roll<;; halanct>s; h('acl stands, pyram ids; and
double stunts.
Physical Education 216. Intermediate Tennis. One
hour.
Prerequisite: Physical Education 116 or its equivalen t.
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Purpose: 'l'o acquaint students with more advanced techniques of tennis strokes and with the fine points of game
trategy.
Topics: Advanced strokes, types of defensive and offensive plays in sin gles.
Physical Education 217. Intermediate Swimming. One
hour.
Prerequisite: P hysical Education 117 or its equivalent.
Purpose: To .acquaint the student with the theory and
pt·actice of various advanced water activities.
Topics: Standard strokes; diving; and swimming meets.
Physical Education 316. Advanced Tennis. One hour.
Prerequisite: Satisfactory performance of skill tests in
tennis.
Purpose: To further promote the game of tennis.
Topics: Perfection of strokes in tennis and tournament
play.
Physical Education 317. Advanced Swimming. One
hour.
Prerequisite: Satisfactory performance of skill tests in
swimming.
Purpose : 'l'o further promote the ar t of swimming and
diving.
Topics: Fancy diving; racing start and turns; h ow to
condu ct meets; and life saving.

CLASSES FOR WOMEN ONLY
Physical Education 107. Body Mechanics. One hour.
Purpose: To acquaint the student ·w ith fundamental skills
necessary for the correction and efficient use of her body.
Topics: Individual problems of the students concerned,
e.g., forward shoulders, protruding abdomen, sway back,
fallen arches, etc.
Physical Education 110. Archery. One hour.
P urpose: 'l'o learn the fundamentals of archery and to
acquire sufficient skill to enable en joyment upon participation.
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Topics: Fundamentals of shooting, bending the bow, and
nocking the ar row; prevention of injury; shooting (practice)
and scoring; point of aim; fa ults; gr ouping the arrows; and
competitive shooting.
Physical Education 111. Badminton. One hour.
Purpose: To learn the fundam entals of the game and to
acquire sufficient skill to enable enj oyment upon participation.
Topics : Description of equipment and court; groundwork;
stroke production including the serve, lob, smash, drive, drop
shots, and net shots; r ules and scoring; and match play.
Physical Education 112. Fencing. One hour.
P urpose: To learn the fundamentals involved in fencing.
Topics: Exercises to str engthen the muscles used in fen cing, on guard position, advance and retr eat, l unge, engagements and disengagements, parry, one-two, the beat, riposte,
and counters.
Physical Education 113. Field Hockey. One hour.
Purpose : 'l'o learn th e fundamentals and rules of the
game of field hockey.
Topics: Fundamental kills of stick work including drive,
d ribble, reverse stick, left-hand lunge, job, scoop, and push
pass; fundamental skills of technique on bully, r oll in, free hit,
and corner; knowledge of the game, rules, and class games.
Physical Education 118. Bowling. One hour.
P urpose: 'r o acquaint the student with the skills and
practices of bowling.
Topics : Analysis of approach, deliver y, and followthrough; scorin g and tournament play.
Physical Education 222. Advanced Stunts and Tumbling
One hour.
Pur pose: To further the skill of t umbling and individual
stunts.
Topics: Advanced pyramid building; program planning ;
snap-ups; flips; and balances.
Physical Education 306. Materials and Methods of Tennis.
Two hours.
Pt·Prequislte:
atisfactory performance of tennis skill
tests.
·
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Purpose: 'ro give the student a knowledge of the principles1 the theory of tennis, and teaching experience in this
sport.
Topics : Location of material; stroke analysis; game situations ; class organization ; and teaching approach.
Physical Educat ion 315. Materials and Methods of Swimming. Two hours.
Prerequisite : Satisfactory performance of skill tests in
swimming.
Purpose : To give the student a knowledge of t he principles underlying the theory and practice of swimming and
experience in the teaching of swimming.
Topics : Location of mat erial; study of mechanics of swimming and diving; class organization and methods of teaching.
Physical Education 325. Materials and Methods of Baseball. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Satisfactory performance of skill tests in
baseball.
Plll'pose: 'l'o give the student a knowledge of the principles and the theory of baseball and teaching experience in
the activity.
Topics: Materials i class organization and teaching approaches.
Physical Education 345. Materials and Methods of Soccer.
Two hours.
Prerequisite: · Satisfactory performance of soccer sk ill
tests.
Purpose: To give ·t he student a knowledge of the principles and the theory of soccer and teaching experience in this
activity.
Topics : Materials, class organzation and teaching approaches.
Physical Education 355. Materials and Methods of
Basketball. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Satisfactory pcrfol'mance of basketball skill
tests.
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Purpose : To give the student a knowledge of th e principles and theory of basketball and teaching experience in the
activity.
'fopics : Materials, class organization and teaching approaches.
CLASSES FOR MEN ONLY
Physical Education 124. Wrestling. One hour.
Purpose : 'fo learn the amateur wrestling skills and to
put them into pract ice in competition; to increase the desire
for physical fitn ess.
Topics: Rules and correct form in e-xecuting the fundamental skills of wrestling.
Physical Education 375. Materials and Methods of Football. Two hours.
Purpose : 'l'o stud y t he theory, method and mechanics of
directing a football team.
Topics: Consideration of fundamentals; individual and
team play; organization; and educational value of football.
Physical Education 395. Materials and Methods of
Basketball. Two hours.
Purpose : To study the theory, methods, and mechanics
of directing basketball.
Topics : Consideration of fundamentals; individual and
team play ; organization; and educational value of basketball.
Physical Education 405. Materials anc;l Methods of Baseball and Track. Two hours.
Purpose : To study th e theory, method and mechanics of
directing baseball and track.
Topics: Consideration of fundamentals, individual and
tec:tm play; or ganization; and edu cational value of baseball
and track.

.
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DEPARTME. T OF HOME E CONOMICS
Mrs. Short
Mrs. Call
Miss Gibson
The State .?oard of Vocational Education has approved
this department for the training of teachers in Vocational
Home Economics. Students who complete this course of 192
quarter hours and who receive the Bachelor of Science degree
in Vocational Home Economics are eligible to teach in vocational home economics departments in high schools of the state.
The Home Economics Department offers training to meet
the needs of the following classes of persons:
1. 'l'eachers of Vocational Home E conomics.
2. Individual who desire sound preparation for making
their homes.
3. Research and educational workers in commercial and
industrial establishments.
4. Government field agents who understand rural life and
know what kinds of improvements in the rural home are practical and desirable.
5. Students in other major fields 'vho can benefit by
elective courses in home economics.
REQUIREMENTS:

1. Students who wish to qualify as teachers of vocational
home economics should read carefully the requirements for
this degree which ~r e to be found on pp. 54-55 of this catalog.
They should also be guided by t he suggested program on p.
62 in selecting their courses.
2. Students who are not interested in teaching home
economics, but who wish to take a major in this field should
consult the head of the department. They should choose a
well-balanced sequence of courses. For example, a possible
sequence is Home Economics 131, 141, 231, 301, 341, 351, 355,
and 453. Other sequences may be arranged. A minimum of
36 hours is r equired for this major.
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All co ursN; arc open to a ny stwlrn1 s who have the prercrtuisit cs. Tltosr courses whic h liHYC no prerequisites are suggested as electives to students majoring in other departments.
DESCRIPTIO~

OF COURSES

Home Economics 101. Orientation in · Home Economics.
Two hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose : To introduce th e purposes and aims of Home
l!:conomics.
Top its: t:>t ud rn t~ re ide in the ll omc Management lion e
for six weeks, taking part in tile housekeeping duties. This
g ives th em a better understanding upon which to base their
choice of a career. Simple skills a nd techniques of homemaking
a re taught. This helps students learn to live successfully with
a small group of people. This course is open to all students
r egardless of maj or.
Home Economics 102. Nutrition for Elementary Teachers.
Three hours.
Prerequisite: None.
P urpose: 'l'o give teachers in the elementary school a
usable knowledge of nutrition so that they may be able to
help establish good food habits in children.
Topics: R ecognition of the signs of good and poor nutrition; basic food needs of the body; guides for planning adequate dietaries for childt·en and adults ; planning meals and
dietaries; carrying on a school lunch program; ways to help
children establish good food habits.
Home Economics 103. Home Nur sing and Health of the
Family. Three hour s.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To study the factors that influence general
family health and the simple nursing procedures used in the
treatment of t he sick.
Topics : Physical care of mothers and infants; safety and
sanitation of the home; cost of medical care; prevention of illness; first aid; and control of contagious diseases.
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Time: Two one-hour lecture periods and one two-hour
laboratory period per week.
Home Economics 130. Elementary Nutrition and Food
Planning. Three hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To help each student acquire a fundamental
knowledge of practical nutrition, and gain experience in the
planning and preparation of evepday foods.
Topics: Food selection at home and in public places; food
requirements at different age levels; occupational and other
activitie ; over-weight and under-weight; food in relation to
general health; and evaluation of dietaries.
Time: Two one-hour lecture periods and one two-hour
laboratory period per week.
Home Economics 131. Food Planning and Meal Prepa.ration. Four hours.
Prerequi. ite: Home Economics 130.
Purpose : To ht>lp the tudent acquire knowledge, skill,
and technique in Ihe preparation of everyday foods including
serYice, planning, and use of equipment.
Topics: Practical work in simple meal preparation including marketing and simple accounting.
Time: One one-hour lecture period apd three two-hour
laboratory periods per week.
Home E conomics 140. Clothing Design and Selection.
Three hours.
Purpose : To study design principles and individuality
as a basis for the selection of satisfactory clothing.
Topics: Design principles and elements; the application
of design to personal clothing selection and construction; and
clothing budgets. Plans are made for construction projects in
Home E conomics 141.
Home Economics 141. Problems in Clothing Construction.
Four hours.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 140.
Purpose: To learn fundamental principles of clothing
construction, the use of the sewing machine, the use of commercial patterns, and other construction tools and equipment.
lLS.T.C.-7
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Topics: Use and care of the equipment used in clothing
construction; the interpretation, alteration, and use of commercial patterns; fitting; ~nd clothing construction processes.
Home Economics 190. Clothing Renovation and Construction. Two hours.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To teach adults methods of clothing construction and better management oi clothing needs.
Topics: Methods of clothing construction and renovation
of all types of garments. Each individual receives assistance
with her own personal problems. Beginners are taught how
to sew, and more experienced sewers make clothing according
to their ability. The construction of all types of garments is
practiced. Non-home economics students should find this
course helpful.
Time: Two two-hour laboratory periods per week.
Home Economics 231. Advanced Meal Preparation a.nd
Table Service. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 131.
Purpose: 'l'o provide actual, practical, and varied experience in planning, preparing, and serving well-balanced,
attractive, and appetizing meals at d ifferent cost levels.
Topics: The planning, preparing and serving of breakfasts, luncheons, dinners, banquets, and other special occasions;
marketing, budgeting, and accounting.
Time: Three two-hour laboratory periods and one onehour lecture per week.
•
Home Economics 240. Textiles. Three hours.
Purpose : To study the construction and uses of textiles
as applied to house furnishings and clothing.
Topics: The recognition of the various materials of which
fabrics are made. The course includes the origin, manufacture,
flurability, uses, and care of natural and synthetic fibers.
Time. Two two-hour laboratory periods and one onehour lecture per week.
Home Economics 241. Family Olothing Problema. Two
hours.
Prerequisites: Home Economics 141 and 240.
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Purpo. e: 'l'o study problems involYed in the selection,
consumption, construction and car e of clothing for the family.
Topics: Economic problems with which families are faced
in meeting their clothing needs ; clothing for children of differ ent age groups; selection of garments for all members of
the family; the construction of a child's garment.
Time : One lecture and one two-hour laboratory period
per week .
Home Economics 280. Art Needlework. Three houn.
Purpose: 'l'o acquire skill in the use of needlework in
making objects of art.
Topics: The course provides for opportunity in knitting,
rug-making, millinery, upholstery, making of slip covers,
n eedlepoint, and other home crafts. Individual problems are
chosen according to needs and interests of students.

,_

.

Home Economics 290. Food Preserv&tion. Three houn.
Prerequisite: None.
Purpose: To help the student acquire knowledge of the
fundamental principles and skills involved in the production
and presenation or fllmily food for present and future use.
Topics: Emphasis on planning and conservation of the
family food supply ; practical laboratory work in food preservation including fruits, vegetables, meats, jams, and jellies,
usc and comparison of various methods of preservation such
as heat, cold, dehydration, and brining.
Home Economics 301. Consumer Problems. Four houn.
Prerequisite: Economics 201.
Purpose : To aid the student in becoming a more intelligent and interested buyer and consumer.
Topics: Selection of consumer goods and services; buying habits; legislation affecting branding, labeling, and other
industrial and economic problems that affect standards of
living.
Home Economics 331. Experimental Cookery. Three
hours.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 231.
Purpose: To give students an experimental approach to a
study of principles underlying food preparation.

,

.
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Topics: Standard products and factors which affect
them; individual topics for investigation as related to ingredien ts used, time, temperature, methods of mixing, et c.
Time : Three two-hour labor atory periods per week.
Home Economics 332. Quantity Cookery. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Home E conomics 231.
Purpose: To give students experience in planning, buying, storage, and preparation of fo od in large quantity.
Topics: Menu planning; amounts needed to serve various
sized groups; food costs; use of equipment; food preparation
in quantity; and food service. The laboratory work will be
done in the college cafeteria in cooperation with the dietitian.
Time: One lecture-discussion and two two-hour laboratory
periods per week.
Home Economics 333. Nutrition. Four hours.
Prerequisites : Home E conomics 231 and Chemistry 311.
Purpose: To help the student develop a scientific appreciation and knowledge of _food chemistry and its relation to
human nutrition.
Topics : Energy, metabolism, fats, carbohydrates, pr oteins, digestion, and enzymes; dietary problems; r equirements
for different ages, sexes, conditions; national nutrition problems.
Time : 'l'hree one-hour lectures and one two-hour laboratory periods per week.
Home Economics 335. Food Demonstrations. Two hours.
Prerequisite : H ome Econom ics 231.
Purpose: To acquire skill and ease in demonstrating to
a group.
Topics: Principles and techniques involved in demonstration in foods and nutrition; and practical experiences in demon:
strations. The skills developed can be applied to the needs of
business, classroom and community teaching, and extension
,,-ork.
Time: 'l'wo two-hour laboratoJ·y periods per week.
tion.

Home Economics 341. Intermediate Clothing ConstrucFour hours.
Prerequisites: Home Economics 241 and Art 162.
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Purpose: 'l'o give the student mor e skill in t ho art of
clothing construction; also to apply the fundamental principles
of design to dress for individuals.
Topics: 'l'he selection, the adaptation, and the appreoia-·
tion of dress of good taste ; the application of different finishing techniques; cr eat ive work. The individual is used as a
basis for all choices, and garments are constructed from origiJlal and adapted designs.
Time : Four two-hour laboratory periods per week.
Home Economics 351. Housing. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 301.
Purpo e: 'l'o study the economic and sociological problems and modern trends in housing.
Topics: House plans and t heir influence on fami ly life ;
housing laws ; zoning ; household equipment; work areas l e,aP.ing to conservation of energy and time in housek eeping activities; modern trends in heating, plumbing, and lighting the
home; economic problems of the home.
Home Economics 355. The Young Child and his F amily.
Four hours.
Prerequisite: Education 350.
Purpose : 'l'o study the development and practical training of the child in relation to his family and the activities of
fami ly life, from birth to six years of age.
Topics : The home; parents and their responsibilities;
training t he child in the formation of good physical, mental,
social and emotional habits; applications of child psychology;
analyses of actual happenings; toys and play equipment.
Time: Four on e-hour lecture periods per week.
Home Economics 431. Advanced Nutr ition. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Home E conomics 333.
Purpose: To study dietary problems r elated to diseases
and various physiological condi tions.
Topics: Vitamins; minerals; prevention and treatment of
general maluutrition ; diet in comm on diseases; infant feeding;
adequate diel:-; at different cost levels.
Home Economics 441. Tailoring. Four hours.
Prercqui:-;ite: Home Economics 341.
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Purpose: 'l'o apply the principles of tailoring and the
special construction processes involved.
Topics: Individual problems are chosen with emphasis
on the selection of suitable materials, fitting, and construction
problems involved. 'l'ailored garments of wool and wool substitutes are given major consideration.
Home Economics 451. Interior Decoration. Four hours.
Prerequisites: llome Economics 341 and 351.
Purpose: 'l'o study the interior of the house as a satisfa cto t·y background for the family.
'l'opics: Design, backgrounds, furniture, windows and
their t reatment, accessories, and other topics suggested by the
needs and interests of the students; practical problems.
Home Economics 452. Home Management Methocb.
Three hours.
Prerequisite: Home Economics 301.
Purpose : 'J'o become fam iliar with housekeeping methods
and management problems of the house.
'l'opics : Clelmi11g methods and materials including home
launde1·ing, ltonsehold accounts and expenditures; care and
repair of J10nsehold eqni pment; work simplification. This
course is designed to make housekeeping easier and more
effective by the use of proper techniques.
Home Economics 453. Social and Economic Problems of
the Family. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Home Economics 351 is
recommended.
Purpose: 'l'o study balanced family relationships with a
background of parenthood education, child training and social
thinking.
Topics : StallClards of social comlnct and relationships;
marriage fa ctors which are detrimental to happy family life;
position of the children in the home; economic independence
of women ; home-making as a profession; the family and the
community; and cul'l'ent events that affect family life. Offered
in the senior year, this course crystallizes student thinking
resulting from aII previous com·ses in home economics and its
rei a ted fields.
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Home Economics 454. Home Management House. Five
hours.
Prerequisites : Home E conomics 231, 351, 431, and 452
(or parallel ) .
Purpose: To study the manRgement problems of the
home and the social and cultural advantages in good family
living.
Topics: 'l'he management of money, materials, effort, and
time ; consumer buying ; household accounts ; leisure and good
family r elationships. Arrangements for living in the Home~fanagement House must be made with the Head of the Home
Economics Department. R eservations should be made by midterm of the preceding quarter.
Home E conomics 470. Methods of Teaching Vocation&!
Home Economics. Four hours.
Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics.
Purpo. e: To becomr familiar with p t·esent day methods
of teaching home economics.
'l'opics: J,;egislation leading to the clenlopment of t he
vocational program ; histor.'' of home economics; types of work
included in the present day progt·am; da y school classes, ad ul t
classes, and part-time cla. ses; working with l'>chool lunch programs; the commnnity ca nn ery; working wi th elementary
teachers; understanding the nreds and interests of students of
high school age and the homes from whi rh they come ; objectives for courses of study to meet the needs of var ious groups;
planning units; planning lessons; selection of reference and
illustrative material; evalua tion; home projects ; home ecoJiomics clu b snpet·v ision.
Home Economics 475. Directed Teaching in Home Economics. E ight hours.
Prerequisite: Home E conomics 470.
PurposP: Appl i('sttion 0f metl10ds in tea("hing home economics and expericn<'c in dealing with problems of a home·
economics trarher in the school nnd commnnity. En ch student
in this course is r equired to observe and teach a minimu m of
eighty class meetings of sixty minutes rach, at least half of
this t ime to be used for actual teaching in the training school

,
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: hbine economics -department, planning and teaching units in
at least three phases of the work. .All student teachers in this
· course meet in regular class twice each week and in individual
conferences daily. Student teachers are required to visit pupils
· in their homes and to supervise home projects.

.'
' ....

,.
•
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DEPARTl\1EN'r OF INDUS'l'RIAL ARTS
Mr. Mays

Mr. Black

R EQUlREMENTS:

Qu. H rs.
103, 110, 111, 203, 210, 211, 304, 311, 385, 475........................ 36
Additional requirements in related fields:
Art 101 and 341 ..................................................................
6
Mathematics 101 and 151 ................................................
9
Physics 131, 132, 133 ........................................................ 12 · •

F or a Major:

F or a Minor:

103, 110, 111, 203, 211 ................................................................
Other courses in industrial arts ..............................................

19
5
24

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Industrial Arts 103. Elementary Mechanical Drawing.
Four hours.
Purpose: 'l'o give a wor~ng knowledge of the subject in
its various practical applications.
Topics : Use and care of drawing instruments and supplies ; lettering, geometric constructions; orthographic projection ; dimensioning; and sectioning.
Industrial Arts 104. Blueprint Reading. Two hours.
Prerequisites: Industrial Arts 103 and credit in, or simul·
I an eons study of Physics 132.
Purpose: 'ro give instruction in the use and interpretation of construction and electrical blueprints.
,.
Topics: Symbols, construction blueprints; electrical wiring blueprints; electrical machinery blueprints.
Indust r ial Ar ts 110. Woodturning. Two hours.
Purpo ·e : 'l' o give instruction in the care, use, and possibil ities of the wood lathe.
Topics: Sharpening and use of turning tools; exercises ·
in spindle ; faceplate, and chuck t-urning. . .
.. . .
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Indust rial Arts 111. General Woodwork. Four hours.
P urpose: To pr esen t th e fundamental principles of woodwot·king and th e u ·e and care of common tools.
Top ics: Care and adjustme nt of tools; elementary tool
opera tions; cons truction o.f simple projects.
Industrial Arts 203. Advanced Mechanical Drawing.
Four hours.
Prer equisite: Indu:,trial Arts 103.
P ur pose: 'J'o apply the pr inciples o.f mechanical drawing
in the ::.olu tiou ol' adYa nced problems involving construction
materials a nd p rocesses.
1'opic. : Problem in pr oj ect ions, intersections, revolutions, a nd d evelopments.
Industr ial Arts 204. Commercial Wiring. Four hours.
Prerettuisile: ] nclustrial Arts 104.
P urpose : To give instru ction and experience in the various commercial wiring methods.
1'opics: L ow-voltage sign al circuits; lighting and power
circuits; wirin g methods with r igid conduit, electrical metallic
tubing, fl exible conduit , a rmor ed cable, non-metallic sh ea th ed
cable, and surface raceway.
One hou r lecture-discussion and six hours shop work each
week.
Industrial Arts 210. Advanced Woodturning. Two
hours.
Prerequisite : I ndustrial Arts 110.
Purpose: Continuation of I ndustrial Arts 110.
Topics : Turning f urnit ure projects on t he lathe ; sp ecial
attention g iven to design and finish. ·
Industrial Arts 211. General Woodwork. Four hours.
Prerequisite : lndu trial Arts 111.
P urpose : Continua tion of I ndustrial A rts 111.
1'opics : Use and care o.f woodworking t ools and machin es; d esign and construction of small pieces o.f furnit ure.
Industrial Arts 304.
Architectural Drawing. Four
hours.
Prerequisites : Ind ust rial Arts 103 and 203.
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Purpose: 'l'o present the basic principles of architectural
drawing.
Topics: Architectural lettering ; symbols and conve!ltions; drawing, tracing, and blueprinting the plans of a smJlll
house.

Industrial Arts 311. Design and Construction of Funliture. Four hours.
Pr~requisites: Industrial Arts 111 and 211.
Purpose: To give advanced instruction in furniture construction.
Topics : Emphasis on the operation of stationary and
portable machines; machining stock for one project which
must he assembled and fini hed.
Industrial Arts 319. Farm Shop. Four hours.
Purpose : 'fo give training in general farm repair work.
Topics: Th e general problems which a Carmer must face
in his own shop; construction and care of simple farm appliances; care of farm equipment.
Industrial Arts 351. House Planning and Construction.
Four hours.
Purpose : To give the p1·ospe.ctive home owner a genrral
study of building materials.
Topics: P lanning and construction of small homes (nontechnical ); building materials and fixtures.
Industrial Arts 383. Art Metal Work. Four hours.
Purpose : To give instruction about various metals used .
m art metal work; care and nse of tools.
Topics: The work is planned to require a minimum of
equipment in developing projects in copper, brass, pewter, etc.
Industrial Arts 385. Genera.l Metal. Four houn.
Purpose: To give training in general metal work.
Topics: Making selected projects in sheet metal, bench
work, and the use of the metal lathe.
Industrial Arts 460. History of Industrial Arts. Four
hours.
Purpose : A study of the development of the field of industrial arts.
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Topirs: A s1udy of the industrial background in Europe
and its influen ce on the development of industrial arts in the
schools of the United States.
Industrial Arts 474. Vocational Education. Four hours.
Purpose : A general survey of tho field of vocational education.
Topics: A survey of the modern industrial system, corporation schools, trade schools, etc.; state and national legislation affecting vocational education is studied.
Industrial Arts 475. Methods of Teaching Industrial Arta.
Four hours.
Purpose: To acquaint the student with the different
methods of presenting this subject in the public schools.
Topics: A study of the problems in teaching and supervising industrial arts in the public schools; instructional aids,
tests and measurements, and professional reading .

..
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DEPARTMENT OF :M:USIC
Mr. George
Miss Sweet

Mr. Thoman

Miss Carpenter
Mr. Huf!man

REQUIREMENTS:

For a T eaching Major:

Qu. lfrs.

Practical Music:
Voice ....................................................................................
Strings ..................................................................................
P iano (See piano requirements for music majors) ....
Woodwind ........................................................................... .
Brasswind ............................................................................
Percussion ............................................................................
Chorus ..................................................................................
Band or Orchestra

2
2
3
1
1
4
3

Theory of Music:
Sight Singing and Ear Training .................................... 12
Harmony .............................................................................. 10
Instrumentation .................................................................. 3
Methods:
Elementary and Secondary ..............................................
Conducting ..........................................................................
History and Appreciation ................................................

4
2
6

Total................................ 54
F or a Non-Teaching Major:

Practical Music:
Piano .................................................................................... 3
Elective .................................................................................. 3-9
Theory of Music:
Sight Singing and Ear Training ................................... . 8
Harmony ............................................................................. . 10
Elective ............................................................................... . 0-6
Music History and Appreciation:
History and Appreciation ............................................... .
Elective ........................... ·· ········· · · ··· · ···· ~··· · ·v·········.J.. .......... .

6

0-3

TotaL ........... - ................. 36
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For a T eaching Minor :

Practical Mus ic:
Voice ......................................................................................
Strings ·······-·········································································
Piano ......................................................................................
Woodwind .................................. .'.........................................
Brasswind ............................................................................
Percussion ·······························-···········································
Chorus ..................................................................................
Band or Orchestra ............................................................
Theory of Music:
Sight Singing and Ear Training ....................................
Harmony ..............................................................................
Methods:
Elementary or Secondary ................................................
Conducting ...................................................................:......
History and Appreciation ................................................

2

Total................................

32

1

1
3
1
1

1
3

6
6
2
2
3

For a Non-Teaching Minor:

Practical Music:
Piano ....................................................................................
Elective ·································· ··········· ·········· ··················-~---··
Theory of Music:
Sight Singing and Ear Training ....................................
Harmony ..............................................................................
Elective ..................................................................................
Music History and Appreciation:
History and Appreciation ................................................
Elective ................................................................................
Total................................

2
2-7
6
6
0- 5
3
0-3
24

AREA MAJOR FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHERS
Total requirements in practical mus ic, music theory, methods,
and history and appreciation.
Practical Music:
Qu. Hrs.
3
Voice ··········································································-··········
Strings .................................................................................. 2
Piano (See piano requirements for music majors) ....
6
Woodwind ............................................................................
2
Brasswind ···································································-······· 2
Percussion ·······························-····························-·············
1
Chorus ....• ............................................................................
6
Band or Orchestra ..............................................................
6
Elective ......... ,......................................................................
8
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Theory o! Music:
Sight Singing and Ear Training ....................................
Harmony ..............................................................................
Counterpoint ........................................................................
Form and Analysis ............................................................
Instrumentation ..................................................................
Methods:
Elementary and Secondary ................................................
Conducting ..........................................................................
History and Appreciation ············································'···
Seminar ................................................................................
Total................................
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12
10
2
2
3
8
2
9
2
80

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
PRACTICAL MUSIC
Note: The following course numbers indicate class lessons. Printe instruction , for qualified pupil ·, i indicated by
the same cour. e number followed by "A" and the fee is
$10.00 per quarter· .for one hour each week with a faculty
member or $5.00 per quarter for one hour each week with a
student assista nt. Either private or class le sons are acceptabl e toward a major or minor.
For students desiring the use of a college practice piano,
a limited number are aYailable at no additional fee. A number·
of band and orchestral instruments are owned by the college
and at·e available to students for training purposes.
Piano requirements for music majors:
Students whose major instrument is .not piano must have
completed satisfactorily a minimum of six hours. on piano and
must pass successfully an examination before an examining
committee named by the head of the music department.
The examination material will be selections chosen from
the following:
1. Czerny, Studies, Volume I, Part II (Germer)
Burgmuller, Studies, Book II, Op. 100
Heller, Studies, Op. 125
2. Piano selections memorized of approximately third
grade difficulty
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3.

ight reading of four-part hymns and simple vocal or
instrumental accompaniments

Students taking the Area Maj or in Music E ducation ar e
urged to complete one major and two minors in the field of
practical music. Completion of a practical music major or
minor will be determined by consultation with the music
faculty. tudents are required to own their major instruments
except in the c:ase of piano, organ, or the ba s instruments of
the band ot· orchestra.
In Applied l\Iusic and in Ensemble a digit indicating the
classification of the student will precede the following numbers.
Music 11, 12, 13. Voice. One hour each.
Prt!requisite : Music 231.
Presentation of fundamentals of voice placement, br eathing, diction, and interpretation. One hour in recitation, three
hours of outside preparation and participation in chorus or
ensemble are r equired.
Music 14, 15, 16. Stringed Instruments. One hour each.
Presentation of fundamental technique of playing the
violin and other stringed instruments of the viol family. Two
1;2 hour lessons pe.r week, three hours of outside preparation,
and participation in ensemble or orchestra are required.
Music 117, 118, 119. Piano. Two hours each .
Instruction in the fundamentals of piano playing, music
notation and reading and a beginning in the development of
interpretation and technique. Two fifty minute periods and
six hours of practice per week are required. Freshman students
who are qualified may receive private instruction on a basis
of two one-half hour le sons and six hour, of practice per
week.
Music 217, 218, 219, 317, 318, 319, 417, 418, 419. Piano.
Two hours each.
Early intermediate to advanced work in technique and
interpretation. Private or class instruction, depending on the
student's previous preparation. (See Mu ic 117 above for lesson and practice requirements.)
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Music 51, 52, 53. Woodwind Instruments. One hour each.
Instruction iu clarinet, fl ut.e, oboe, or bassoon. 'l'wo %
hour le ons pet· week, t hree hours of outside preparation, and
•·ehearsals designated by the instructor are required.
Music 54, 56, 56. Brass Instruments. One hour each.
Instruction in cornet, horn, trombone, baritone, or bass.
'l'wo lfz hour lessons per week, three hours of outside prepara1ion, and rehearsals designated by the instructors are required.
Music 57, 58, 59. Percussion Instruments. One hour
each.
Instruction in snare drum with additional instruction on
th e other percussion instruments toward the end of the first
quarter. 'l'wo 1/ 2 hour lessons per week, three hours of outside preparation, and r ehearsal designated by t he instructor
arP r equiretl.
ENSEMBLES
~ote: A maximum of 12 quarter hours of cr ed it in Chorus,
Band, and/or Orchestra may be counted as elective credit by
students who are not majoring in music. A maximum of 18
quarter hours in the e activities may be counted as r equir ed
and elective credit by majors in music. Cr edit earned in these
course. in excess of the maximum indicated will be recorded
aud cou nted as ad8itional work beyond the number of hour.
required fo•· a degr ee.

Chorus: Open to all college students who have a musical
background eq ual to 1\Iusic 100 or Music 231. A r equired
course for music major and minor students. 'l'wo to three
periods per week One hour of creclit for each quarter or
participation.
Band: Open to all college students who have a satisfactory playing ability on a band instrument. 'l'wo to four periods
per week. One hour credit for each quarter of participation .
Orchestra: Open to all coll ege students who have a satisfactory playing ability on an orchestral instrument. 'l'wo
to three pet·iods per week. One l1011r credit for each quarter
of participation.
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Small Ensembles : Open onl y to advanced students and
upon approval of the in tructor. S tring ensembles will use
the fo ll owing mun bers followed by "S," vocal ensembles by
"V," brass and woodwind by " W ." .
Study of chamber music for the p urpose of public performance.
Two class meetings per week with outside preparation are
r equired.
Music 86, 87, 88. Small Instrumental a.nd Vocal Entembles. One hour ea.ch.
THEORY OF MUSIC

Music 100. Rudiments of Music. Two hours.
A course in the fundamentals of music notation and the
basic elements of music theory. Required for elementary cert ificates. Prerequisite for l\fusic 121. Offer ed during the Fall
and Spring quarters.
Three periods per week.
Music 231. Sight Singing and Ear Training I . Two
hours.
A course in sight singing-including some part singing,
theory, and melodic ear training. Emphasis is given to the
method of presenting new material. Required for a major or
minor. Offered during the Fall quarter.
Three periods per week.
Music 232. Sight Singing and Ear Trai.n ing U. Two
hours.
Continuation of Music 231. Prerequisite : Music 231. Required for a major or minor. Offered during the Winter
quarter.
Three periods per week.

m.

Music 233. Sight Singing a.nd Ea.r Tra.ining
Two
hours.
Continuation of Music 232. Prerequisite: Music 232.
Required for a major or minor . Offered during the Spring
quarter.
Three periods per week.
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Music 331. Sight Singing an~ Ear Training IV. Two
hours.
A continuation of l\Iusic 233, which is a prerequisite. Required for a major. Offered during the Fall quarter.
Three pe1:iods per week.
Music 332. Sig·ht Singing and Ear Training V. Two
hours.
A contiuuation of Music 331, which is a prerequisite. Required for a major. Offered during the Winter quarter.
Three periods per week.
Music 333. Sight Singmg· and Ear Training VI. Two
hours.
A continuation of :Music 332, which is a prerequisite. Required for a major. Offered during the Spring Quarter.
'fhree periods per week.
Music 341. Harmony I. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Ability lo play and r ead third grade piano
music.
A course in the fundamentals of melodic, rhythmic, and
harmonic elemcuis iu music including scales, intervals, and
triads presented as singing, dictation, and keyboard work;
part writing of triads. Credit is granted only upon the successful completion o.f Music 231. l{.eqnired for a major or minor.
Offered during tile Fall Quat·ler.
Music 342. Harmony ll. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 341.
Continuation of Music 341. Inversions of triads ; harmonization from given basses and melodies; original work required ; practical application of materials. Credit is granted
only upon the successful completion of Music 232. Required
for a major or minor. Offered during the Winter Quarter.
Music 343. Harmony III. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 342.
The dissouance and its resolution; original work required ;
practical application of matel·ials. Credit is granted only upon
the successful completion of Music 233. Required for a major
or minor. Offered during the Spring Quarter.
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Music 441. Harmony IV. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 343.
Introduction of key relationship and modulation; altered
and mixed chords; and original work required. Credit is
granted only upon the sncces. ful completion of Music 331.
Requ ired for a majot·. Offered during the Fall Quarter.
Music 442 . H armony V. Two hours.
Pre1·equisite: l\Iusic -!·! 1.
Modulation continued; non-hat·monic intervals; and application of material s to original work. Credit is granted only
upon the successful completion of Music 332. Required for a
major. Offered during the Winter Quarter.
Music 443. Counterpoint. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 442.
Elementary counterpoint in two and three parts, with
analysis of simple contrapuntal designs. Credit is granted only
upon the successful completion of Music 333. Required for a
major. Offered during tlw Spring Quarter.
Music 436. Instrumentation. Three hours.
Prerequisite: Music 3-!3.
A study of the playing range and transposition of all the
orchestral instruments with practice in arranging selected
materials for various instrumental ensembles. Offered during
the Fall Quarter.
Music 437. Form and Analysis. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Mnsic 442.
Study of the elements of form and harmony, and analysis
of Song Forms, Variation F orms, and larger forms such as
Rondos, Sonatas, Fugues, etc.
MUSIC EDUCATION

Music 121. Music for the Primary Grade Teacher. Two
hours.
Prer equisite: Music 100.
A course in methods of t eaching music in rural and urban
schools, with emphasis on methods and materials for primary
grades. Winter and Spring quarters.·

,
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Music 122. Music for the Intermediate Grade Teacher.
Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 121 or permission of head of department.
A continuation of M:usic 121 with emphasis on materials
and methods for the intermediate grades. Spring quarter.
Music 325. Materials and Methods for Primary Grades.
Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 233.
A course in materials and methods for the primary grades.
Elective for a major or minor. Fall quarter .
Music 326. Materials and Methods for Intermediate
Grades. Two hours.
Prerequisite : Music 233.
A course in music education for the intermediate grades.
Elective for a major or minor. Winter quarter.

•

Music 375. Materials and Methods for Junior High
School. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 233.
Materials and methods in the Junior School; discussion of
the various activities including chorus, glee club, orchestra,
band, practical or applied music. Special attention is given to
tl1e subject of the adolescent voice and to correlation and integration of music with other subjects. Elective for a major
or minor. Fall quarter.
Music 376. Materials and Methods for Senior High
School. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 233.
:Materials and methods in the Senior High School ; discussion of the various activities including chorus, glee club,
orchestra, band, practical or applied music, history and appreciation, and theory. Elective for a major or minor. Winter
quarter.
Music 471. Conducting. Two hours.
Prerequisite: Music 233.
Required for major and minor.
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